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Middle East appears to be ‘lone

source of international strength’ 
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Barclays forecasts E&P capital spending in
the Middle East to rise to about $46 billion
this year.
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Between 2014 and 2020, an
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Artificial lift and subsea processing are
among the technologies to watch.

Eni signs agreement for Egypt exploration block
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West Melehia Block in the Western Desert of Egypt following the
Egyptian General Petroleum Corp. 2013 international competitive bid
round.

PNOC Exploration Co. agrees to farm in to Palawan Basin
PNOC Exploration Co. has expressed an interest in farming into Service
Contract 55 in the Palawan Basin in the Philippines for a 15% working
interest, Otto Energy Ltd. said in a press release.

Statoil aims to extend life of Norne Field
Initially scheduled to be shut down during 2014, Statoil is aiming to
extend the life of the Norne Field to 2030. The field came onstream on
Nov. 6, 1997.
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Bright spots in dark sea
of uncertainty

T
he headlines have been pretty negative of late, I think you’ll agree. A glance at
the day’s news before I wrote this column found content including “oil price

crash,” “no sunshine for drillers,” “job cuts,” “spending plunge,” and so on.
But there are bright spots out there to give encouragement as we get into the

meat of a year that will be hard for many involved in this global business. As the
industry slowdown in terms of spending on projects and developments bites,
there are sectors of the upstream industry that look set to buck the trend.

One I can highlight is the emerging floating LNG (FLNG) market. Despite
being a relatively new segment associated with the spending of multiple billions
of dollars up front before any revenue is made, this is a sector that is likely to
benefit from the downturn.

The floating production business overall is expected to suffer a pause in its
growth as projects are delayed (although few will actually be cancelled). It had a
strong 2014, with more than 30 contracts awarded worth more than $18 billion,
according to a report by Energy Maritime Associates (EMA). EMA is forecasting
that there will be around 142 orders for new floating systems over the 2015-19
period, representing $118.5 billion of investment.

The expectation of a continued lower oil price this year has reduced its fore-
casts, it admitted. “However, given the apparent ability to finance small/mid-size
LNG-related projects, we have increased the number of FLNG and FSRU [float-
ing storage and regasification units] orders, which are expected to account for
25% of the capex over the next five years,” it continued.

There are already clear signs that EMA’s optimism for the smaller-scale FLNG
business is based on solid ground. Pioneers such as Exmar and Golar LNG have
both placed speculative orders for FLNG units in recent times despite collapsing
prices. These companies are basing their decisions on the long-term certainty
that the global energy market needs more oil and gas (increasingly the latter)
and that prices will not stay low for too long.

Exmar ordered what will be its second FLNG facility to be built in China by
Wison Offshore & Marine and complete by 2017 (with options for two further
units). The company is “actively working” on seven FLNG projects, it said.

Golar LNG, meanwhile, signed an agreement with Societe Nationale de
Hydrocarbures and Perenco to develop an FLNG project offshore Cameroon
using its GoFLNG technology on the Golar Hilli facility.

It also has lined up the $705 million conversion of an LNG tanker into a sec-
ond FLNG unit, the Golar Gimi, at Keppel. Both will use Black & Veatch’s PRICO
topsides liquefaction technology.

This is innovative work being planned and implemented in a market that
didn’t exist a few years ago. Often from the uncertainty of low price
environments transformative technologies emerge. We may well
be witnessing the coming of age of another evolutionary industry
segment right in front of our eyes.
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E
nergy companies have invested more than $20 bil-
lion in intellectual capital, including patents, but

have yet to unlock the financial value of their patent
assets and maximize the return on investment. Most
E&P companies have either underutilized their patent
assets, abandoned them or allowed them to expire. At 
a time of extreme market volatility, E&P companies
would be wise to monetize their significant patent
investments as a way to increase shareholder value 
and generate cash. 

Why is it important?
Officers and directors of a corporation have a fiduciary
duty to act in the best interest of a corporation and its
shareholders, including the pursuit of profits and share-
holder value. For this reason, the C-suite and board of
directors are asking the question, “How do we unlock
the financial value of our significant patent assets to
increase profits, margins and market share?” This
inquiry represents a shift in thinking from the tradi-
tional business model of collecting patents for defensive
purposes to a strategic offensive purpose, which should
include patent monetization. 

Each patent represents a substantial investment not
only in R&D but also in the procurement and mainte-
nance of the patent itself. Typically, a patent having
international protection can cost up to $100,000 over 
its life, depending on the number of countries where
protection is sought. From a cost vs. benefit standpoint,
however, a closer examination of the majority of patents
reveals that this cost is not offset by the revenue their
owners generate from commercial products covered 
by those patents. Nevertheless, companies often will 
continue to let these assets lie fallow, often at a cost 
to the company, without determining their true finan-
cial value.

Opportunity for liquidity
Every E&P company should be valuing its patents to
determine if they can be licensed for cash, especially in
the current economic climate. Revenue flows generated
through licensing patents can be customized to meet a
company’s financial objectives. For example, if a patent
owner needs to generate revenue quickly and is willing
to sell the patents, revenue can be received up front 
in the form of a discounted lump sum. On the other
hand, if a patent owner is willing to partner with a mon-
etization firm, it can receive some of the revenue up
front on a discounted basis and the remainder of the
revenue on a nondiscounted basis upon completion 
of the licensing program.

Valuation begins by determining which of its patents
cover products or services sold by other companies. The
patents are then evaluated using key criteria such as the
criticality of the patent to the covered products and serv-
ices and their sales volumes. For each patent, a company
also must determine whether it has already licensed the
companies selling covered products or services. It also is
important to recognize that the licensing and enforce-
ment of patent rights can vary substantially in various
countries. This valuation requires the expertise of a 
multidisciplinary team that includes a patent attorney, 
an engineer and a patent licensing appraiser.

Unlocking the value of patents
Once they have estimated a value for their patents,
companies can use patent litigation to unlock the finan-
cial value of their patent portfolios. Patent litigation is
undertaken to enable the patent owner to obtain
injunctions that exclude other companies from making,
using or selling products or services covered by the
patent. If the patent litigation is successful, the patent
owner can forego its pursuit of such injunctions and
instead choose to allow the other companies to con-
tinue making, using or selling the covered products or
services in exchange for license fees. 

February 2015   |   EPmag.com8
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When price per barrel is low, 
patent investment reaches 
an all-time high
Companies that effectively unlock the financial value of their patent portfolios enhance

shareholder value and generate a return on innovation.

Charlotte Rutherford, Acacia Research Group LLC
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Most companies are unwilling to take the patent 
litigation path because of its significant cost (typically
$2 million to $10 million in attorney fees per litiga-
tion). This cost diverts cash from core business opera-
tions. Another reason companies do not pursue patent

litigation is its complexity; most companies do not 
have the multidisciplinary expertise (legal, technical
and business) or staffing bandwidth to pursue patent
litigation with a high probability of success, even if 
they hire competent outside counsel. A final reason

patent litigation is often not pursued
is that it could lead to retaliatory
counterclaims and countersuits
being filed by the companies that
are infringing the patents.

Outsourcing licensing
To avoid the pitfalls of litigating
their own patents, companies have
begun partnering with monetization
firms to enforce and license their
patents. These firms generate finan-
cial rewards for the patent owner 
by licensing the patents on behalf 
of the owner. This partnership can
be structured to shift the risk and
cost of patent litigation to the 
monetization firm. As a result, 
the patent owner does not bear 
the cost of the patent litigation, 
burden of staffing or potential of
counterclaims/countersuits. 

Also, this partnership is scalable 
to allow the monetization firm to
immediately pursue any number 
of licensing transactions, ranging
from one to potentially more than 
a hundred. As a result, the patent
owner can realize a return on its
patent investment while shifting 
the costs and risks that come with
enforcing patents. 

Stop leaving 
money on the table
Companies that effectively 
unlock the financial value of their
patent portfolios enhance share-
holder value as well as generate a
return on investment. It is essential
that companies leverage their intel-
lectual capital—and especially their
patents—in ways that differentiate
themselves from their competitors 
to achieve a strategic competitive
advantage.

DOWNLOAD
THE APP
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African aspects hold the key 
One company is being rejuvenated by refocusing on frontier areas.

U
.K. independent Aminex has transformed itself
from a stagnating company in dire need of refinanc-

ing into a frontier pioneer that has exited the U.S. and
is now closing in on first gas from one of its core assets
in Tanzania. CEO Jay Bhattacherjee, a co-founder and
CEO at Canyon Oil & Gas (now part of Aminex), shared
with E&P the company’s rejuvenation and a “regionally
agnostic” strategy.

Tell us about where Aminex came from as a company, how it

is being rejuvenated and what its main focus is for 2015. 

Aminex is transitioning to be a production, develop-
ment and exploration-led oil and gas company focused
in Africa.  As a junior company, like most others it has
had a turbulent time with highs and lows. However, I am
pleased to say we made positive progress last year. 2014
was a transitional year for Aminex, starting with the
directorship/management changes that occurred in
March 2014 when myself, Philip Thompson and Max
Williams were appointed to the board. Since our
appointment, we have worked rapidly to progress the
company, with the sale of its U.S. assets [mainly two
fields in Texas and Louisiana for a consideration of 
$5 million to Northcote Energy Ltd. and Springer Oil
and Gas] and an agreement to sell up to 13% of the 
Kiliwani North development license [KNDL] to Solo
Oil. We recently announced that the Tanzanian authori-
ties have now given approval to the KNDL sale, and so
all that is left is the signing of the deed of assignment.

We made these decisions to strengthen the balance
sheet, which we hope will allow us to look for new
opportunities in the future, and we are pleased to say
that we are fully funded to execute our current work
program and to get to production in early 2015.

Our corporate strategy is to expand the company’s tech-
nical capacity with a focus on Africa and our main core
asset base in Tanzania. This year has seen us refocus our
strategy and become regionally agnostic to take advantage
of the best opportunities out there while maintaining the
theme of production and development with exploration.
Our main focus is the Kiliwani North development, which
is on track for first gas early in 2015. 

Why Tanzania? What are the opportunities and the chal-

lenges of exploring and developing assets in this frontier area?

In the past Aminex has had licenses in a variety of
locations. However, as part of our rejuvenation of the
business, we decided to focus on near-term opportuni-
ties and, for that reason, sold the American assets, leav-
ing our core African assets. 

We are the operator of three licenses here; Kiliwani
North development license, Ruvuma production-sharing
agreement [PSA] and the Nyuni exploration license.
Tanzania offers a company of our size access to a world-
class petroleum province and, with Kiliwani coming
onstream shortly, an opportunity to access production. 

In other regions of Africa that can be viewed as frontier,
there is great opportunity to explore, but access to infra-
structure is limited. The large regional pipeline currently
being constructed running from Dar es Salaam to Mnazi
Bay would allow for all future developments to be
brought onstream in a relatively quick manner.

Explain how the company worked to set up and establish its

good working relationship with the Tanzanian authorities

and the Tanzania Petroleum Development Corp. (TPDC).

Was it all smooth sailing?

It is always important to establish good relationships
with the local authorities, and Tanzania is no different.
As a business the company has and continues to have

Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

world
VIEW

Gas flaring is seen during testing on Aminex’s 100%-operated

Ntorya discovery onshore Tanzania. The company recently com-

pleted an infill seismic survey over the Ntorya appraisal area,

which has multi-Tcf potential. (Source: Aminex)
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good relations, mainly owing to longevity and doing what
we have said we would do. The business has spent in
excess of $100 million drilling and developing its assets
since 2002.

What are the plans for Kiliwani North? What’s the schedule,

and what’s the longer term view?

The Kiliwani North license is expected to be in pro-
duction in early 2015. This has an expected IP rate of 20
MMcf/d [566 Mcm/d], with a P-mean resource estimate
of 45 Bcf [1.3 Bcm] (gross). This is projected to create
net cashflow of $10 to $15 million.

As I previously mentioned, we have agreed to sell up to
13% of the license to Solo Oil for a total consideration of
$7 million, which has been approved by the Tanzanian
authorities and just leaves the formal deed of assignment
to be signed for the completion of the sale. Following this,
the KNDL joint venture partners will be Ndovu Resources
Ltd. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Aminex) with 52%,
RAK Gas (25%), Bounty Oil (10%) and Solo (13%). 

Once producing, this will represent a major milestone
for Aminex by providing first revenues to the company.
Construction of a 2-km [1-mile], 36-in. pipeline from
the KN1 wellhead to the new Songo Songo processing
plant has now commenced and is expected to be com-
pleted shortly. 

A gas sales agreement for KNDL is expected to be com-
pleted prior to the commissioning of the pipeline and
the processing plant in early 2015. 

It will be a major milestone and represents first pro-
duction and revenue for the company from East Africa.

Aminex has arranged to sell its gas from Kiliwani North at the

wellhead. What is the advantage of doing this?

The company will have no exposure to midstream or
downstream capex and opex, which greatly simplifies the
operations and keeps costs to a minimum.

What’s the plan for the Ruvuma PSA and its Ntorya-1 discovery?

We have completed an infill seismic acquisition pro-
gram over the Ntorya appraisal area connecting Ntorya
and Likonde. We estimate the channel fairway alone has
increased from 1.2 Tcf to 2.3 Tcf [34 Bcm to 65 Bcm].
We continue to reinterpret data over its Namisange
prospect and its Sudi lead while priority is being given to
the Ntorya and Likonde areas, which will be the catalyst
for the drilling campaign.

Please give details of your outlook for Aminex’s Egyptian assets.

We have a 10% carried interest in West Esh el 
Mallaha. We were advised in September 2014 by the

operator of the contract onshore Gulf of Suez that the
South Malak-2 exploration well was spudded. This was
targeting the prolific Nubia and Matulla sandstones. We
were also informed that a second location was chosen,
designated Wadi Kofra-1, with drilling expected shortly.
Aminex has a 10% effective interest in this PSC [produc-
tion-sharing contract], free-carried through to commer-
cial production. It has no operational control over the
license and receives information only when the operator
provides it. 

Please outline the company’s strategy going forward and why

it chose to exit areas such as the U.S. Could it come back in the

future?

Our focus is now on Africa and the large potential
resource opportunities that it offers. As mentioned, the
Kiliwani North Field is our major focus as it will be a
milestone in the company’s development. 

Our second priority is the Ntorya-1 discovery within
the Ntorya appraisal license and its neighboring leads
and prospects in the two exploration licenses, which the
company holds under the Ruvuma PSA. A developed gas
field in the Ruvuma PSA would find a ready market in
Dar es Salaam via TPDC’s new regional pipeline, and
the fast-tracking of such a development would certainly
be encouraged and assisted by the Tanzanian authori-
ties. The third priority is to appraise with seismic the
prospect identified in the deepwater portion of the
Nyuni Area PSA, which we believe to have potential 
for a high-impact discovery. 

We chose to exit the U.S. to pay down part of our loan
facility and enable us to focus on our core business. I
doubt that we will reenter into this area as we want to
establish Aminex as a production and development busi-
ness in Africa. 

Where else is Aminex looking in Africa, or is it looking further

afield at this time?

We are always on the lookout for new opportunities,
and our strategy is now regionally agnostic, with a focus
on proven basis with development potential. 

What are the biggest challenges facing independents like

Aminex at this time? 

Funding is always an issue for independents like us.
However, we are pleased to say that we are fully funded
for our work program. Other than that, there are always
challenges for exploration companies, especially for
smaller companies with a smaller portfolio, which
heightens risk. Nevertheless, this can bring with it 
advantages such as higher returns.
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W
ith the commodity price downturn, industry atten-

tion is turning with urgency to an age-old question:

What works in the oil patch? When it comes to drilling oil

and gas wells in a tough pricing environment, operators

are now focused as much on process as on gee-whiz gadg-

ets or new technology.

Hart Energy’s Market Intelligence program canvassed

operators, consultants and a few service companies about

technologies that were directly impacting drilling and com-

pletion efficiency. Initially the goal was to hear from cus-

tomers about what was working in the field. However, the

survey was conducted during another leg down in oil price,

and commentary and respondents quickly shifted to what

generates efficiencies in a challenging price environment. 

Survey findings revealed operators pursuing a holistic

process rather than seeking specific technologies, with the

exception of multiple comments on higher efficiency

mud motors.

Processes making a difference for operators include pad

drilling and enhanced completion techniques. Secondarily,

survey respondents cited improved mud motors for drilling

and the steadily rising use of coil fracks and sliding sleeves

to better pinpoint stage stimulation as impactful technolo-

gies. Coiled tubing (CT) conveyed sliding sleeves comprise

a new and as yet small share of the overall market but one

likely to grow in a difficult commodity price environment.

The holistic approach involves better collection of well

data at the front end, which enables operators to custom-

design both the drilling and completion process on a well-

by-well basis. Successful operators are focusing on cost per

barrel rather than individual well cost. It is an important

distinction. Lower cost well stimulation techniques, for

example, may reduce the cost of an individual well but can

also sacrifice yield. 

“Gel fracks with ceramics may cost more,” a completions

engineer told Hart Energy, “but increasing long-term pro-

duction by 25% lowers the cost per barrel produced.”

A Marcellus service provider summed up customer

expectations when it came to execution in the current

environment. “Operators are expecting impeccable serv-

ice, from advance planning and logistics to swift imple-

mentation. There is a three-strikes policy in force, and

only the best will be accepted. We see well-planned logis-

tics, high sand volumes for better production and zipper

fracks on multiwell pads all driving efficiency.”

Survey respondents indicated pad drilling represents

about 20% of total well cost and generates a 10% reduc-

tion in drilling cost per well vs. single well drilling. Addi-

tional savings originate from high-efficiency downhole

mud motors, which can shave time from the drilling

process and result in an additional 10% to 20% of savings

on benchmark drilling costs. High-efficiency downhole

motors amount to less than 2% of well costs but signifi-

cantly impact efficiency.

Separately, enhanced completions now garner more

than 60% of well cost. Higher sand volume seems to be a

universal component of advanced completions, though

again survey respondents are providing more frequent 

references to CT and pinpoint single-stage sliding sleeve

completions.

Unlike the drilling side, enhanced completions do not

reduce well cost. Rather, the process raises IP and extends

EUR, resulting in a lower cost per barrel. 

Said a Bakken engineering consultant, “We may use

methods that cost more per well, but our average well pro-

duces 25% more than nearby wells with cheaper comple-

tions. We also produce less water through understanding

the geology better. We should save everywhere we can by

negotiating prices better, but cheaper technologies may

not produce cheaper oil per barrel.”

Meanwhile, operators are extracting savings by renegoti-

ating prices with vendors trying to seek an immediate 15%

to 20% reduction in service costs. This, and a combination

of using the right downhole motor and service providers,

can further extend cost savings and help operators

weather a low commodity price event.
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Techniques that improve efficiency
Operators seek greater efficiency and lower cost per barrel in a challenging price environment.

Richard Mason, Chief Technical Director

• Best practices emphasize lower cost 
per barrel over lower well cost

• Operators cite efficiency gains from
improved downhole motors and pad
drilling

• Operators cite enhanced completions 
and zipper fracks for more effective 
completions

• CT fracks and single-stage sliding sleeve
completions are gaining market share
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A
few years ago I graced this page with speculation

about the possibility of seismic surveys off of the

eastern coast of the U.S. At the time several things had

to happen before this became a reality, not the least of

which was an environmental impact statement deter-

mining whether seismic activity would be harmful to

marine life. 

Things have been pretty quiet since then, although

several companies have filed permits. But a different,

“less scary” approach might be the key to easing the

U.S. government into allowing at least some types of 

surveys to proceed.

I recently chatted with Jim White, president of

ARKeX. White has been visiting with government offi-

cials giving presentations on his company’s technology,

which uses airborne and marine full-tensor gravity gra-

diometry (FTG) measurements to provide insight into

the subsurface.

“What’s important about these presentations is what

the technology can do, how it can be used by both the

oil and gas companies and the seismic contractors as

well as the BOEM [Bureau of Ocean Energy Manage-

ment] to target their initial licensing rounds,” White

said. “We were warmly received by the BOEM, and the

reason is because it’s a passive technique.”

While seismic surveys require active sources to create

the sound waves that penetrate the earth, FTG surveys

don’t send energy of any sort into the environment,

White explained. “Subsurface structure induces a reac-

tion by the instruments that we assemble into a map,”

he said. “Instead of seismic energy, it’s gravity that’s driv-

ing the measurement, but the structures we’re sensing

are the same ones.”

The western portion of the Atlantic Ocean—at least

the part that the U.S. claims as its federal waters—is

truly a frontier area. Very little seismic data has been

acquired since the 1970s, and most of that is vintage 2-D

data that is only now undergoing reprocessing. 

And while the area has been off-limits to E&P activi-

ties for decades, there actually are wells that have been

drilled in some of the most sensitive areas. “There are

wells drilled right on the beach in North Carolina,”

White said. “They drilled wells in the bay, and this was

back in the ’40s when they didn’t have the environmen-

tal constraints we have today. The fact that there are no

environmental impact disasters would indicate to me

that we need to educate the general public on the fact

that it’s already been done.”

So far about nine companies have applied for per-

mits, and eight of them are seismic contractors. Several

events need to occur before anyone starts acquiring

data in the region. First and foremost, the U.S. govern-

ment actually needs to announce a lease sale. Before

that happens it will be a challenge for any contractor,

ARKeX included, to obtain the prefunding necessary to

plan a survey. “Once that happens, there will be a sense

of optimism that things are moving in the right direc-

tion,” he said.

From White’s perspective it also makes sense for FTG

to be the first technology applied. While no company

would drill based solely on gravity data, the “first look”

would help seismic contractors high-grade the areas they

want to survey. It would also be helpful

to the BOEM to determine which areas

to offer up for license.

Back to the Atlantic
Maybe seismic isn’t the first exploration technology that should venture off
the East Coast of the U.S.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

RHONDA DUEY
Executive Editor 

rduey@hartenergy.com
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FTG technology provides a passive method of imaging the

subsurface. (Source: ARKeX)
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I
n a $50/bbl oil scenario, everyone is looking for
ways to save money. The easiest way to cut costs is to

reduce or even stop drilling activity, but we know that
doing so will hurt our industry in the long run with
less production and fewer discoveries.

A low oil price is good in the way that it forces
all of us to look for ways to improve our
business. We need to get more value
for less money.

Drilling in ultradeep water
will still be very expensive, 
but the cost savings is huge
if we can be more efficient.
Even if rig rates come
down over time, the 
rates will still be a high
portion of well cost. 

An ultradeepwater rig 
is built to be able to do
everything, but a lot of the
things we use the rig for
don’t require the full capacity
that it is equipped with. If we
can let these rigs do what we need
their high capacity for and let other
rigs and vessels to do what they are capa-
ble of, we could save time and money. We should
have vessels doing tophole drilling, plugging and
abandonment and leave the more challenging work to
highly competent rigs.

As an industry we struggle even more with efficient
completions. I believe in having dedicated rigs for
completions so they can be good at them. To be good
at something, you need to do it often. Challenging
operations should not be run by individuals but by
competent teams that can challenge and complement
each other. These teams need to have a systematic

approach to planning, risk identification, problem-
solving and learning. Developing and improving best
practices over time is the only way to be consistently
better. Standardizing equipment and methods can
help with avoiding problems. 

To learn only from your own operations is often 
not good enough. Most teams don’t drill that many
wells each year. We have to be able to learn from other

operations in our own company and other oper-
ators. That is the most efficient way to

avoid problems, identify challenges
and handle them better.

Safe and efficient operations
start with a good well design.

We need to design robust
wells with some flexibility 
to handle uncertainty.
Most lost time is related 
to uncertainty in pore
pressure and formation
strength. Well integrity
and barriers are essential

to preventing a well control
situation. 
New technology can help 

us be safer and more efficient.
We at Statoil are now implement-

ing a system to control and regulate
bottomhole pressure. We have taken differ-

ent technologies and put together a system we 
call ECD Management. This should help us navigate
through narrow drilling margins and avoid losses and
well control situations. It will save us time and money.

Becoming more efficient is not accomplished
overnight, and it will take considerable effort from
everybody involved. Operators, rig contractors and
service companies should all work together to get
greater value for less money.

Editor’s note: Scott Weeden will return in the March issue.

drilling &
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How can we contribute 
to less spending?
Getting more value for less money is a challenge that operators, 
rig contractors and service companies need to work together on.
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O
perators are investing more than ever in electric

submersible pump (ESP) systems. While choos-

ing the right equipment for an application is key, once

the unit is installed downhole, real-time data acquisi-

tion combined with continuous well surveillance is a

necessary component of maximizing return on an

artificial lift investment.

About 120,000 wells around the world are equipped

with ESPs. They account for nearly 60% of the global

oil production and are the largest and fastest-growing

segment of the artificial lift industry. Operators 

have made significant investments in ESPs; 

improving performance in unconventional

wells, preventing failures, optimizing

efficiencies and increasing run 

life are crucial in ensuring field

profitability. 

SCADA-driven surveillance

systems organize and store

key operating parameters

in a centralized location

for remote monitoring,

analysis and control. The

ESP’s downhole sensor pro-

vides data to a remote

telemetry unit on the sur-

face that transmits real-time

data into the surveillance sys-

tem via a satellite or cellular

modem. Field operators and engi-

neers are automatically notified of

operating problems and are able to review

well performance and make remote adjustments to

equipment. This allows operators to optimize produc-

tion, identify data anomalies and correct problems

before they lead to costly system failures.

Without the use of an effective ESP monitoring 

system, optimizing an ESP system is a manpower-

intensive process. Operators are forced to send field

personnel to the well site to collect performance data

and restart the wells after nuisance shutdowns due to

safety set points that quickly become irrelevant as well

conditions change. An effective well surveillance pro-

gram can virtually eliminate these manual interven-

tions. Operators can specify acceptable ranges on all

operating parameters remotely via a computer or

mobile device. When the system drifts outside those

parameters, operators are alerted via text messages,

phone calls or emails. This allows them to intervene

and make changes rapidly and remotely without the

added expense or deferred production due to delays

associated with dispatching field personnel to remote

well sites. 

A few examples of scenarios that are commonly

detected and remedied via remote monitoring sys-

tems include gas interference, excessive

cycling, rising sand and solid produc-

tion, and dangerous fluctuations in

operating parameters. Effective

well monitoring systems also

provide historical trends

analysis of fieldwide well per-

formance. Operators are

able to view time-normal-

ized graphs and compare

well performance with their

production type curves. 

Remote access combined

with automated well reports

makes a SCADA-driven sur-

veillance system a true center-

piece of an evolving digital oil

field. Without this visibility, opera-

tors are constrained to old data and

assumptions—an age-old recipe for unnec-

essary cost, increased opex and lost revenue. 

This technology seemed leading-edge in 2004. More

than a decade later, thousands of wells are under sur-

veillance, but the majority still remain off the grid.

Operators that have made the switch know now more

than ever that a good SCADA-driven surveillance pro-

gram is a key to realizing maximum return on their

ESP investment.
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SCADA is key for ESPs
Surveillance program is an important component to realizing maximum
return on ESP investment.

Luke Janger and Louis Lee, Summit ESP

Without the 

use of an effective
ESP monitoring system,

optimizing
an ESP system is a 
manpower-intensive 

process. 
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A
s offshore hydrocarbon exploration moves into

deeper and more remote waters, the uncertain-

ties associated with the safe development and produc-

tion from strata located more than 3,050 m (10,000

ft) below the seafloor increase significantly. These

challenges are found in the subsurface—like extreme

reservoir temperatures, pressures and fluids—or in

manmade equipment and materials. And every year—

like countless spring breakers before her—Mother

Nature finds the Gulf Coast in the summer months to

be the perfect vacation destination. Unfortunately, she

packs an impressive one-two combination of tropical

storms and hurricanes that can leave offshore engi-

neering marvels punch drunk and their operators with

nasty hangovers. If only we could find some way to

accurately divine the future to prevent and respond to

such challenges.

While it is no crystal ball, the Blowout and Spill

Occurrence Model (BLOSOM) can provide operators

with a glimpse into the future by helping visualize the

“what if” scenarios that often crop up in an offshore

project. It also can help in the response effort should a

hydrocarbon release event occur. 

BLOSOM—created by scientists at the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy’s (DOE) National Energy Technology

Laboratory (NETL)—is an integrated system designed

to simulate offshore oil spills resulting from deepwater

and ultradeepwater well blowouts. BLOSOM assists

with risk assessment, can help prevent future hydrocar-

bon spills and serves as a comprehensive tool for

response planning, according to the NETL-issued 

project fact sheet.

BLOSOM is a part of the DOE’s integrated risk-

assessment modeling effort of offshore hydrocarbon

systems to help reduce uncertainty and improve sci-

ence-based decision-making for stakeholders

involved in offshore E&P.  

As noted on the fact sheet, BLOSOM 

provides a flexible suite of modeling tools

designed to work together as a single sys-

tem, taking into account the multiple

environmental uncertainties associated

with deepwater and ultradeepwater

environments and blowouts. The com-

ponents are designed to be explicitly 

3-D and use equations best suited for

high-pressure environments while

maintaining the flexibility to operate with limited

or highly uncertain data. 

Information about BLOSOM and NETL’s 

Offshore Resources 

Portfolio can be found at

edx.netl.doe.gov/offshore.
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offshore
ADVANCES 

Finding answers to ‘What if?’
A new modeling tool helps stakeholders rapidly simulate oil spills and
hydrocarbon leaks in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

JENNIFER PRESLEY
Senior Editor, Offshore 

jpresley@hartenergy.com
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BLOSOM is an integrated suite of modeling components.

(Source: U.S. DOE’s NETL)
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Advances in hydraulic fracturing

are increasing production while

reducing costs.

COVER STORY:

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

Hydraulic fracturing is certainly not a new concept. But within the basic simplicity of using

water pressure to crack open rock there are a lot of moving parts. And companies have

been experimenting with combinations of those moving parts to gain advantages, par-

ticularly in tight plays like shales. Operators have come to discover that the “perfect frack”
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is influenced by several factors—perforation spacing, proppant choice, proppant place-

ment, proppant and fluid volume—the list goes on. Within these pages are countless 

success stories that highlight the industry’s ingenuity when faced with the difficult 

challenge of prising open stubborn rock to produce the riches contained within.
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Making multistage completions 
more predictable

NCS

T
he NCS Multistage Unlimited frack isolation system

enables operators to design and execute multistage

completions predictably and consistently. The system com-

bines cemented casing sleeves with coiled-tubing-deployed

single-point injection to deliver predictable and verifiable

stage spacing and propped volume, allowing operators to

optimize completions and achieve more efficient field

frack networks. The result is better reservoir connectivity

for improved production and higher ultimate recovery.

Consistent and repeatable frack placement allows opera-

tors to systematically optimize completions from well to

well as they improve the overall quality of multistage com-

pletions in shale and other unconventional formations. 

The Multistage Unlimited system has allowed operators

to increase the number of discrete stages in a well far

beyond the limits of plug-and-perf and ball-drop sleeves. 

In 2014 NCS set several consecutive world records for the

number of sleeves/stages in a single well, first with 92 in the

Eagle Ford, then 93 in the Bakken and finally 104 sleeves/

stages in the Bakken. Bakken wells completed with the Mul-

tistage Unlimited system are among the best producers in

the Williston Basin. NCS is implementing downhole pres-

sure and temperature data collection during fracturing,

both at the stage being stimulated and in the wellbore

below. Analysis of these data is useful in the optimization

process because it identifies, among other things, inter-

stage communication. Operators use the information to

determine the optimum stage spacing for developing a

given formation.

NCS has tested and is introducing reclosable frack

sleeves that provide important new capabilities over the life

of multistage wells. During completion, the sleeves can be

closed immediately after each frack to prevent proppant

flowback while formation stresses stabilize, then reopened

to bring the well into production. They also can be closed

to allow out-of-sequence fracturing to take advantage of

induced rock stresses. During production, selected sleeves

can be closed to shut off water production and thief zones.

For refracturing or other remedial work, sleeves can be

closed to control the wellbore above the target zone(s). 

Acquisition of primary stimulation data will become

more important as operators strive to better understand

the complex dynamics of multistage stimulation to opti-

mize completions. It is likely that operators will continue to

move to cemented liners and single-point injection com-

pletions with the goal of achieving more efficient field frac-

ture networks that optimize long-term well economics and

ultimate recovery. ■

Technology transports proppant farther, 
higher into formation

Fairmount Santrol

A
s oil prices decrease with the expected decrease in

E&P company capex, better completion design effi-

ciency for enhanced well net present value (NPV) contin-

ues to be imperative. Fairmount Santrol is working closely

with operators in this tough business climate to develop

the optimal stimulation programs. 

Its frack sand and resin-coated sand—complemented by

Propel SSP proppant transport technology—are part of

the company’s extensive proppant portfolio. Proppant is

available through Fairmount Santrol’s 50-plus terminal

network, located closer to the wellhead for greater trans-

portation efficiency. This product line ensures operators

can engineer the right completion for proppant flowback

control and increased conductivity to maximize hydrocar-

bon production. 

Propel SSP technology’s hydrogel proppant coating

swells upon the simple addition of water, and the technol-

ogy is improving hydrocarbon production by transporting

proppant farther and higher into the formation, often with

less water and fluid additives compared with standard frack

fluid. “By distributing proppant to uniformly contact more

formation area with more efficient fracturing operations,

the technology is increasing NPV and, we’re confident,

accelerating the rate of return for oil and gas wells,” said

Brian Goldstein, product director, Propel SSP technology.

Wells in most of the major unconventional formations

have been completed with multiple designs, ranging from

100% Propel SSP technology to a Propel SSP technology
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tail-in. The tail-in design following slickwater is driving cost
and hydraulic fracturing efficiency. 

In the Escondido Formation in Webb County, Texas, the
operator optimized an 18-stage frack design for higher IP
with 55% more rich gas production after two months. The
operator chose a 46% Propel SSP technology tail-in com-
pared with the all-Northern White sand slickwater offset.
Higher proppant concentration furthered fracturing effi-
ciency without a fluid sweep or screenout. In the Mississippi
Lime an operator compared one well using 100% Propel
SSP technology with one using 100% slickwater. The Propel
SSP technology transported proppant without a friction
reducer, fluid sweep or screenout. With enhanced produc-
ing gas-oil ratio, hydrocarbon production has increased
32%, driving up oil production 26%.

Propel SSP’s technology and the comprehensive curable
and precured resin-coated sand products are boosting com-
pletion designs so operators can realize continued success
in this newest challenging industry cycle. ■

Propel SSP proppant transport technology (right) remains sus-

pended in frack fluid to move easily along laterals compared

with frack sand (left) that forms a dune in the fluid, preventing

adequate transport. (Source: Fairmount Santrol)

Sliding sleeves cut frack costs

TEAM Oil Tools

C
emented completions using a new sliding sleeve tech-
nology are optimizing hydraulic fracturing pressure

and enabling single-point-of-entry stimulation designs. The
technology is a key enabler for the application of hydraulic
fracturing methods in much longer laterals and with much
greater focus and efficiency.

The most immediate result is a change in fracking eco-
nomics and the flexibility of completion designs. Recent
installations of TEAM Oil Tools’ ORIO XL Frac Sleeve in
the U.S. Marcellus, Utica Shale and the Permian’s
Spraberry have enabled single-point-of-entry stimulations
that reduced pump rates and surface horsepower require-
ments by as much as 50% compared to plug-and-perf com-
pletions. Continuous fracturing operations achieved with
the frack sleeves and TEAM’s X-Frac ball launcher greatly
reduced completion times and contributed to a savings of
more than $500,000 per well.

The tool is a ball-activated sliding sleeve that uniquely
allows multiple frack sleeves to be opened using the same
diameter ball. The innovation significantly increases the
total number of sleeves available in the completion design.
Up to 90 individual sleeves can be opened without drop-
ping a ball diameter smaller than 4 in. in 5.5-in. casing or a
3-in. ball in 4.5-in. casing completions.

Completion design flexibility is enhanced with the large

inside diameter (ID) ball seats over the length of the lat-
eral. A greater number of sleeves can be used to complete
the entire lateral or just the lower half of the lateral in
extended-reach applications.  

The ORIO XL Frac Sleeve application has a three-layer
design that protects critical moving parts from cement
slurry and frack sand to ensure full opening and access to
the formation. Drilling rig installation is enhanced by the
ability to rotate while running in the hole. The protected
sleeve still retains a large, smooth ID that allows a heavy-
duty wiper plug to be used for cement displacement,
ensuring a cleaner wellbore and a better cement job. ■

Activating multiple ORIO XL sliding sleeves with the same sized

ball enables single sleeve stimulation that reduces surface

horsepower requirements. (Source: TEAM Oil Tools)
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Microseismic services improve 
understanding of frack, refrack programs

MicroSeismic Inc.

M
icroSeismic Inc. recently worked with a client to eval-

uate lateral and vertical wellbore spacing as well as

fracture height on a multiwell stacked completion in the

Permian Basin. The stacked wells were landed in three

main formations, and treatment effectiveness was analyzed

with surface and downhole microseismic data. Lateral

propped fracture length was used to determine optimal

well spacing, which improves production and optimizes

costs by avoiding treatment overlap and gaps. Analysis of

vertical coverage of the propped fractures revealed that

some formations were not fully propped, so MicroSeismic

recommended adjustments to the corresponding well

placements or a change in treatment. 

In 2014 MicroSeismic entered into the downhole micro-

seismic business with a differentiated and enhanced offer-

ing from the traditional downhole processing techniques.

Over the last year, it has developed and applied its passive

seismic emission tomography (PSET) to downhole micro-

seismic applications. PSET Downhole was developed to

overcome the issues faced with traditional compressional

(P) and shear (S) wave picking methods to process down-

hole data. The new technology uses the full waveform of P

waves and S waves and Kirchoff imaging principles to more

accurately locate events. 

MicroSeismic sees the current oil price environment as an

opportunity to continue to develop new services that pro-

vide operators with a way to cost-effectively improve produc-

tion. The company is now delivering a service specifically

designed for monitoring refracks, the Refrac Performance

Package, that allows clients to understand in real time when

they have begun to fracture new rock vs. restimulating rock

that was fractured during the first completion. 

Much has been written lately on the drawbacks of “factory

mode” drilling and completion methods in shales. The

underlying issue is that the different geology needs different

treatment to optimize production. MicroSeismic sees this

trend continuing to develop as operators use microseismic

along with other completions evaluation techniques to elim-

inate avoidable costs and improve production in real time. ■

Beyond conductivity

CARBO Ceramics

F
or 70 years proppant technology has primarily con-

sisted of uncoated frack sands, resin-coated proppant

and ceramic proppant. These three tiers of proppant have

served, and continue to serve, as the workhorse for prop-

ping open hydraulic fractures and have allowed for the

successful development of many otherwise uneconomic

reservoirs. 

Recently, CARBO has embarked on a path to use prop-

pant for more than deploying conductivity in the fracture.

The company has identified three primary areas of tech-

nology development to allow operators to use proppant to

increase their production and lower operating costs—pro-

duction assurance, flow enhancement and evaluation serv-

ices. All three use the ceramic proppant grains to deploy

technology to meet these challenges. 

In the area of production assurance, specially manufac-

tured ceramic proppant is infused with production assur-

ance chemicals that are slowly released at engineered rates

to inhibit the formation of scales, wax, salts and other down-

hole issues. In early 2014 SCALEGUARD was deployed in

several wells in the Uinta Basin and, after several months of

scale-free production, appears to be outperforming other

comparable technologies. The scale prevention is currently

projected to last multiple years and provide a significant

reduction in lease operating costs. The success of this prod-

uct is leading to the development of other assurance tech-

MicroSeismic’s Refrac Performance Package allows operators

to understand in real time if they are fracturing new rock vs. 

restimulating prior fracks. (Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)  
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nologies such as paraffin, salt, hydrogen sulfide and asphal-

tene. In the area of flow enhancement, chemistry is used to

increase the flow of hydrocarbons through the proppant

pack. A new relative permeability modification technology

has been developed that places a neutral wettability surface

on the proppant grain. This virtually eliminates capillary

pressures in the proppant pack, allowing for increased frac-

ture fluid cleanup, larger effective drainage area and

higher production. 

The evaluation services platform uses technology to assist

in evaluating the completion. Nonradioactive tracer tech-

nology can be used to help visualize the fracture by placing

a nonradioactive taggant in each proppant grain that allows

detection using a standard neutron log. This information

can then be used to help operators optimize their comple-

tion strategy through a better understanding of fracture

geometry, near-wellbore connectivity and perforation/stag-

ing efficiency.

Because each barrel of oil that is produced in today’s

unconventional reservoirs must pass through the proppant

pack, proppant becomes an ideal way to deliver chemistry

and technology to the production stream to solve difficult

E&P challenges. ■

Calfrac Well Services

P
artnering with a manufacturer to develop and imple-

ment the SandStorm has resulted in wins for Calfrac’s

customers, the environment and the team working at the

well site. With a focus on large-scale unconventional

resource development, there was a need for a tool that

would better meet the demands of challenging extractions.

Properly extracting oil and natural gas from deep complex

reservoirs requires injecting a mixture of proppant and

fracturing fluid into the subsurface at high rates and vol-

umes. The large volume of materials required creates logis-

tical challenges, especially with proppant delivery.

Calfrac’s implementation of the SandStorm proppant

delivery system resulted in a highly calibrated high-volume

gravity-fed rapid deployment system engineered specifi-

cally for natural resource extraction from shale plays.

An engineered series of storage units, the SandStorm

can be easily scaled up or down, depending on the need.

With a footprint roughly 30% less than its predecessors,

the rig-up and rig-down is significantly improved. The

SandStorm uses a simple telescoping belt to quietly and

cleanly transport twice the volume of proppant that can be

achieved with pneumatic systems. Use of the SandStorm

effectively decreases its transport traffic on private and

public roadways by 50%.

Development and implementation of innovative tools

like the SandStorm are important to the future of responsi-

ble extraction and development of natural resources. With

the scale and complexity of projects continuing to increase,

new fluid systems are being developed that further reduce

the use of freshwater. The company expects that developing

new technologies and processes that enhance efficiencies

will continue to advance the industry. ■

System delivers increased proppant volumes

A SandStorm system works through the night in the Marcellus

play in Pennsylvania. (Source: Calfrac Well Services)

SCALEGUARD technology is an encapsulated ceramic proppant

infused with scale inhibiting chemicals that is placed through-

out the entire fracture to ensure chemistry is exposed to all pro-

duction upon contact with water. (Source: CARBO Ceramics)
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Halliburton

A significant trend in horizontal unconventional com-

pletion design has been greater compartmentaliza-

tion through reduced zone spacing and increased

proppant pumped per foot of lateral. This is providing

improved productivity but can lead to deteriorating eco-

nomics with high completion costs and time associated

with conventional mechanical methods required to

achieve the isolation needed. Halliburton’s solution has

been the integration of completion technologies designed

to achieve the highest production output with the most effi-

cient use of stimulation material input while minimizing

time on location and well interventions such as plug-and-

perf runs and isolation packers.

Over the past 12 months the company’s AccessFrac intra-

cycle stimulation service has delivered more efficient and

effective stimulation to a well. Conventional fracturing

designs only pump a single injection cycle per zone, which

can lead to ineffective zone coverage, increased well inter-

ference and diminished returns. The AccessFrac service

provides optimized pumping schedules and engineered

diversion spacers to segment multiple proppant cycles

placed over a zone. The company’s latest work has been the

integration of stimulation and completion systems technol-

ogy. Its 50+ ball drop RapidSuite openhole sliding sleeve

system enables a high degree of reservoir compartmental-

ization, which is being further enhanced with AccessFrac

intracycle stimulation designs.

Halliburton also is aggressively addressing historically

steep production decline in shale well completions by

meshing AccessFrac stimulation service with patented 

custom coating chemistry to generate targeted fracture

geometries with proppant materials that have been condi-

tioned to achieve the greatest drainage potential from

each well through long-term fracture conductivity and

maximized hydraulically connected disturbed rock vol-

ume. Its custom proppant coating and surface modifying

technology modulates the intermolecular forces between

proppant grains during the fracturing process to create

greater volumization, clustering and adhesion of grains to

the fracture face for increased conductivity and propped

volume. In the near-wellbore area the cohesive strength

between proppant grains can be greatly increased to pro-

vide pack flexibility and proppant flowback control. ■

Technology integration pays off

Schlumberger 

Anew sequenced fracturing technique that uses a com-

posite blend of degradable particles and fibers was

implemented in 2014 by more than 30 operators in 11

major North American basins to successfully deliver stimula-

tion fluids to understimulated or inaccessible well sections.

Better contribution to production from fractures also is

attained by incorporating fibers in the fracturing fluids to

improve proppant transport and placement. In multiple

studies using different applications of the treatment, results

showed the methodology can improve production rates,

increase reservoir contact and reduce completion times 

and operational costs. 

The Schlumberger BroadBand Sequence fracturing serv-

ice represents a significant shift in thinking in the industry

that takes a more engineered, cluster-centric approach to

well development. By blending degradable fibers and parti-

cles of various sizes with stimulation fluid, the service over-

comes conventional diversion methods by temporarily

isolating zones that have already been stimulated and redi-

recting the stimulation fluid away from the path of least

resistance to understimulated zones. The service is sup-

ported by job modeling and measurements to maximize

effectiveness. 

In one study in the Eagle Ford Shale, three wells of an

eight-well, three-pad project were targeted for stimulation,

implementing the new sequenced fracturing technique

Better wellbore coverage, proppant delivery 

AccessFrac intracycle stimulation service delivers more efficient

and effective stimulation to wells. (Source: Halliburton)
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within the existing completion and design strategy to

improve the potential for all perforation clusters to be 

adequately stimulated. The wells were designed with 

91.4-m (300-ft) fracturing intervals and six perforation 

clusters spaced 15 m (50 ft) apart. The proppant volume

for each treated interval was divided into two equal ramps

pumped with a composite pill in between. Post-fracturing

measurements indicated the composite pill did facilitate

contact with more than 80% of the clusters showing near-

well diversion. After six months, average production per

well increased by 22%. 

The fracturing service portfolio is being expanded this

year with the addition of BroadBand Precision integrated

completion service, which improves wellbore coverage by

maximizing control of fracture placement, size and conduc-

tivity. Cemented sleeves that can be opened or closed at will

provide access to develop each fracture, while a retrievable

packer conveyed via coiled tubing provides isolation during

fracturing operations. ■

Weatherford

H
ydraulic fracturing has as many detractors as advo-

cates globally. One of the pressing challenges for serv-

ice companies and operators alike is to achieve the same

or better well productivity while using less water and prop-

pant in the completion process.

Weatherford’s FracAdvisor service is one example of

using reservoir and completion qualities to understand

how a particular well will behave when hydraulically frac-

tured and how the rock will contribute to hydrocarbon

production. This guidance assists operators in making

optimal decisions regarding stage and cluster placement.

FracAdvisor equips completion teams with data integra-

tion that takes geomechanical information, rock proper-

ties and anisotropy measurements into consideration.

One of the emerging technologies that potentially low-

ers both water and proppant use is the latest generation of

pillar frack techniques. Pillar fracks are intended to create

high-conductivity paths within the fracture, aided by mate-

rials capable of synthesizing with the chosen proppant and

fluids to withstand closure stresses. 

At least three competing pillar frack systems will be avail-

able to operators in 2015. Results have been mixed regard-

ing pillar fracks so far, but the elegance of the solution

demands additional applications. Pillar fracturing stands

out as a viable alternative to high proppant-loading tech-

niques. Today some service companies mix produced and

flowback waters to reduce freshwater consumption. Water-

Sure is a water treatment product requiring zero freshwa-

ter while running 100% produced/flowback water with a

range of high salinities, total dissolved solids and ion inter-

ference that would typically be rejected for frack fluids.

Waterless fracturing R&D is taking place worldwide on a

range of alternatives. 

Liquid propane has already been introduced to the indus-

try. Artificially inducing permeability in tight formations

could also be accomplished (again in theory) by break-

throughs in CO2 or nitrogen fracks, exothermic explosions,

cryogenic processes, or gas pulse fracture creation. ■

Future focuses on less proppant, water use

The BroadBand Precision integrated completion service controls

fracture placement while the engineered composite fluid props

open each fracture from tip to wellbore to create flow paths for

increased hydrocarbon production when compared with con-

ventional proppant placement. (Source: Schlumberger)

FracAdvisor uses reservoir and completion qualities to under-

stand how a particular well will behave when hydraulically 

fractured. (Source: Weatherford)
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Cudd

C
udd’s Zone Isolation Packer & Perforating system

(ZIPP) is a technology designed for hydraulic fractur-

ing that is used in conjunction with coiled tubing (CT) for

single-trip multistage jobs. Key features include single-trip

perforating and fracturing, proven abrasive perforating

technology, no additional cleanout runs, CT or threaded

pipe applications, and increased fracture manipulation.

The ZIPP system uses a specially designed perforator and

packer to accomplish a multiple-zone completion in a sin-

gle trip in hole. Once the packer is set at the desired depth,

the perforator is activated, allowing abrasive fluids to pene-

trate the formation in preparation for fracking. While

maintaining pressure through the deployed equipment, the

fracturing process is initiated through the annulus of the

well. This specialized packer was designed to withstand sand

debris associated with abrasive perforating and fracking

numerous zones within a wellbore. Large flow-through

ports prevent sand buildup on moving parts to ensure reli-

able operation downhole. This process allows each zone to

be isolated, perforated and fracked while all the equipment

is still downhole, providing a broad range of adaptability

and completely eliminating wireline from the frack process,

which potentially saves both time and money.

Additional benefits of running this system include:

• The ability to completely customize the frack;

• The convenience of having CT equipment already on

location and rigged up;

• The lack of worry about having explosives on location,

mis-runs, losing tools or the premature setting of plugs,

which leads to drillouts;

• The ability to make real-time decisions and adjust to the

desired depth and reperforate; and

• Less hydraulic horsepower, which means a much

smaller footprint. ■

CT aids in zonal isolation
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T
here may be little that is new under the sun, but the

way in which older inventions are redefined, grouped

and used offers a view of how technology evolves to fit

our needs. The case of the multifractured highly devi-

ated (or horizontal) well (MFDW) has changed the

scope of what is recoverable from ultralow-permeability

formations and source rocks and consequently rede-

fined a large area of well design and operation. 

Highly deviated and horizontal drilling achieved recog-

nized commercial viability during the late 1980s, but the

roots of the technology sprang from the late 1920s and

early 1930s as drillers experimented with the new tech-

nologies of rotary drilling and effective BOPs. These early

wells were far from prolific as formation laminations and

layers sharply limited vertical flow into the wellbore. For

years, the primary use of horizontal wells was commonly

regulated to being a coning control mechanism for verti-

cal flow of gas and water in thin zones.

By the 1980s developments in the Austin Chalk, the

North Slope and Bakken shales were the primary devi-

ated U.S. well targets, while high-rate oil wells in thin

sandstones and thick but naturally fractured chalks of

the North Sea drew attention with developments in

fields such as Troll, Dan and Valhall. Unstimulated devi-

ated wells often produced from two to more than 10

times the rates of vertical wells in the same play. But

even with successes in a few plays, highly deviated and

horizontal wells still failed to produce commercial vol-

umes in most formations unless open natural fractures

offered vertical flow communication for fluids to reach

the horizontal wellbore.

Gulf Coast
The 1950s laboratory for the first multiple fractured verti-

cal wells was the stacked pay zones of the U.S. Gulf Coast

that offered a layered mixture of sands of varied perme-

ability and strength. As the technology progressed to mul-

tiple fractures in deviated wells over the course of the

next two decades, techniques, tools and experience

expanded, producing completion developments in these

multiple producing horizons that included sand control

improvements and profile modifications as well as stimu-

lations for the more deviated wells that reached miles out-

ward from a platform or raised pad. The breakthrough

for horizontal and highly deviated wells came with the

inevitable coupling of the deviated well, with its limitation

imposed by zero-permeability layers, and the vertical per-

meability-creating technology of hydraulic fracturing. 

Several variations in vertical and slightly inclined

wells were used and patented in the late 1950s. But in

1973, in a set of experiments in highly deviated wells,

Strubhar and Glenn of Mobil Oil accomplished multi-

ple fractures from a highly deviated well and were

granted a patent in 1974. 

Of course, as with most breakthrough technology, 

the uptake of this game-changing technology was nearly

nonexistent for the next 10 years. 

Technology advances
Today the future of the petroleum industry is tightly

coupled to MFDWs.

Toward the end of the 1980s interest in staging

hydraulic acid and propped fractures from highly devi-

ated wells again picked up momentum as a result North

Sea chalk developments and a separate set of experi-

ments run by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to

encourage gas production from shale. The results of

these tests, funded by DOE and managed by the Gas

Research Institute (GRI), would finally be accepted

more than a decade later in developments of gas and oil

production from shale source rocks. Adaptation of any

technology requires growing pains and application

learnings that are never fully answered in the laboratory,

especially when considering the variations presented by

depositional rocks. 

Two of the most interesting cases of multifracturing

learnings include the DOE/GRI project on developing

shale gas from the Marcellus Shale of West Virginia and

George Mitchell’s vision of gas production from the Bar-

Innovation and adaptation 

win again
The combination of deviated wells and hydraulic fracturing 

opened up a whole new world for oil and gas development.

George King, Apache
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nett Shale of north-central Texas.

Neither the Marcellus Shale nor

the Barnett Shale nor the amount

of gas that they contained was a

“discovery”—both formations

were well known, mostly as nui-

sance tight gas sources that had

delivered kick potential but not

economic rates. 

Tests in the Marcellus used

numerous fracturing fluids, prop-

pants and propellants, but after-

frack gas rates were low, showing

the quick declines characteristic

of flush production of a naturally

fractured and low-matrix perme-

ability flow system. Even a multi-

fractured horizontal shale well in

1988 using slickwater fracks and

step increases in injection rate

designed to open the shale’s pro-

lific natural fracture systems did

not produce the desired produc-

tivity results. 

The missing piece
From its first Barnett Shale wells in 1981-82, Mitchell

Energy tried many of the same fracturing approaches,

with results only slightly better than the DOE/GRI experi-

ment. After 17 years and nearly at a disappointing end of

Mitchell’s Barnett trials, one small change in the applica-

tion side of the fracturing technology found the missing

piece of the shale puzzle and dropped it into place. Even-

tually, and coincidentally proving that desperation is the

true mother of invention, Nick Steinsberger of Mitchell

Energy had the idea to increase the fracturing rate from

20 bbl/min to nearly 100 bbl/min, resulting in the shale’s

natural fracture system being “rubbelized.” Out of this

one change the first commercial high-rate shale gas well

was born, and the shale rush took off like a shot—a tech-

nology jump that culminated in what Mitchell reportedly

called “a 17-year overnight success.” 

Even though early horizontal wells in the Barnett

were disappointing, the revitalization provided by that

one puzzle piece in the fracturing application side

restarted the horizontal well evolution as the number of

fracture treatments in horizontals jumped from one or

two frack stages in a few horizontals by 2000 to eight to

12 frack stages per well in nearly 2,000 horizontals by

2008 and 16 to 20+ frack stages per horizontal by 2010.

The learning curves for both fracturing and highly devi-

ated well technologies took decades, but the rapid

spread of the MFDW technology and its impact was

shown in learning curves that were months instead 

of decades for developments in the Marcellus, Horn

River, Fayetteville, Haynesville and Eagle Ford. Even 

in the Bakken, where horizontal wells were used more

than a decade earlier, it took the adoption of the multi-

ple fracture approach, which quickly dominated the

well count, to open the door.

MFDW technology has found a home in low-permeabil-

ity formations, and several new technology areas have

been added as optimization has driven cost reductions.

Placing the fractures along the wellbore in higher forma-

tion-flow areas requires advancement of both natural frac-

ture and hydrocarbon detection technologies along with

further refinement of the fracturing process itself. Pro-

duced water reuse for fracturing has produced sharp

drops in freshwater use. Pad drilling, using small pads to

contain the deviated wells and the associated facility activ-

ities, reduces the total development footprint by more

than 90% while allowing large blocks of the reservoir to

be accessed from a surface location that is often less than

0.1% of the surface area over the reservoir.

References available.
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Multifractured horizontal well technology has found a home in low-permeability forma-

tions. (Source: Cameron)
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I
n late December, with $55 WTI, temporary relief in
tightness for oilfield services was in sight for operators

along with the prospect of reduced oilfield service costs.
But a focus on simply getting reduced prices from sup-
pliers is a short-lived tack that may not result in better
returns now or in the long term, said Mike Hales, a part-
ner with international management consulting firm
A.T. Kearney Inc.

“Don’t ‘waste the crisis,’” said Hales, a co-author of
Supplier Relationship Management: How to Maximize Vendor

Value and Opportunity. “Use the crisis to build trust and a
working relationship with the suppliers that are going to
make a difference in the long term.”

Chris Wright, an operator of an E&P as well as of an
oilfield service company, was studying this with his man-
agement team in December. Wright founded frack diag-
nostics firm Pinnacle Technologies Inc., which is now a
part of Halliburton, and currently operates Liberty
Resources II LLC, focused on the Bakken, and frack
pumping firm Liberty Oilfield Services LLC, focused in
the Rockies.

How can an E&P take advantage of this new down-
cycle to nurture a good ongoing relationship with ven-
dors that will position it for yet-better results when the
upcycle—thus renewed tightness in services—returns?

Wright said, “E&P companies are akin to general con-
tractors. The key to success is choosing the right suppli-
ers and working with them cooperatively to maximize
production economics.” 

Areas in which these parties are naturally aligned are
efficient operations to maximize throughput; intelligent
design, such as of the frack job, to lower production
costs; and thoughtful task assignment so that each player
brings forward its strengths with little duplicative effort,
he said.

Pricing is where they part, however. 
“A partnership relationship involves transparent dia-

logue on this issue that drives unit pricing down with
commodity pricing or during times of overcapacity,” he
said. But prices shouldn’t be driven so far down that it
impairs quality and safe operations, he added. “The same
is true during boom times: Prices should rise but not so

far that the spirit of partnership is impaired. Purely trans-
actional relationships have no such bounds on price
swings either way. Partnership relationships do.”

Dropping rigs
Oil and gas securities analysts are estimating some 
500 U.S. land rigs—about 25%—will be dropped in 
the current price cycle. In the Bakken, in particular,
higher well costs, a lower differential due to transporta-
tion cost and high debt among many publicly held oper-
ators will result in up to 50% of rigs being laid down this
year, added analysts with Tudor, Pickering, Holt & Co. 

The estimate is based on the fact that half of the 190
rigs drilling for Bakken and Three Forks pay in early
December were drilling non-Tier-1 acreage. As for pres-
sure pumping, some 650 wells in the play were waiting
on completion (WOC) on Oct. 31, according to a mid-
December report by North Dakota’s Department of
Mineral Resources director Lynn Helms.

According to various analyst reports, the growing WOC
count in the state is due, in part, to new rules on flaring,
requiring increasingly immediate hookup to gas takeaway
infrastructure upon oil production. Operators in the area
also are expected to be affected by a state rule adopted in
December that requires, beginning April 1, that gas liq-
uids be removed from oil produced from the Bakken
petroleum system before being transported.

In the Permian Basin, meanwhile, equity analysts with
Simmons & Co. International Inc. reported shortly after
the OPEC meeting that a privately held operator expected
the rig count there to fall 25% by this spring. Another
expected to drop half of his rigs in that timeframe. 

That operator also had two frack crews at work for it,
the Simmons analysts reported, and asked one of the
pressure pumpers to reduce its diesel surcharge based
on the newly lower market price for diesel. 

“The frack company said no, and the E&P will now be
releasing that frack company’s crew,” the analysts added.
“When asked if the E&P would keep the crew—had the
frack provider lowered its price—they said ‘most likely,’
but the E&P would have then dropped the other crew as
this company will begin deferring completions.”

The best crews
Brent Ross, a principal with A.T. Kearney, said, “The

How to make lemonade
Crush an oil price crisis with thoughtfulness, patience and sugar.

Nissa Darbonne, Contributing Author
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biggest thing operators can do here is to try to set up

contract structures—operating approaches—that help

everyone earn their returns throughout the cycle.”

In downcycles drillers are stacking rigs and cutting

crews. “When the upturn comes, it’s hard to find the

good crews,” Ross said. Operators that continue to work

with service companies through the downturn are going

to be more favorably positioned on the other side of the

cycle. “Operators want to set up a structure that assures

the service company earns enough to keep crews

together,” he said.

It may be at a lower cost, nonetheless, he added, “but

you don’t want them operating at a loss on every well

they drill for you because it usually means they’ve lost

their best personnel, and it usually shows up in perform-

ance. If it takes you six days to drill a well now instead 

of five, it could eat up any savings you would see from 

a lower day rate.”

A downcycle also presents the opportunity to increase

value going forward such as the value attached to

drilling faster. A rig operator that can drill faster “means

less time to first oil, so that creates value to you, the

owner of the asset,” Ross said.

The largest oil and gas companies tend to fare better

in upcycles and downcycles in terms of supplier relation-

ship as their capex budgets tend to be fairly consistent,

he added. 

“They have a long-term view on pricing and respond

less to market fluctuations,” he said. “The service compa-

nies appreciate that when times get tough, and they

remember that in the upcycle. These companies get bet-

ter crews and better supply assurance. Service and mate-

rial providers remember who kept them in business when

things weren’t good.” Is there much value in simply pay-

ing bills promptly, for example? Ross said, “Absolutely.” 

A client who is a rig operator asked Ross and his col-

leagues this past year what could be done about one of

his largest customers that hadn’t done a good job of pay-

ing its bills. Also, the customer had entered a partnership

with the rig operator and backed out—after the rig opera-
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tor had invested in physical assets to fulfill the agreement. 

“Between that and not paying bills promptly, there was

real frustration there,” Ross said. The customer wasn’t

dropped, but “it’s a small industry. People talk about

how companies treat each other. If it’s overly onerous to

work with you, there’s no point in putting the best crews

to work on your site. Performance suffers.”

Top 1%

What else can an operator do in this renewed “buyer’s

market” that is a win for it both now and in the long

term? Hales references A.T. Kearney’s semi-annual

global survey of best practices in procurement. During

the 2008-09 financial markets crisis, purchasing power

reigned, for example. “If you had money to spend, peo-

ple were prepared to do whatever it took to capture that

demand,” Hales said.

Looking at that survey, there are lessons to be learned

from how market performance leaders behaved. Buyers

who have thrived are those that were able to use that cri-

sis to build trust with select suppliers. “They focused on

reducing total operating cost and not just pricing,”

Hales said. They looked at suppliers based on long-term

potential for performance, “finding the 1% really wor-

thy of collaboration.”

Focusing on these, buyers began involving them with

field management and procurement personnel, doing

an “end-to-end review of operating cost. Your goal in a

crisis is to reduce total cost and not just reduce the mar-

gin on per-unit pricing,” he said. 

In short, “find that 1% that can give you a competitive

advantage, invest in them and go beyond paying your

bills on time to finding how to collaborate with them

toward a reduced overall operating cost.”

The other 99%, “you just want to treat with respect,” he

said. “That’s paying your bills on time and other matters

of good ‘hygiene.’ You don’t want to upset the majority of

suppliers, but you don’t have enough resources to do

something special with all of them other than having

basic respect in how you treat them.”
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O
il prices are at a five-year low, and analysts are pre-
dicting that they’ve yet to hit rock bottom. The

America Petroleum Institute (API) credits fracking with
increasing the supply of oil and gas and the resulting
drop in prices. The industry is now faced with the ques-
tion of how to survive on rapidly shrinking margins. 

The oil and gas business has always been a water busi-
ness, with water-oil ratios averaging 8:1. Fracking has
accentuated the impact of water on the bottom line. 
The cost of managing water, from sourcing freshwater 
to trucking away wastewater for disposal, can cost from 
an average of $9/bbl up to a high of $26/bbl of water,
according to Jefferies analysts. As the price of oil drops,
water is becoming an increasing and even dominant
share of fracking operations. Forward-thinking operators
are adopting advanced wastewater treatment and recy-
cling technology that can greatly mitigate this cost center.

Solutions are emerging that reduce the expenses asso-
ciated with water management and also reduce frack-
ing’s impact on our freshwater supply, providing a dual
benefit for oilfield operators. Implementing an
advanced water technology is no longer just an environ-
mental argument; it’s an economic one. Already reuse
rates in the Marcellus Basin have jumped to 90% since a
water discharge regulation rocked the market in 2010. A
new report from Bluefield Research predicts wastewater
treatment spending for fracking is expected to grow
threefold from $138 million in 2014 to $357 million in
2020. The report also predicts technology will be a pri-
mary force behind greater water reuse in operations
over the next five years.

The state of frack water today
The two types of wastewater generated from oil and 
gas wells are produced and frack flowback water.  

Frack flowback is the roughly 25% of water used in
fracking operations that resurfaces within the first few
weeks following injection, while produced water is what
naturally comes to the surface with the oil or gas over the

lifetime of the well. Over time, produced water more
closely resembles the surrounding formation’s chemistry. 

While the produced water is naturally contaminated
from the reservoir, the flowback water is contaminated
from the chemicals used in fracking as well as naturally
occurring contaminants. 

Both types of water total an enormous amount of
water. The U.S. Department of Energy reports an aver-
age of 8 bbl of water are “produced” or brought to the
surface for every barrel of oil. The variability of water
quality and sheer amount of wastewater has been a
major roadblock in cost-effectively managing wastewater
at hydraulic fracturing operations.

Typically, operators dispose of the contaminated water
in evaporation and disposal ponds, incurring a significant
expense. Trucking and disposal costs can range from 
$1 to $17 on the high end, according to Jefferies. And 
yet disposal is only part of operational water expenses.
Oilfield managers also must purchase freshwater and

Water reuse: the emerging 

frontier for fracking?
New solutions help reduce cost, compliance issues.

Bill Charneski, OriginOil
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OriginOil cleans wastewater at an Industrial Systems Inc. facility

in Colorado. (Source: OriginOil)
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truck it to the wellhead for operations. Total freshwater
costs range between $0.75/bbl and $9.75/bbl, according
to Jefferies.

Panning for gold in wastewater
Viable water recycling technologies are the “new frontier”
for site operators. A cost-effective recycling technology
could reduce or eliminate trucking and disposal costs and
the continuous demand for freshwater resources. A num-
ber of companies are stepping up to the plate and offer-
ing treatment and reuse systems solutions. 

OriginOil offers a primarily nonchemical solution.
The technology, called Electro Water Separation (EWS),
removes oils, suspended solids, insoluble chemicals and
bacteria from frack flowback and produced water. Con-
taminated water, along with the oil or gas from the well-
head, typically passes through a three-phase separator 
or API skim tank. The separated water, which is still 
contaminated with suspended solids and 1% to 2% 
oil, then enters EWS. 

There are three distinct phases to EWS that occur in
two hardware stages: electro-coagulation, electro-flota-
tion and, in synergy, electro-oxidation. The first hard-
ware stage destabilizes emulsion and neutralizes the
electrostatic charge of nonsoluble hydrocarbons and
suspended solids. In this stage, solids and organic con-
taminants clump together through agglomeration and
flocculation. 

The stream of coagulated particulates then flows into
the second hardware stage, the electro-flotation cham-
ber, where the less dense materials—organic contami-
nants—are lifted from the stream for extraction while
heavy solids settle out for evacuation.  

Finally, electro-oxidation resulting from both these
stages disinfects bacteria and oxidizes dissolved organic
materials and hydrocarbons. 

The result is effluent-quality
water that downstream technolo-
gies can easily treat to remove dis-
solved materials for site-specific
reuse applications.

Typical electro-coagulation sys-
tems achieve neither electro-flota-
tion nor electro-oxidation. This
often results in a batch process
requiring settling that limits scala-
bility, boosts capex and uses up
scarce onsite real estate. 

Since EWS integrates all three
electro-chemical processes into a
single low-energy, primarily chem-

ical-free module, treatment is continuous and highly
scalable: Whatever comes in comes out at the same rate,
enabling instant reuse without storage.  Finally, this
removal of oil and solids enables downstream filters 
and membranes to run effectively and affordably with-
out particulates in the water clogging their functionality.

EWS controls performance with a SCADA system. 
The SCADA can monitor specific water parameters and
make real-time adjustments to control the electromag-
netic pulse characteristics for maximum efficiency and
minimum energy usage. The SCADA also controls the
production and propulsion of the high-concentration
density bubble flotation employed to improve effluent
water quality. 

Deploying a water recycling system
EWS is being integrated into existing complete water
treatment and reuse systems by licensees in oil-produc-
ing regions worldwide.

To deploy the technology for the immediate needs of
service companies and to jumpstart licensees, OriginOil
developed the CLEAN-FRAC product line, which inte-
grates EWS with downstream polishing technologies that
deliver a solution for the reuse specified for each project.  

CLEAN-FRAC has been tested across water of varying
qualities from shale plays across the globe. It is available
in capacities up to 10,000 bbl/d.  For licensee Gulf
Energy of Oman, OriginOil is building a 5,000 bbl/d
system as a field-scale mobile system to respond to the
country’s progressive water treatment regulations.

OriginOil also completed testing of EWS on disposal
well water from the Permian Basin in Texas. The water
quality during the test period varied widely on a daily
basis. Despite this challenge, OriginOil’s EWS reliably
eliminated turbidity.
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EWS removes 99% of suspended solids in frack flowback and produced water. (Source: OriginOil)
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Operators looking into various recycling systems avail-

able are likely to come across systems that overtreat water,

which in the end is more expensive than hauling or dis-

posing. They also will likely find systems that remove ben-

eficial monovalent salts or, on the other hand, undertreat

wastewater, which requires excessive maintenance in the

long term due to inflicted damage on well equipment

and clogging of membranes and filters. Understanding

the difference in end water quality produced by varying

recycling systems is a critical consideration for operators.  

Technology ushers new era 
of water-wise fracking operations
For a long time water was seen purely as an environmen-

tal issue. Now advanced technologies are turning the

tide for water recycling at hydraulic fracturing opera-

tions. With prices continuing to drop, water recycling

technologies can help operators cut costs and boost

margins, ensuring economic and sustainable operations

for operators eager to stay ahead of the curve. CLEAN-FRAC’s robustness is depicted. (Source: OriginOil)
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T
he Holy Grail that operators in unconventional plays
are striving to reach now is operational efficiency.

Nonproductive time (NPT) due to equipment failure is
a major barrier. In particular, the flow path between the
hydraulic pump spread and the wellbore needs to be
incident-free because a failure on this path significantly
impacts delivery of hydraulic stimulation fluid from the
perspective of cost overruns and increased safety risks.

As fracturing operations have grown to large-scale pro-
portions, wellhead equipment, out of necessity, has been
expected to withstand aggressively corrosive and abra-
sive service beyond original design parameters. Also, as
shale plays mature, the visibility of every action affecting
the ability of the pump spread to operate has been
raised as a result of the drive to reduce cost by increas-
ing operating efficiency.

With the majority of costs being incurred on the
pump spread, any downtime associated with that large

asset directly translates to high expense. One solution is
for additional pump units to be deployed to offset the
risk of a single pump failure. But there exists an inher-
ent weakness between the rear of the pump manifold
and the permanently installed wellhead. A failure in this
flow path (Figure 1) can shut operations down until a
repair is completed, resulting in disproportionate cost. 

Frack trees are such an area in which failure of a frack
valve can have a huge impact on operational efficiency
and therefore cost. The reality of valve failure is much
more than what operators typically calculate a valve
repair to be. While a typical valve repair might take eight
hours using a $2,500 ticket, the cost could actually reach
about $14,500 per hour for a fracturing spread and an
estimated total of $116,000. Plus, the entire stimulation
operation has to be put on hold to fix the leaky valve.

Every aspect of the fracturing operation may be
impacted as any valve failure can multiply exponentially.
Not only might there be pumping costs that average
$250,000 per day and possible services to repair the
valve estimated at $2,500, but there are also costs for
consultants, trailers, light plants, cranes, wireline, well
control, water transfer crews, trash crews, man lifts, fork-
lifts and downhole services that can be estimated at
$100,000 per day. Then, should the frack tree need
repair, about $350,000 at $14,500 per hour is wasted.

Considering the possibility of a catastrophic failure,
blowouts or a fatality, a failure could result in a 48-hour
to one-week shutdown. Costs could range from $700,000
to more than $2.4 million.

Flow path
When planning the pad site, much thought is given to
the layout using the various pieces of equipment needed
to fracture the well(s). Because pads vary in dimension
and overall size, the equipment configuration varies in
accordance. But the flow path of the frack fluid stays the
same. The flow begins with the hydraulic pumping
trucks; these trucks supply pressure and volume to
induce fracturing. High-pressure fluids flow through a
manifold, allowing flow from multiple pump trucks to

Achieving operational efficiency 

in unconventional stimulations 
Systematic approach can help deliver increased operational efficiencies 

by keeping downtime to a minimum.

Jason Pitcher, Cameron

COVER STORY:

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

FIGURE 1. A common configuration of a fracturing tree demon-

strates the flow path. (Source: Cameron)
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be combined. Fluids may move through a secondary

manifold and into the frack tree or directly into the tree.

The use of a secondary manifold is becoming popular

as operators cite increased efficiencies from the use of zip-

per fracking techniques. The system has multiple connec-

tion points, and each point has a potential for failure.

Equipment design criteria
Valves used in the oil and gas industry are numerous and

include gate, ball, plug, check, needle and venture types.

API 6A gate valves’ features, combined with adequate con-

nections, pressure vessels and gate/seat/stem designs, yield

a pressure shutoff device capable of containing high pres-

sure as well as flow rates that can support production needs.

Typically, a frack tree encounters the same drilling mud,

cement and other drilling action as a production valve, but

in addition it may be used for more than 40 stages of a

hydraulic fracturing operation and then be used for flow-

back and well testing processes. Hydraulic fracturing calls

for sand-laden fluid at very high velocity for moderate time

periods; flowback and well tests call for sand-laden liquids

and gases at high velocities. These harsh conditions exacer-

bate failure mechanisms and concerns. 

Failure mechanisms
Erosion: The primary type of erosion encountered with

stimulation equipment is erosion due to solid particle

impingement (due to a solid particle impacting a metal

component).

Loss of actuation: The accumulation of sand within the

valve cavity results in loss of actuation function on equip-

ment used for stimulation. Typically, a valve may encounter

thousands of tons of sand per stage on a more than 40-

stage operation. There is a chance that the sand can

migrate into the valve cavity. Should the cavity become sat-

urated with the sand, the valve will not operate correctly. 

Increased mechanical wear: A valve used in hydraulic frac-

turing has a different operating frequency than that of a

production valve. Fracturing valves are opened and closed

several times before stimulation begins and then several

more times during each stimulation stage, and they are

reused as much as possible. Therefore, the time measured

between the need to be reworked or scrapped is signifi-

cantly shorter. 

Frack tree: Figures 1 and 2 summarize common tree con-

figurations and points of interest on fracturing trees. As

mentioned earlier, failure of a frack valve can have a huge

impact on operational efficiency. The frack valve is consid-

ered an essential component as it is the last line of defense

in maintaining well control. Should the valve fail, the frack

spread is shut down.

As insurance against frequent valve failure, some opera-

tors are purchasing additional valves for their operations,

resulting in additional cost. There are numerous steps

toward system dependability that an equipment provider

can take before equipment is installed in the well, and

quality and engineering standards should be maintained

throughout the equipment’s life cycle. 

HSE concerns
There exists a broad philosophy of redundancy that has

proven successful in most oil and gas operations; however,

when applied to stimulation operations, it has resulted in

excessive tree height and manifold complexity. The num-

ber of leak paths has increased, as has the mechanical load

on connections. Operating height for trees and manifold

systems has increased as a result of redundancy. The result

has been the need to operate the equipment using scaf-

folding and man baskets. New technologies provide the

safety of redundancy without the increase in height and

may reduce or eliminate working-at-height requirements.

Operational efficiency is achievable through consistent

low NPT, which can be realized through use of a system-

atic approach to design, manufacture and maintenance of

the fracturing tree. Both the operator and the pumping

service company benefit from lower operating costs, more

efficient use of capital and safer operations.
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FIGURE 2. Areas of concern of the fracturing tree include (A)

where potentially aggressive erosion is possible due to it being

a turbulent region with high velocity and impact angle con-

cerns; (B) the bore inlet and ring groove; (C) the seal, gate and

seat pocket where moderate erosion and/or corrosion on seal-

ing surfaces can occur; and (D) the bonnet ring groove and

stem seal area where corrosion on sealing surfaces and

mechanical wear is possible. (Source: Cameron)
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C
onsidering the current market conditions, maxi-

mizing production and reducing well costs will be

the main focus of oil and gas companies throughout

2015. Many well-cost reductions have focused on opti-

mizing the fracturing phase of the completion stage;

however, wells ultimately have to be drilled first. 

Typically the manufactured well model for the shale

plays is a driver in lowering costs as wells are drilled

sequentially on a pad, leading to a short rig-release-to-

spud interval.

As E&P companies continue to look for cost savings,

there are a few other avenues to explore that comple-

ment the shale drilling model. Ensuring proper equip-

ment and vendor selection will keep the drillbit turning

to the right and will lead to reduced drilling cost that in

return will lower costs to the overall well program.

One such piece of equipment—the top drive—is an

integral component of the Tier I drilling rigs that are in

demand in areas with unconventional plays. Technical

advancements for these plays generally fall under two

categories: making the horizontal section longer and

improving the fracturing operation. 

A top drive that is capable of drilling longer wells at a

greater or more aggressive trajectory will help differenti-

ate a rig’s offering, especially in a downturn/competi-

tive market. 

Selecting a top drive capable of drilling a certain

depth may be a fundamental component during rig

design, but there are several other areas to consider.

Before making the decision to go with a selected top

drive model, operators should consider whether they

are purchasing the right equipment for today’s well

requirements and tomorrow’s technical advancements

and ensure the equipment is fully supported after the

sale to keep the top drive turning.

Specifications for horizontals
Rig inventories for the shale plays include state-of-the-art

technologies such as walking systems, alternating cur-

rent drives, top drives and robust mud pumps, making it

necessary to secure a long-term contract. All equipment

is specified to meet the drilling programs of the term

contracts. If the well program calls for a depth rating,

the top drive needs to be selected so that the specifica-

tion rating will not be exceeded. 

Traditionally, when selecting a top drive, two main

specifications are called into question: torque rating and

load rating. The load rating will be a factor in determin-

ing what the rig is able to trip in and out of the hole.

The top drive torque rating will determine the horse-

power of the rig in its ability to rotate the driveline or

drillstring from surface to bit.

Hart Energy’s Market Intelligence program noted that,

“the greatest demand is for units in the 400-ton to 600-ton

category, with 500 tons being the most requested model

as the contract drilling industry expresses preference for

1,500-hp rigs.”

The 500-tonnage top drives allow the drilling contrac-

tor versatility in depth of the well. But a top drive with a

smaller tonnage rating may still drill the wells within a

certain play and give the rig the mobility of a smaller top

drive needed for quick pad spud times. Such top drives

fall into the 400-tonnage capacity.

The same considerations should be made for the top

drive’s torque capabilities. Equipping the rig with a top

drive powerful enough to drill tomorrow’s wells can be a

competitive advantage. If compactness is the advantage,

a top drive with a smaller motor offering may be the bet-

ter choice.  

Horizontal drilling rigs are seeing higher horsepower

mud pumps added to the inventory. The water course

diameter/fluid path diameter of the top drive is now a

key specification in top drive selection. 

Vince Fortier, global products commercial manager

for Tesco Corp., expanded on horizontal specifications.

“Continuous drilling torque fluid path diameters pro-

vide important specifications that tie directly into the

rig’s focus on making hole rather than tripping capabili-

ties,” he said. Furthermore, top drive control software
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Equipment selection for today’s wells,
tomorrow’s challenges
By planning for tomorrow’s wells today by investing in quality equipment, operators will see

reduced costs and maintenance issues. 

Drew McPhail, Tesco Corp.
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can provide an advantage over equipment specification

alone through intelligent drillstring manipulation

(stick/slip mitigation and drillpipe oscillation.)”

Top drives for tomorrow’s market today
It is incumbent that the top drive or any equipment

selected during the procurement phase meets the

requirements for the job that it needs to perform today.

Typically, today’s newbuilds are constructed under the

impetus of a two- to three-year contract. 

Take into consideration the life cycle of a top drive. API

8C calls for the fatigue analysis of the load-bearing com-

ponents to be done for a 20-year scenario. Other compo-

nents will need to be replaced throughout the life of the

asset; the asset itself will be operational for the long haul.

Properly maintained and used within suggested opera-

tional limits, the top drive can have a successful asset life

for 15 to 20 years. This asset life makes clear the need

for adaptability in tomorrow’s market. 

Tesco’s Permian Basin operations manager Juan Her-

nandez is typically seeing horizontals with depths of

5,182 m (17,000 ft), “but they can reach up to 20,000

feet [6,096 m],” he said. Pushing the well to these limits

requires today’s state-of-the-art technology, but the limits

of the wells five years from now will require planning

strategically for capital equipment that can last 15 years.

Akita Drilling Ltd., a drilling contractor in Canada,

has already installed a 750-ton top drive on a land rig for

the Montney Shale formation. A larger tonnage top

drive like the 750 may become more common in the

U.S. shale plays as depth targets become longer.

Equipment upkeep for shale drilling
Since the top drive can have such a long asset life, the

second factor comes to light as well. Operators should

make sure that the top drive they have selected can have

convenient and responsive serviceability. This may be

original equipment manufacturer-supported or by a

third-party company. 

Many top drive manufacturers are also equipping the

top drive with equipment health monitoring (EHM) sys-

tems, providing the drilling contractor a higher degree

of asset integrity management.

Short drilling breaks between end-of-well and the

spud of a new well in shale plays allow less time for the

driller to provide equipment maintenance. 

Roy McNiven, vice president of After Market Sales &

Service, Tesco, explained, “One of the major effects we

see related to pad drilling is the lack of time afforded

for maintenance due to the lack of conventional rig

moves. Minor maintenance is accounted for on a daily

basis; however, equipment is operating on a continuous

basis and, over time, normal wear and tear results in

repairs that go beyond what can be accomplished in a

typical 30-minute interval per day.”  

Incorporating an EHM solution to the rig allows flexibil-

ity to maintain equipment when necessary and warns the

driller of pushing the equipment into inordinate limits. An

EHM system will give the drilling contractor the needed

diagnostics to effectively manage an asset while operational

in the field. Standard maintenance practices, including

recertification, still need to be considered. 

Adding in a proper inspection and recertification sched-

ule will ensure the top drive sees its 15-year lifecycle. 

Diversify assets, drill ahead
As the industry looks for ways to optimize production

while simultaneously reducing costs in the North Ameri-

can shale plays, looking at all areas of the value chain

rather than one component will be the differentiator for

oil and gas operators. By planning for tomorrow’s wells

and investing in quality equipment and providers, opera-

tors will reduce costs and maintenance issues over an

extended period of time, satisfying market demands 

and shareholders.
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A top drive unit has been built into a 1,500-hp rig for in-mast

transportation. (Source: Tesco Corp.)
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R
educed rig counts, lower oil prices and new rigs enter-

ing the offshore market are just a few of the issues

drilling contractors are facing in 2015. As the offshore

industry strives to minimize operating costs and maximize

production, Archer’s modular drilling rigs (MDRs), the

Emerald and Topaz, are an alternative to fixed drilling

facilities. Utilization of an MDR in both greenfield and

brownfield environments negates capex investments

and/or costly reactivation projects. Rental of an MDR

also eliminates operating, maintenance and recertifica-

tion costs on existing drilling facilities at a time when 

cost reduction is essential.  

Although the concept of MDRs is not new, environmen-

tal restrictions and platform limitations reduced the

opportunities for successful deployment, particularly 

in harsh environment locations. However, as opex and

capex costs continued to escalate, operators began look-

ing for alternative solutions that could still deliver effi-

cient operations at a more palatable cost. The company

was convinced that adapting modular rig systems through

the integration of modern technologies would address

the limitations previously set.

“To address the challenges, our team had to approach

this with a shift in mindset,” said Kenny Dey, managing

director of Archer (U.K.). “Essentially, we had to prevent

ourselves from falling back on the default design mode,

which had been a factor of offshore platform drilling

design and operation for more than 30 years.”

Key challenges included:

• Reducing the size/weight of the existing modules;

• Reducing or eliminating the large crews; and

• Improving rigup time/operational efficiency.

By addressing these key challenges, a new type of off-

shore modular drilling unit that would become fully

NORSOK D-001- and U.K.-compliant was built, allowing

the units the ability to operate in the harshest environ-

ments in the world.

In developing the Emerald and Topaz MDRs, the com-

pany addressed the two largest challenges of offshore

drilling: reducing costs and maximizing production. 

Compact design
During the design process there was a specific emphasis on

module weight, dimension and ergonomics, which would

overcome the challenges faced with existing equipment. 

In most cases, a drilling rig is based on a range III sin-

gle joint running design; however, after extensive investi-

gation, the company determined a singles rig reduced

the overall package weight and footprint and overall well

performance timing differences were minimal due to

improvements in downhole equipment and technology

advancements in recent years. 

Because MDRs are built and then transported to off-

shore platforms, each module was designed for both road

and sea transportation. Therefore, a lift weight of 12 mt

per module was established. The weight limitation elimi-

Innovative MDRs maximize efficiency,
minimize costs offshore
New offshore drilling rig design offers an alternative to fixed drilling facilities. 

Dustin Childers and Kevin Coweison, Archer
The Topaz MDR is built

in accordance with

NORSOK D-001 Drilling

Facilities Standard.

(Source: Archer)
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nated the need for costly heavy-lift vessels and enabled

the majority of platform cranes to install the rig on loca-

tion, typically only taking three weeks to build. As an

option for locations with higher capacity cranes, individ-

ual modules can be connected together to reduce overall

lifts. When compared to replacing a disused platform rig

(along with the associated recertification issues) or hiring

a jackup or mobile offshore drilling unit, the company’s

MDRs are more cost-efficient when performing drilling

and intervention tasks.

Improved automation
To eliminate or reduce the large crews associated with

modular drilling units, increased mechanization and

automation of rig systems has been integrated. The high

degree of mechanization and automation in the MDRs

has significantly reduced the size of the drilling crew

and the construction costs. Pipehandling, make/break

and drilling systems are all controlled from a central

driller’s cabin rather than handled on the rig floor.

Additionally, all major equipment has been integrated

into a condition-based monitoring system, which can

detect early signs of equipment failure and assists in

optimizing maintenance routines.

Operational inefficiencies
By eliminating/reducing personnel on board, Archer was

able to deliver a flexible solution and reduce operational

inefficiencies. MDRs such as the Archer Emerald and

Topaz offer drilling services, rig-assist services, through-

tubing rotary drilling, workover services, complex com-

pletions, casing-while-drilling and more. 

Case studies
In 2012, Archer’s debut MDR, the Emerald, began

operations off New Zealand. As the company’s first

super singles rack-and-pinion MDR, the Emerald

combined a proven alternative method of con-

veyance with the latest in drilling technologies 

all housed in a lightweight, compact modular

package. Its multipurpose design makes it equally

capable of undertaking drilling, workover, and

plug-and-abandonment operations. This opera-

tional flexibility, along with the cost efficiencies it

offers compared to alternative offshore drilling

facilities, has made it an attractive option for oper-

ators, especially at a time when production opti-

mization is at its peak. 

“Archer’s redesign of traditional modular

drilling rigs really paid off,” Dey said. 

The Emerald has risen to the challenge of

addressing customer concerns. The rig recently com-

pleted a series of wells in a client’s drilling program, with

the second well drilling to a depth in excess of 6 km

(20,000 ft).

The third well was completed eight days ahead of

schedule and has delivered a global top quarter perform-

ance against all other worldwide platform drilling opera-

tions for the client. The fourth and final well in the series

was completed 30 days ahead of customer expectations,

saving significant time and money.

To date, Emerald is seen as a breakthrough in its field

and, as a result, has led to the creation of a second MDR,

the Archer Topaz. Built in accordance with the NORSOK

D-001 Drilling Facilities Standard, the two MDRs operate

in the harshest environments in the world.

Future plans 
The Archer Emerald has officially wrapped up a very suc-

cessful first campaign in New Zealand. It now has been

demobilized and is on its way back to the U.K. for a period

of modification, inspection and five-year reclassification.

The Archer Topaz was deployed to Norway ahead of

schedule and has been successfully installed and commis-

sioned on Statoil’s Heimdal platform. This follows a con-

tract win for Archer with Statoil in February 2013 for the

permanent plugging and abandonment of 12 gas wells on

the Heimdal Field in the Norwegian North Sea.

Carrying out plugging and abandonment operations

on a modular rig will be a first for Archer and for the

industry as a whole. Looking to the future, the company

plans to expand and diversify its fleet capability. 
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The Emerald MDR made its

debut in the Tasman Sea.

(Source: Archer)
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H
orizontal wells have become an increasingly common

means of tapping into difficult-to-access reservoirs.

Horizontal wells bring the benefit of greater contact

between the wellbore and the reservoir, thus increasing

drainage area and improving recovery. These wells also

make production possible from very thin hydrocarbon-

bearing seams. And they are able to accomplish all of this

while reducing the number of wells drilled. 

However, the promise of increased production is coun-

tered by the challenges that long laterals bring in the

form of frictional pressure drop from the heel to the toe,

which causes uneven production influx. Reservoir hetero-

geneities and permeability variations along the wellbore

raise the risk of early gas or water breakthrough. Attempts

to correct these challenges through wellbore interven-

tions are made more difficult due to limited conveyance

options in extended-reach laterals. 

Common solutions are costly, complex
The industry has developed a number of advanced

lower completion systems to overcome these challenges

and optimize production along the entire lateral. Inflow

control devices (ICDs), for example, are passive systems

designed with tortuous paths or orifices to provide fine

zonal resolution for equalized production performance.

Typical ICD completions represent static solutions that

cannot react to changes in reservoir conditions and

fluid properties over the life of the well. Any unpre-

dicted or underestimated zones of high permeability

can lead to water breakthrough, limiting effectiveness 

of the ICD completion and lowering overall production. 

Mechanical sliding sleeves also are commonly used to

address early water breakthrough by shutting off specific

high-water zones with a shifting tool deployed on slickline

or coiled tubing. These sleeves can only be fully open or

fully closed, with no intermediate choking ability and,

hence, limited production control. In addition, conveying

a tool to shift the valves is a costly and risky operation.

Until recently, the state of the art was the use of

hydraulically actuated valves, which allow remote con-

trol of production without well interventions. However,

each valve requires multiple control lines to operate,

which limits the number of zones that can be deployed

in a well. This, coupled with high system cost and com-

plexity, make hydraulic valves a less than optimum

choice for these horizontal wellbore applications.

Proactive flow control
Baker Hughes has addressed the limitations of existing

lower completion solutions with the development of its

MultiNode all-electric intelligent well system. The system

enables proactive production optimization and combats

water and gas breakthrough through an all-electric con-

trol technology that provides precise, real-time and

remote actuation of active flow control device (AFCD)

valves positioned in an extended number of production

zones. Up to 27 valves may be controlled using one down-

hole cable without the need for wellbore interventions. 

This design imparts greater simplicity and speed to the

installation process. Having only one control line for a

large number of valves significantly reduces the deploy-

ment time and requires fewer tubing hanger and packer

penetrations compared to completion assemblies that use

multiple control lines. A single control line also translates
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All-electric alternative 
to traditional well control
Intelligent well system combats water and gas breakthrough to improve reservoir recovery

without the need for wellbore interventions. 

Pavel Nazarenko, Baker Hughes

The MultiNode all-electric intelligent well system is used to moni-

tor and control production from a horizontal well remotely in

real time, combating water breakthrough and increasing ulti-

mate recovery while reducing operating costs and risks.

(Source: Baker Hughes)
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to fewer splices at the tubing hanger and packers, which
reduces the number of potential failure points. 

Eliminating the need for a well intervention to actu-
ate valves downhole saves time and costs associated with
securing an intervention vessel—an expensive proposi-
tion in offshore wells. It also lowers HSE risks since
intervention crews do not have to be deployed.

A typical zone will consist of a zonal isolation packer
such as a swellable elastomer packer, an AFCD valve,
permanently installed pressure and temperature (P/T)
gauges and fiber-optic distributed temperature-sensing
units. These sensors, deployed on a separate control
line, continuously transmit downhole production data
to a surface control unit (SCU). 

When the sensors detect a change in reservoir condi-
tions that may threaten the production profile of the
well, the SCU sends a command to one or more of the
valves where the change was observed. High water-cut
zones, for example, can be easily identified and choked
back or shut off entirely on command. Each AFCD valve
has six customizable choke settings, including open and
closed positions, to control flow in each zone. 

Achieving field firsts
Operators in the Middle East have been the first to field-
trial the all-electric intelligent well system. One of the
first installs was in an onshore horizontal multilateral
well that was expected to produce unevenly due to a 
history of water breakthrough in previous wells. 

This well marked one of the most sophisticated applica-
tions for the system and called for one of the most
advanced installations to date, thanks in part to a comple-
tion design that incorporated three laterals in an isolated
cased hole along with a horizontal openhole section sepa-
rated into eight individual zones. For the first time in the
industry, an all-electric system would have to remotely
monitor and control production in eight zones with a
total of 10 P/T sensors deployed across the wellbore.
Enabling controlled production from such a large num-
ber of individual zones was not possible with traditional
hydraulically controlled intelligent completions. An SCU
also would have to be deployed that could withstand the
harsh high-temperature outdoor desert environment. 

Upfront planning brought together technical experts
from both the service side and the operator’s engineer-
ing units to develop the ideal completion system, which
consisted of the well monitoring and control system and
open- and cased-hole packers. Prior to deploying the sys-
tem, a wellbore cleanout was performed as well as a
gauge run to ensure that the openhole section was large
enough to allow the completion to be run to the target

depth. A reamer run was required to enlarge some
openhole sections of the well to ensure installation. 

AFCD valves were then installed in each of the eight 
production zones, and P/T gauges were positioned
throughout the completion for real-time downhole P/T
monitoring to determine the productivity in each zone. 

The integration of multiple completion services and
multidisciplinary expertise allowed this first eight-zone all-
electric intelligent well system to be installed as planned. 

The installation of this intelligent completion system
is not limited to onshore applications. An operator
working offshore in the Middle East used the system to
control water breakthrough and optimize production in
an extended-reach horizontal well drilled into a carbon-
ate reservoir. Carbonate reservoirs are particularly
prone to highly conductive fractures along the wellbore. 

A traditional solution might call for deploying mechani-
cal sliding sleeves in a number of zones along the wellbore
to shut off water-producing zones. But because of the
extended-reach nature of the wellbore, risks of well inter-
vention operations with slickline or coiled tubing string 
to manually shift sliding sleeves were deemed too high.
Operators would incur costs of up to $500,000 per day for
an intervention operation and be forced to shut in wells. 

The MultiNode system was selected to choke back pro-
duction from highly conductive zones selectively. A total
of five AFCD valves and six P/T sensors were deployed
along the lateral and connected to an SCU housed on the
platform. The installation went as planned, and the well
was brought on production. The system allows the opera-
tor to monitor and selectively control acid stimulation and
production. 

These successful field deployments have helped prove
the potential of the all-electric intelligent well system to
proactively react to water or gas influx and optimize a
well’s long-term production without an intervention.
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Several MultiNode AFCD valves can be run in series to optimize

production performance from many zones along a lateral.

(Source: Baker Hughes)
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S
pring-energized metal seals provide numerous advan-

tages in oil and gas applications, including but not 

limited to MWD and LWD tools, couplings, subsea com-

pressors, enclosures/vessels, christmas trees, electronic

submersible pumps and flowmeters. Extreme operating

pressures and temperatures, together with more difficult

resource recovery, zero tolerance for failure and environ-

mental concerns, are placing unprecedented demands on

this equipment. 

Traditionally this industry has used solid machined 

seals that provide high compression loads but lack

resilience. They also tend to have relatively high rates 

of leakage over time as flanges deteriorate. Recent

advances in metal seal technology provide controlled 

compression, high resilience and reduced leakage.

Background
Industry once used elastomeric seals extensively but dis-

covered they work only within a certain temperature

range, becoming brittle in cold and tending to flow at

warmer temperatures. At elevated temperatures and pres-

sures, seals can undergo a phenomenon called explosive

decompression, extruding out of a flange and resulting in

catastrophic failure of the seal. The porosity of elastomeric

seals makes them subject to increased leakage over time. 

In addition, they are limited in terms of chemical com-

patibility and have a tendency to degrade with age.

Metal seals, by contrast, offer greater chemical compati-

bility and longevity. They have no porosity problems and

hold up better to aggressive media such as hydrogen sul-

fide. Metal seals have long been used by industry. Some

companies even have their own sealing departments creat-

ing custom-machined metal and elastomeric seals to meet

their specific requirements. 

Among the machined metal seals these in-house depart-

ments produce are ring joint flange seals. These seals are

inserted into trapezoidal-shaped grooves that allow them

to tolerate bidirectional pressures. However, their lack of

resiliency and plastic deformation results in extremely

high seating loads. 

Evolution of metal sealing 
First used by the nuclear industry, metal O-rings were

among the earliest types of resilient metal-to-metal seals.

These were superseded by metal C-rings (Figure 1). Devel-

oped for the aerospace industry for weight reduction,

these C-ring seals are more resilient than O-rings and

require less load, allowing the use of smaller flanges and

fewer bolts. Energized by higher pressures, C-rings are

capable of achieving good sealing levels. Pressure-ener-

gized seals of this nature do not perform as well at lower

pressures due to low seating loads and contact stress. In

many cases, a silver coating can be used to improve sealing

performance provided there is sufficient load to achieve

plastic deformation. 

Large-diameter spring-energized metal seals were origi-

nally developed for the French nuclear power industry.

Unlike pressure-energized seals, they function by plastic

deformation of a metallic jacket with greater ductility than

the flange materials. This deformation occurs between the

sealing face of a flange and an elastic core composed of a

close-wound helical spring. 

Spring-energized seals look similar to spring-energized

C-rings but have a soft outer liner and open away from

pressure (Figure 2). By contrast, spring-energized 

C-rings with plating have a hard outer layer and open

toward the pressure. 

The spring provides a specific resistance to compres-

sion, during which the pressure forces the jacket to 
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Spring-energized metal seals 
help protect equipment
Technology offers benefits over traditional sealing systems.

Jacob Young and Kevin Lamb, Technetics Group

FIGURE 1. Metal C-ring seals provide greater resilience and require

less load than ring joint flange seals but are largely restricted to

higher pressure applications. (Source: Technetics Group)
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yield, filling any machined finishes and imperfections 

on the face of a flange by making positive contact with 

it. Each coil of the helical spring acts independently,

allowing the seal to conform to any surface irregularities

on the flange. 

Highly engineered with respect to pressure and leakage

parameters, spring-energized seals are preferable not

only to elastomeric seals but to plated metal C-rings as

well. The soft liner/jacketing of these seals is typically

three to five times thicker than such plating, providing

more range to fill flange imperfections and rougher

machined surfaces while eliminating the potential adhe-

sion problems platings have at elevated temperatures.

Oil and gas applications
As noted, spring-energized metal seals are used exten-

sively by the oil and gas industry. In North Sea operations

they are used on the flanges of all equipment, where the

seals provide longevity in the face of extreme tempera-

tures and pressures. They also are used to protect subsea

and downhole electronics that measure, log and transmit

data while drilling. The seals can withstand typical operat-

ing temperatures from cryogenic to more than 538 C

(1,000 F) and are subjected to pressures of up to 35,000

psi in a highly corrosive environment.

Another application for these seals is subsea valving 

systems, or christmas trees, where they prevent pressures

of up to 15,000 psi from blowing out pipes and creating

leaks. These also eliminate the potential for explosive

decompression, which results in environmental issues 

and loss of production. 

Valves are critical to subsea systems, yet some producers

still use polytetrafluoroethylene and other elastomeric

materials, which expand and contract drastically with

changes in temperature and pose problems above 177 C

(350 F). A better solution is to use spring-energized metal

seals, which have the resilience to tolerate most operating

temperature gradients. 

Spring-energized seals are designed on a case-by-case

basis. Like most metal seals, they have been used prima-

rily in static applications, where movement due to ther-

mal expansion, pressure cycling and flange deflection is

not an issue. Due to the nature of recent oil and gas activ-

ity, traditional static applications are few and far between.

It is not uncommon to see spring-energized seals in stan-

dard dynamic applications such as globe, ball and butter-

fly valves, where they serve as seat-sealing components.

Designs of this type take time to develop. 

Notwithstanding the difficulty of understanding flange

dynamics and simulating actual operating conditions,

semidynamic seals are continuously under development

to accommodate greater flange movement. Helpful in

this regard is a mnemonic acronym, STAMPS, that

defines the basic criteria of seal design and selection,

namely size, temperature, application, media, pressure

and speed.  

Spring-energized metal seals can be designed for a 30-

year life while providing low leak rates with zero visible

leakage over time. The seals can be manufactured using

materials that meet the requirements of the U.S. National

Association of Corrosion Engineers.

Another critical condition in oil and gas equipment is

abrupt change in the axial direction of pressure, which

can cause flanges, piping and seals to flex and shuttle.

This can be an issue for some spring-energized seals,

which must be specially designed to tolerate extreme

bidirectional on/off pressures. It should be noted that

bidirectional sealing capability is not a requirement for

radial flange seal configurations. 

Spring-energized metal seals are the sealing solution of

choice for many oil and gas industry applications. The

seals not only provide greater chemical compatibility and

longevity than elastomeric seals but also the structural

integrity that comes from metal-to-metal contact. In addi-

tion, they can offer more resilience and lower compres-

sive loads than other types of metal seals.

Capable of handling extremes of temperature and pres-

sure, the corrosion-resistant seals are particularly well

suited for subsea applications, where they protect critical

equipment and systems from harsh operating conditions.

Their ability to absorb the flexing that accompanies tem-

perature and pressure changes also protects piping sys-

tems in which the seals are installed. 

Spring-energized metal seals meet both U.S. and other

countries’ industry standards, helping assure compliance

with applicable safety and environmental regulations.

New versions are being developed for semidynamic and

bidirectional applications, further expanding the capabil-

ities of metal seals.
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FIGURE 2. Spring-energized metal seals are the sealing solution of 

choice for many oil and gas applications. (Source: Technetics Group)
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A
mong the host of challenges confronting operators
in the high-stakes deepwater environment is the

need to obtain representative reservoir pressure and
fluid samples efficiently and safely. Pressure measure-
ments and fluid sampling, together with downhole fluid
analysis (DFA), can be of use to confirm the presence of
hydrocarbons in exploratory wells and also provide a
wealth of data on formation properties
such as composition, density and viscos-
ity, along with mobility, that are essential
in the design of surface facilities and
completions for well production. With-
out this critical information, companies
lack the certainty they need to ensure
successful field development plans in an
arena where uncertainty can drive up
time, cost and risk. 

Accurate DFA and pressure samples
are especially difficult to obtain in tight,
low-permeability and unconsolidated
formations, conditions often present in
some of the most prolific and important
deepwater plays. In the presalt fields of
Brazil, for example, operators often face
formation-related challenges such as
tight formations and reservoirs charac-
terized by heterogeneity, with varying
sections of high and low permeability. 

In these challenging plays, conventional
probe methodologies are inherently inef-
ficient and can be time-consuming. Dual
straddle packers, while they provide a
much larger area open to flow compared
with conventional probes, take a signifi-
cant amount of time to inflate and deflate
compared with probe-type tools, increas-
ing the risk of getting stuck. Drillstem test-

ing in deepwater wells requires days of equipment 
mobilization and multiple runs to obtain sampling. In 
an environment where rig costs alone are in the order of
$1 million or more per day, such lengthy operations raise
costs and can negatively affect project efficiencies. 

As operators increasingly venture into complex hetero-
geneous fields, the ability to conduct efficient, safe and
accurate formation testing is necessary to reduce uncer-
tainty in reservoir evaluation and ultimately impacts
future development costs. A unique 3-D radial probe
overcomes the limitations of conventional downhole fluid

and pressure sampling methodologies in
difficult deepwater fields where testing
has previously been too costly or not possi-
ble. Designed with four self-sealing ellipti-
cal probes equally spaced at 90-degree
intervals around the circumference of the
tool, the device is deployable across a wide
range of hole sizes, temperatures, pres-
sures and mobilities on various con-
veyance methods, including wireline 
and openhole tractors (Figure 1).

The capabilities of the Saturn 3D
radial probe were recently expanded 
to include large boreholes drilled with
12¼-in. bits, which are used commonly in
deepwater wells. The probe can sample
and take pressure tests quickly with mini-
mal drawdown on the reservoir over a
total surface flow area of nearly 80 sq. in.,
expanding the operational envelope of
formation testing more than 40 times
over the largest conventional probe.   

Maintaining circumferential flow
The 3-D radial probe, the latest addition
to the MDT modular formation dynamics
tester system, acquires pressure measure-
ments and formation fluids from zones
previously considered to be untestable.
The fluid extraction module, run as part
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FIGURE 1. Impressions of the 

Saturn probe’s inlet ports on

images logged by the UBI 

ultrasonic borehole imager 

demonstrate the probe’s 

circumferential coverage. 

(Source: Schlumberger)

Radial probe acquires 
critical formation samples 
Tool expands the operational envelope in deepwater fields by providing quick and safe

access to essential data.
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of the openhole logging suite, serves as a conduit to con-

nect the MDT tool to the reservoir to enable downhole

DFA sampling, pressure measurements and accurate per-

meability estimates. The probe’s fast-setting and retract-

ing times and zero sump design for minimizing wellbore

fluid volume facilitate efficiency across a wide permeabil-

ity range in a single trip. The probe quickly removes the

filtrate from the circumference of the wellbore to draw in

uncontaminated formation fluid. 

The four self-sealing suction ports allow the probe to

establish and maintain true 3-D circumferential flow.

Each of the four ports has a surface flow area of 19.86

sq. in. (or total area of 79.44 sq. in.) and can operate

where mobilities are as low as 0.01 mD/cp. Conven-

tional probes typically cover a maximum flow area of 

2 sq. in. and are limited to pressure testing formations

with mobilities no lower than about 1 mD/cp. The con-

siderably larger flow area can induce and sustain flow in

low-mobility formations, formations where the matrix is

uncemented and cases of highly viscous heavy oil. The

large flow area also increases chances of hitting the

sweet spot.

Pressure drawdown is significantly reduced across the

four elliptical suction ports, reducing the matrix stress

while flowing fluid. The reduction in drawdown facilitates

sampling heavy oil and representative near-saturated flu-

ids. Flowing the fluid circumferentially instead of through

a single port also reduces the time for sampling clean-up

and provides benefits for interval pressure transient test-

ing. The radial probe is rated for temperatures as high as

204.4 C (400 F) and pressures up to 30,000 psi. 

The rubber technology used in the probe assembly pro-

vides additional flexibility for sealing in rugose or unstable

hole conditions, extremely low-permeability formations

and heavy oil. The probe assembly supports the formation

to enable sampling in unconsolidated formations without

the risk of plugging or formation collapse. 

Acquiring valuable samples in Brazil
A major operator in Brazil successfully deployed the

large-hole version of the 3-D radial probe to determine

the oil/water contact in a 12¼-in. deepwater well in a 

presalt carbonate formation. In this case, the operator

needed to accurately define in real time the oil/water

contact over a low-permeability zone by obtaining repre-

sentative low-contamination samples over this zone. 

The formation’s anticipated low mobility had raised

concerns that conventional methods would not be able 

to deliver accurate pressure measurements and fluid sam-

ples in the water zone. In addition, the long pump times

required with conventional technology to obtain repre-

sentative measurements and extract fluid with low con-

tamination would increase operational risk and rig time.

In fact, a conventional probe had previously failed to

determine the pressure gradient in the transition and

water zones, returning only tight tests.

That failure prompted the operator to seek a solution

that would function reliably in the low-permeability zone.

After estimating very low mobility values of 0.03 mD/cp

to 0.06 mD/cp at the test stations, the 3-D radial probe

was deployed with the MDT. The probe sealed in the

borehole to facilitate the acquisition of multiple pressure

measurements and low-contamination water samples at

two stations in 3½ and 6½ hours, respectively (Figure 2).

Conventional sampling would have taken 12 to 20 hours

per station. The probe quickly established contact with

reservoir fluids, and real-time DFA confirmed the purity.

The acquired real-time pressure and fluid data efficiently

met the test objectives while reducing operational time

and risk. 

As production companies continue to move into

uncharted plays and, in particular, deepwater environ-

ments, they rely on advanced tools and technologies that

enable them to precisely understand the extent of their

reserves, reducing uncertainties in an efficient manner.

Offshore operators require solutions that help them pro-

duce complex fields with greater certainty by acquiring

critical pressure measurements, formation property infor-

mation and fluid samples. The 3-D radial probe expands

the operational envelope in deepwater fields by providing

quick and safe access to essential data over a significantly

broader flow area while reducing rig time and risk.

FIGURE 2. Downhole resistivity and optical monitoring of the fluid

extracted by the Saturn 3D radial probe at a station with 0.06-

mD/cp mobility confirmed quick cleanup to low levels of con-

tamination in 3½ hours. (Source: Schlumberger)
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O
ptimizing development costs has always been a

mandate for oil and gas companies, but in today’s

price environment operators are redoubling their

efforts to maximize production and minimize costs on

every completion. In the Wattenberg Field, where shale

structure is complex and the stress regime is highly vari-

able, Anadarko Petroleum Corp. recognized a great

opportunity to employ microseismic technology to

ensure highly profitable completions early in this cycle

of field development. 

Anadarko operates more than 5,500 wells in the Wat-

tenberg Field and planned to drill nearly 400 horizontal

wells in 2014 in the area. Anadarko’s emphasis on this

field and impressive production statistics have led to a

large year-over-year increase in sales volume in the Wat-

tenberg. For Anadarko, applying technology to under-

stand the reservoir is key to unlocking tremendous

resource potential.

To aid in the development of new completions in the

Wattenberg, Anadarko used microseismic monitoring

technology to understand fracture complexity and

enhance treatment effectiveness on three different pads. 

It’s all about spacing
One of Anadarko’s goals in using microseismic monitor-

ing was to discover full field development parameters

that would generate maximum production at an opti-

mized cost. Important first decisions to be made in this

optimization process are well and frack stage spacing.

The project began by using microseismic monitoring

during treatment of wells targeting the Niobrara and

Codell formations, all drilled from two adjacent pads.

The microseismic data were acquired using a surface

array of geophones arranged in a radial pattern around

the pad as seen in Figure 1. An analysis of these data

allowed a mapping of fractures that opened during

hydraulic fracturing and an estimate of which portions

of the fracture network were propped. 

The microseismic data indicate that the individual

treatments on the Niobrara and Codell wells created

fracture networks that overlapped each other by as

much as 60%. Fractures commonly showed growth 

into overlapping vertical trends as seen in Figure 2.

This understanding enabled better decisions on well

landing to ensure a complete drainage of both forma-

tions without a wasteful level of overlap of drainage 

volume.   

The results of the lateral spacing test showed signifi-

cant overlap in the stimulated fracture network, indicat-
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FIGURE 1. Design of the surface acquisition array used to collect

microseismic data. The red dots represent each geophone that was

placed along the arms of the array. (Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)

FIGURE 2. This heat map shows the vertical distribution of events

in the Niobrara and Codell formations. The density of microseis-

mic events is displayed in depth view, and the black dots repre-

sent the toe of each wellbore. As shown, the closely spaced

center wells show overlapping growth (overlap in fractures). 

The further spaced wells in the east show upward growth.

(Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)
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ing that both interwell and stage spac-

ing could be increased to achieve opti-

mal results and save costs. From

comparing overlap in modeled

unpropped vs. propped stimulated

fracture networks, Anadarko esti-

mated an optimal interwell spacing

for this area in the 20% to 30% over-

lap range as indicated by Figure 3.

This level of overlap is thus thought to

reduce the volume of valuable hydro-

carbons left behind. By using the same

approach, a stage-by-stage spacing

analysis was conducted to determine

optimal stage length for this pad.

Why is overlap in the propped frac-

ture network such a big deal? Too

much overlap likely is wasteful of

treatment dollars. Conversely, too 

little overlap is a good indication 

that portions of the rock were left

untouched and reserves left behind.

Drilling additional infill wells or

refracking the existing ones to tap

into those missed reserves is costly. Getting the spacing

right early on in the development of a field increases

the likelihood of maximizing production from the

reservoir. 

Herein lies the true value provided by microseismic

monitoring in this instance: By monitoring multiple

wells, Anadarko was able to approximate an ideal well

spacing for this area of the Wattenberg Field at the time

of completion. Typically, operators must wait for two

years of production data to understand the effects of

interwell and stage spacing before making adjustments

to subsequent completions designs. 

Experimenting with pressure shadowing
The next phase of the project was to apply the lessons

learned from the previous pad to microseismic monitor-

ing of two subsequent pads with the goal of analyzing

the completions and identifying stress changes resulting

from different completion techniques. Each pad hosted

wells targeting the Niobrara and Codell. 

The wells on the first pad were fracked in a predeter-

mined order with flexible completion parameters in an

attempt to drive a pressure buildup southward through

the center of the wells (Figure 4a). The idea behind this

approach is that by maintaining a high pressure front,

the rock will be more likely to fail with increased frack

complexity, resulting in improved production. Wells on

the second pad were zipper-fracked with conventional

stage sequences and volumes.

The microseismic results for the Pad 1 treatment are

illustrated in Figure 4a. The pressure wedge buildup in

the northeast helped to create high-density microseis-

mic event trends in a northwest-to-southeast direction

with long lateral growth yet stayed within the target

zone. In Figure 4b, the microseismic results for both

pads are shown. The pressure wedge approach appears

to have increased the density of fracturing for Pad 1,

especially when compared to the northeast corner of

Pad 2. 

Optimizing completions in real time
Real-time microseismic monitoring was used on Pad 1 to

enable on-the-spot changes to treatment parameters. As

seen in figure 5a, at the initial slurry volume a moderate

amount of fracturing (as indicated by microseismic

events) was detected. At the same time, it was deter-

mined that the fracture network was remaining within

vertical coverage limits and that volumes could be

increased while still staying in zone. 

Based on this, the Anadarko team increased slurry vol-

ume and proppant on a modified stage sequence. As a

result, Figure 5b illustrates a dramatic increase in appar-

ent stimulated reservoir volume and fracture complex-

ity, which demonstrates that real-time monitoring
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FIGURE 3. A plot of the propped fracture distribution with respect to wellbore center is

shown. Analyzing these distributions from several wells has shown that propped fracture

overlap of 20% to 30% between neighboring wells is desirable for optimal drainage

from the interwell space. (Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)
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enabled the immediate change in treatment to improve the frack coverage

area while remaining within the vertical target zone.

Anadarko has made what it judges to be a significant advance in its devel-

opment plan for this important resource through the acquisition and

analysis of microseismic data. The Wattenberg team has taken a large step

toward arriving at an optimum well and stage spacing and shown that pres-

sure shadowing can be used to control the created fracture network to a

certain extent. It also has proven the value of real-time monitoring, which

enabled completion changes when the frack results were falling short of

the objective. Moving forward, Anadarko continues to monitor key projects

to detect when reservoir conditions change and treatment parameters

need to be tweaked accordingly to further optimize production and

increase returns.
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FIGURE 4. (A) The frack order of wells in the first pad is shown. (B) Microseismicity of

both pads shows linking event trends from both pads and areas of low microseismicity.

The light green dots on the left represent fractures on Pad 1, and the orange dots on

the right represent fractures on Pad 2. (Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)

FIGURE 5. (A) Microseismicity of one stage that was monitored in real time shows mod-

erate frack coverage. (B) Microseismicity of a subsequent stage fracked with higher vol-

ume shows an increase in frack coverage and complexity while remaining in zone.

(Source: MicroSeismic Inc.)
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Broadband seismic acquisition has been one of the leading emerging technologies of the last decade. By

acquiring seismic information from a broader energy spectrum, this acquisition technique provides supe-

rior datasets for reservoir characterization.

In a CGG GeoSoftware lunch and learn at the Petex conference in London in November, given by Rebecca

Goffey on behalf of author Menne Schakel, Goffey presented case studies illustrating the benefits of broad-

band seismic inversion. The enhanced low- and high-frequency content produces a sharper wavelet, lead-

ing to increased resolution with decreased sidelobes. It also may eliminate the need for a low-frequency

model during acoustic/elastic inversions as well as improving signal penetration. These benefits also apply

when using inverted broadband seismic data for structural interpretation and can enable fully data-driven

reservoir characterization.

Schakel outlined two basic approaches for broadband seismic inversion. The first involves constructing a

low-frequency model to fill the gap between 0 Hz and the lowest frequency described by a “conventional”

wavelet, typically starting at around 5 Hz. The second is to estimate a long-period wavelet of up to about 500

ms that inverts down to the lowest frequencies that are present in the broadband seismic data. Only a very

low frequency model (e.g., 0 Hz – 3 Hz) is used for the latter method.

Case studies
In a study offshore northwest Aus-

tralia, broadband data were elasti-

cally inverted. Compared to the

conventional data, the broadband

data provided more reliable lithol-

ogy classification away from the

wells. No interpolated well log mod-

els were used, resulting in unbiased

inversion results and reservoir iden-

tification driven by real data. This

case study successfully applied the

first inversion approach.

Another case study involved a dataset in the Santos Basin offshore Brazil. This study incorporated a blind

well in the study. Results indicated a better match with the well data using inverted broadband seismic than

obtained from inverted conventional seismic in terms of compressional (P) impedance. A better defined

oil-water contact led to improved volumetric estimation. Again the first approach was successfully applied.

The final study focused on broadband data from the U.K. Continental Shelf. In this study a 0-Hz to 2-Hz low-

frequency model was constructed from seismic velocities, and no interpolated well log model was used.

The lowest frequencies in the data were inverted, and Schakel noted that “fully data-driven reservoir char-

acterization was achieved as evidenced from a porosity cube derived from the fully data-driven inverted

broadband seismic.” This study used the second approach.

In conclusion, Schakel noted that broadband seismic inversions, both full-stack and simultaneous, are pos-

sible within existing software platforms and can lead to fully data-driven reservoir characterization. Fur-

thermore, the added value of broadband seismic inversion includes improved structural interpretation using

inverted impedances from broadband seismic compared to using inverted impedances from conventional

seismic and reduced uncertainty of the reservoir volume and lithology estimates. ■

Broadband reservoir characterization
By Rhonda Duey, Executive Editor

Inverted P-impedance (right) is overlain with a raw P-impedance log. Note that 

the low-frequency character of the broadband seismic (left) is also present in

the inverted P-impedance. (Source: CGG Data Library)
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C
ontrol of micro-organisms during completion 

of hydraulically fractured wells is a significant 

component in successful development of a production

system. Detrimental bacteria—“bad bugs”—such as 

sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) introduced into the

reservoir during drilling or completion, can facilitate

biogenic sulfide production, resulting in souring of 

production fluids and gas, iron sulfide formation and

SRB-associated microbiologically influenced corrosion

(MIC). 

Completing a well without an effective bacteria treat-

ment program can eventually cause operational issues

due to sulfide production and MIC, detracting from

safety and increasing operat-

ing costs.

While routinely dosed 

at low levels into fracturing

fluids to control microbe pop-

ulations, biocides, by defini-

tion, are not well tolerated by

certain aquatic organisms and

so have potential environmen-

tal consequences. In an effort

to improve the ecological pro-

file of microbiological control

in fracturing operations, a

treatment system—SourShield

H2S control—for managing

SRB was developed using

nitrate and nonhazardous live

nitrate-reducing bacteria

(NRB)— “good bugs.”

SourShield H2S control 

was administered to wells 

on three pads in the Marcel-

lus Shale and proved as effec-

tive as successful biocide

applications for controlling

SRB activity, making it a more

environmentally friendly

alternative.

Nitrate-based solutions
Nitrate-based mitigation of SRB has been used as 

an alternative to biocide injection in the oil and gas

industry for decades, particularly in waterflood pro-

grams. Nitrates stimulate the metabolic activity of 

the good bugs, NRB, which in turn can mitigate 

SRB activity by means of three primary mechanisms:

competition for available carbon sources; direct meta-

bolic inhibition through the generation of nitrite; and

stimulation of specific NRB species, which directly oxi-

dize biogenic sulfide. 

However, while shown to be effective in continuously

applied methods during waterfloods, nitrate-based pro-

grams had not been used during hydraulic fracturing

until 2011 when these wells in the Marcellus Shale were

treated using live NRB combined with a nitrate source. 
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Good bugs vs. bad bugs
Environmentally sensitive microbiological control used in Marcellus Shale fracturing operations.
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Using live NRB strains in conjunction with sodium nitrate achieved equal-to-biocide control of wellhead

souring as measured by gas phase sulfide and SRB populations. While the average of all wells for SRB

growth was zero, in serial dilution sets of bacteria culture media, SourShield H2S control on average

turned 0.44 phenol red dextrose (PRD) vials for APB growth. The biocide-treated wells on these pads

turned more than twice this amount at 1.156 positive PRD vials for APB growth. (Source: Multi-Chem)
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‘Competitive exclusion’
In Marcellus Shale well 

completions, the lower 

formation temperatures,

which typically range from 

38 C to 66 C (100 F to 150 F)

depending on the depth 

and regional location of 

the well, can provide growth

conditions for many bad

bugs, including organic 

acid-producing bacteria

(APB) and SRB introduced

via fluids or from drilling. 

In addition, environmentally

efficient use of water in the

Marcellus Shale has helped

dramatically increase the

reuse of produced water 

for hydraulic fracturing,

allowing the possibility of

bacteria making multiple

trips downhole and back

again, virtually ensuring 

contamination (Veil, 2010).

Historically, “competitive

exclusion” techniques have

been used successfully against SRB to mitigate reser-

voir souring during waterflood secondary recovery

operations, where nitrate is added continuously to

injection waters to stimulate the activity of NRB 

already present in seawater (Sunde et al., 2004;

Thorstenson et al., 2002). These stimulated NRB 

are then in a position to competitively exclude SRB 

by populating the injection area and reservoir while

consuming available carbon electron donors, the

volatile fatty acids (VFAs). 

Secondly, NRBs can dominate this competition by

releasing nitrite, a common byproduct of nitrate reduc-

tion, which is a metabolic inhibitor of SRBs (Grigoryan

et al., 2008). 

To facilitate competitive exclusion in the Marcellus

Shale wells, both live reservoir-specific NRB and sodium

nitrate nutrient solution were introduced into the frac-

turing fluids during the fracturing operation, ensuring

the “double-blow” of simultaneous inhibition of SRB

activity and SRB starvation. 

Application of treatment
The success of a competitive exclusion program for

hydraulic fracturing depends on having sufficient 

numbers of NRBs capable of surviving under the 

reservoir conditions. For this reason, the SourShield

H2S control program in the Marcellus Shale wells used

a liquid solution containing concentrated live active

naturally occurring NRBs selected for their propensity

to survive under the downhole conditions of the Mar-

cellus Shale environment while being incapable them-

selves of producing sulfide.

The live NRB solution and aqueous sodium nitrate

were coinjected during completion of the hydraulically

fractured well to ensure the fracturing process would

push the NRB/nitrate treatment into the fractured 

formation zones. This same basic application method

was used for three well pads, with Pads A and C using 

a combination of freshwater and produced water 

for completion while Pad B used only freshwater.

The wells were monitored for periods ranging 

from three to 18 months, depending on the date 

of completion, and treatment efficacy was evaluated 

by comparing data from the SourShield H2S control

wells to data collected from wells completed in the

same manner and, in some cases, on the same well 

pad using a biocide that historically exhibited good

microbial control. 
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under 1 ppm on both pads. (Source: Multi-Chem)
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Treatment results

In both the SourShield H2S control and biocide-treated wells, SRB popula-

tions were below detectable limits, e.g., well below commonly acceptable

levels of 103 cells per ml; however, the NRB/nitrate-treated wells exhibited

some advantages.

• For the wells investigated during this study, SourShield H2S control 

wells averaged at least 30% less sulfide produced compared to conven-

tional biocide-treated counterparts. The lower sulfide levels could indi-

cate that NRB metabolic activity causes these sulfide levels to drop by

either direct oxidation or indirect interactions with nitrite byproducts;

• While SRB populations were below detectable limits for both Sour-

Shield H2S control and biocide-treated wells, SourShield H2S control

exhibited less than half the APB populations found in biocide-treated

wells; 

• NRB bacteria were detected on all of the well pads tested, with genetic

testing on one well indicating that the NRB strains used to complete the

wells had successfully transversed the downhole environment; and 

• Sulfate reduction is dependent on VFAs acting as electron donors. Both

SRB and NRB compete for these electron donors. These organics are

supplied in an unconventional well from the source water at the time of

hydraulic fracturing. During both biocide and NRB/nitrate treatment

approaches, VFA concentrations in producing fluids underwent reduc-

tion over time, but the SourShield H2S control wells achieved reduced

stable VFA levels faster compared to biocide-treated analogs (two

months vs. one year).

While most hydraulically fractured wells that would otherwise be suscepti-

ble to bacterial contamination and souring are currently being treated with

conventional biocides in the Marcellus Shale, using live NRB strains in con-

junction with sodium nitrate achieved equal-to-biocide control of wellhead

souring as measured by gas phase sulfide and SRB populations. 

To date, more than 100 wells have been treated using the SourShield 

H2S control since the pilot wells began production in January 2011. The

NRB/nitrate approach has been considered successful because general 

field monitoring did not recover SRB, and low levels of sulfide have been

maintained. 

No small measure of this success is attributed to use of a specialized strain

of good bugs tolerant to field conditions. Without these proven NRB strains,

the addition of nitrate alone could have been ineffective for the mitigation

of souring and MIC. 

The SourShield H2S control offers an ecologically improved alternative to

biocide if applied properly in a field comparable to the Marcellus Shale, and

future work will include testing the application in other major North Ameri-

can shales as well as increasing the number of strains of NRB available for

treatment applications.
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T
he industry’s push into new frontiers and increasingly

difficult formations is driving different ways of think-

ing about wellbore instability, one of the leading causes of

nonproductive time (NPT) and expensive intervention

operations due to lost circulation and stuck pipe. Drilling

depleted or weak zones with narrow operational windows

has long vexed producers, but maturing fields, extended-

reach wells, complex well designs and the move into

deeper fields have compounded the problem, raising the

bar for solutions that go beyond conventional methods.   

The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is among the sectors where

maturing fields, characterized by depleted sands and

underbalanced conditions, have put wellbore instability

issues at the top of the list of operator concerns. For

example, the GoM’s deeper plays hold a wealth of hydro-

carbons, but reaching the target often requires drilling

through the depleted zones on top, where mud losses can

be significant. In this high-risk, high-cost arena, operators

need innovative thinking with services that provide a

comprehensive, integrated approach to problem-solving.

Historically, the industry has addressed wellbore insta-

bility by pumping lost circulation material (LCM) such as

pills or cement squeezes downhole. In today’s challeng-

ing environments, however, these approaches have had

limited success, primarily because they are reactionary

rather than preventive. 

Over the last decade, the concept of wellbore strength-

ening (WBS) has evolved, following a joint industry proj-

ect (JIP) on WBS and lost circulation undertaken by M-I

SWACO, and several major operators.

With the focus on WBS, the project led to the develop-

ment of loss prevention materials (LPM), a new class of

products aimed at preventing downhole fluid losses vs. the

conventional LCM methodologies that were designed to

remediate losses. This proactive approach further resulted

in the emergence of a new technology, fracture propaga-

tion resistance (FPR), which fortifies the wellbore. 

The technique actually uses the fractures as part of the

strengthening strategy by continuously applying various

LPMs, or WBS additives, at low concentrations while

drilling, then circulating the material for recycling and

reuse. FPR has been shown to achieve greater effective-

ness in nonpermeable formations than previously used

methods, including stress cage and fracture closure stress. 

The FPR process does not necessarily prevent fractur-

ing but rather seals and isolates fractures from further

propagation by creating a barrier for pressure transmis-

sion inside the fracture and effectively raising the fracture

gradient. The approach maintains the required levels of

LPM in the drilling fluid, providing constant protection

while intersecting depleted and weak zones. This allows

operators to construct wells in low fracture-gradient

zones, avoiding costly losses, potential stuck pipe and

sidetracking jobs while reducing drilling costs and NPT. 

Integrated approach to WBS
FPR is a key feature of the M-I SWACO I-BOSS integrated

borehole strengthening solutions portfolio that provides a

multidisciplinary approach to solving wellbore instability

issues. By combining predictive engineering software for

planning, testing and monitoring; expertise; and advanced

fluid systems and other products under one umbrella, 

the suite provides a comprehensive workflow to borehole

strengthening. The workflow has been applied successfully

in the GoM, reducing downhole mud losses by more 

than 80% in difficult deepwater operations impacted by

depleted sand sections and zones with narrow pore-pres-

sure/fracture-gradient drilling windows. For one operator,

the approach was significant in removing the cost of lost

circulation incidents from the top 10 NPT contributors. 

The comprehensive workflow was awarded E&P’s Spe-

cial Meritorious Award for Engineering Innovation at the

2009 Offshore Technology Conference. The approach

has since been advanced to help operators further reduce

mud losses and NPT in challenging wellbores.

An important component of the multidisciplinary

workflow is the OPTI-STRESS software, which uses 

conventional hydraulic fracture theory along with the

expected stresses and pressures of the formation, rock

properties and drilling conditions to predict the most

likely fracture size caused by the overbalance between
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the wellbore pressure and the fracture

gradient. The software recommends 

the type and concentration of LPMs

required to seal the fractures in a spe-

cific well, and this recommendation 

is based on findings from a comprehen-

sive JIP involving more than a dozen

operators and anchored by M-I

SWACO. Those factors, along with 

the size and particle size distribution 

of the material, are crucial in creating

an optimal WBS blend. 

Higher concentrations of LPM addi-

tives can be present in the drilling mud

because the materials are continuously

recycled and reintroduced using a 

managed particle size recovery system

(MPSRS), which is composed of solids-

control equipment to remove cuttings

and low-gravity solids while recovering the LPM at sizes

that effectively raise the FPR.

The workflow also incorporates the newest generation

of a flat-rheology drilling fluid system, the RHEALIANT

PLUS synthetic-based fluid system, which maintains opti-

mum viscosity with temperature fluctuations that com-

monly occur in this HP/HT environment. Invert-emulsion

drilling systems, including environmentally friendly syn-

thetic-based muds (SBMs), provide greater stability and

lubricity in the reactive shales of the GoM and also per-

form better for extended-reach and high-angle drilling. 

The FPR technique, in conjunction with MPSRS, was

applied successfully by a major operator in several subsea

development wells in a challenging field in the GoM. 

The wells, located in the Greater Mars-Ursa Field of the

Mississippi Canyon in water depths of more than 914.4 m

(3,000 ft), had been encountering significant losses while

drilling the depleted sand sections. 

Reaching GoM targets
The first group of wells was located near salt and 

subsalt oil wells that had been impacted by losses due 

to extremely tight drilling margins (less than 0.5 lbs/gal)

and geomechanical subsurface changes caused by severe

reservoir depletion. A second group included oil-produc-

ing and water-injector wells prone to losses in excess of

300 bbl/hr due to induced fracturing while intersecting

highly depleted reservoirs.

The initial approach, maintaining LPM concentrations

by adding the material through sweeps, spotting pills on

bottom and bypassing shakers, was somewhat successful in

reducing total mud losses and loss per foot compared to

conventional methodologies, but significant operational

problems remained. This was likely the result of the LPM

never reaching a high enough concentration to enable

effective borehole protection by the FPR mechanism.

In one well, drilled as a sidetrack to an existing produc-

ing well, more than 4,000 bbl were lost while drilling, 

and 3,500 bbl of SBM were lost while running liner and

cementing. A second well, drilled using FPR with MPSRS,

experienced significant reduction in losses, and the

drilling margin was improved enough to bring the well

down uneventfully. 

Another offset well saw losses of more than 35,000 bbl 

of SBM. The well was lost, and a sidetrack failed to reach 

its target. A subsequent well using the FPR method and 

an improved version of the MPSRS unit showed an 80%

decrease in total losses with no barrels of formation losses. 

In both cases the integrated workflow using FPR with

MPSRS for WBS helped the operator significantly reduce

NPT to reach targets that otherwise would have been unat-

tainable. The objective going forward is to optimize the

WBS process by further lowering LPM concentrations to

reduce loading but achieve the same result.

As production companies continually look for ways 

to improve field economics through reduced NPT and

other costs in ever-challenging plays, WBS solutions that

are preventive rather than reactive are essential in drilling

through difficult zones to reach prolific fields. A collabora-

tive, integrated workflow that brings together a compre-

hensive suite of borehole strengthening tools, technologies,

services and expertise, from planning to implementation 

to monitoring, is expanding the opportunities to drill 

the undrillable.

LEFT: During the drilling process fractures are created in weak and depleted sands.

RIGHT: With I-BOSS technology these fractures are sealed and the wellbore strength-

ened to reduce and stop downhole losses. (Source: Schlumberger)
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W
hile striving for operational efficiencies in down-
hole drilling is not new, virtually nobody would

have speculated that technology would drive increased
time/cost savings of up to $1 million or more per well
directly from the common mud pit.

The technological innovation is not the rig or drillpipe.
Instead, it is a lubricant, specifically a drilling mud addi-
tive that essentially breaks the rules for what lubricants
can do. Not simply a fluid treatment for the mud to assist
borehole drilling, XPL+ (Xtreme Pressure Lubricant)
overcomes the major drilling nemesis—friction.

Fifty times more powerful
R&D at ProOne Inc. used some scientifically accepted
facts about molecules and electrical charges to create a
new lubrication formulation. Since other lubricants are
repelled by extreme heat and pressure, the company’s
engineers built a positively charged molecular structure
that is attracted to extremes and bonds with metal
under those conditions. That unique bonding means
that XPL+ provides film strength 50 times that of water-
based mud that does not include the formulation. For
example, on a bench cross axis friction test, the bearing
was severely damaged at 4,000 psi compared to the bear-
ing tested in water-based mud using XPL+ and resulting
in only minor damage at 200,000 psi.

The bio-stable drilling fluid test method involved the
Baroid lubricity meter and a 1.0 water coefficient of fric-
tion. With the coefficient of friction recorded at 26 C
(78 F), results were an 85% decrease:

Ultra Carb System Initial

Blank 0.350
4% ProOne 0.062

With the coefficient recorded at 93 C (200 F), results
were a 94% decrease:

Ultra Carb System Initial

Blank 0.344
4% ProOne 0.024

Solving array of drilling challenges
With mud integral to the entire downhole drilling 
system, R&D immediately focused on what a major fric-
tion-reducer could accomplish throughout the contin-
uum from spud to total depth (TD). By providing much
greater lubricity, friction is reduced overall by 70%, and
torque and drag, always key drilling issues, are reduced
by 20% to 50% while maintaining the critical weight on
bit (WOB). With XPL+ being water-based, this drilling
fluid can notably increase the boiling point of water-
based lubricants. That provides the better WOB without
wearing out mud motors and drillbits too quickly.

Being water-based plays another important role.
Because this lubricant emulsifies in every water-based
drilling mud and remains emulsified longer than 
other mud additives, it substantially reduces another
drilling adversary: corrosion. Creating a layer of lubri-
cant molecules that cannot be penetrated, it protects 
all metals, including critical moving parts within 
drilling equipment.

At more than 700 drillsites throughout North Amer-
ica, operators have used ProOne’s lubricant. On a Texas
well, for example, highlights included a 40% torque
reduction and increased WOB from 25,000 lb to 32,000
lb. This took two hours off a company record through
decreased drag and increased sliding, with the drop in
torque and an accompanying increase in the ROP. On
another Texas well torque was reduced by 50% (maxed
out from 9,144 m/lb to 4,572 m/lb [30,000 ft/lb to
15,000 ft/lb]), ROP increased 28% (12.5 m/hr to 17.5
m/hr [41 ft/hr to 57.5 ft/hr]) and WOB was 25,000 lb.

Across the drilling solution spectrum on a field-
proven basis, this lubricant also eliminates excessive
trips, facilitates easier steering, allows faster running 
of casing, drills curve in 50% of the time previously
required and reduces hook load. Additionally, 
it helps free stuck pipe and works more effectively 
with long horizontals and deviated, spiraled or 
chopped holes. Other prominent time/cost savings
include extending the lives of drillbits, mud pumps 
and mud motors as well as preventing the top drive 
from overheating and saving on drillstring repair.
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Newest evolution
Following the lubricant’s successful implementation in

U.S. and Canadian drilling operations, extending its usage

into coiled tubing (CT) applications became the next step.

Incorporating the XPL+ technology, CoilPro provides the

same key attributes of bonding to metal and applying film

strength 50 times better than previously available.

Through pipe-on-pipe extreme friction reduction 

and rheological stability, the CT application improves

drilling out all the bridge plugs. Operators familiar 

with XPL+ see the similarities shared by CoilPro along

with its unique attributes. For example, CoilPro is water-

dispersible, increases WOB, withstands heat extremes

(more than 316 C [600 F]) and delivers exceptionally

high film strength. In addition to drilling more quickly

through bridge plugs, CoilPro lubricates the interface

between CT and casing. Standard usage is 3.8 l (1 gal)

for every 3,785 l (1,000 gal) and, on deviated wells, 7.6 l

(2 gal) for every 3,785 l.

In a case study, a Denver-based energy company had

experienced problems with bridge plugs before using

CoilPro to lubricate pipe-to-pipe interface. According to

the company, it normally could not avoid leaving one to

four bridge plugs in the lateral because they could not

be milled out by the CT unit. For example, in early 2014

a badly deviated well prevented the company from

drilling out the last four bridge plugs.

After the introduction of CoilPro to its drilling opera-

tions and on all subsequent wells, all plugs in all wells have

been milled. Completion specialists have commented that

it reduces milling time, the fluid’s performance exceeds

other fluids or methods and, according to the production

engineer, it has had a major impact on the bottom line.

Another energy company strategically located in

major shale plays also decided to use the product in its

CT operations and has concluded that price/perfor-

mance is excellent. A completion specialist said, “In

years of coiled tubing experience, I haven’t seen any-

thing work as well for a pipe-to-pipe lubricant.”

Both XPL+ and CoilPro are “green” technologies,

readily and ultimately biodegradable while having no

toxic effects on marine life. On a specific biodegrada-

tion test, ProOne was already 60% degraded by the 16th

day and by the 31st day had degraded by 83% on its way

to final biodegradation.

Field-proven savings spud to TD
In actual usage on every drillsite from both a time and

cost savings perspective, ProOne offers operators a field-

proven way to drill and complete wells cost-effectively.

And it all originated from R&D that determined a posi-

tively charged molecular structure with a strong ionic

charge could provide extraordinary film strength and

extreme downhole pressure protection.
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W
ater recycling is a growing practice in North Amer-

ican hydraulic fracturing operations. While fresh-

water remains the predominant fracturing fluid across

the industry, an increasing number of operators are

completing wells with blends of freshwater and brine

water that flows back from completed and producing

wells (flowback). 

In some cases, direct reuse with minimal conditioning

is practiced. However, most flowback requires some kind

of chemical or physical treatment step to make it suit-

able for fracturing operations. As such, treatment tech-

nologies are usually deployed to meet one or more of

three main goals: control of particulate matter, removal

of deleterious components and bacterial disinfection.

Solids in flowback
Water flowing back from the formation will inevitably

contain suspended, insoluble particulate matter. If 

suspended solids remain in recycled water, these will

nurture the growth of subterranean microorganisms,

cause damage to the proppant/sand pack and negatively

affect permeability. To illustrate the significance, con-

sider a fracturing operation that will use 160,000 bbl of 

a 1:1 flowback/freshwater blend, in which the flowback

contains a seemingly small amount of suspended solids,

350 ppm. Left untreated, the blend will deliver nearly 

5 tons of solids into the formation. 

However, by employing technologies to reduce the level

of suspended solids to 10 ppm, the amount of solids

going downhole will drop to less than 600 lb. The most

common approaches for managing solids are mechanical

clarification techniques that include inclined plate sepa-

rators, centrifuges and filters. Performance of these

devices is often enhanced by the addition of supplemen-

tal chemical additives. 

Other components 
Depending on the shale play, flowback water under

consideration for reuse can contain deleterious compo-

nents like metals, acid gases and ions that will form

mineral scale with counterparts in blended freshwater.

Dissolved metals like iron and boron will interfere with

the performance of friction reduction polymers and

borate-crosslinked gel fluids, respectively. Treatment 

to reduce dissolved iron levels is fairly straightforward

and inexpensive. It can be accomplished by converting

the iron to an insoluble form by adjusting pH or adding

an oxidant. The resulting insoluble material can be

removed by the methods discussed above for solids

management. 

Removal of boron is a more difficult task. At best,

boron removal technologies are only effective at treat-

ing low daily water volumes. In practice, these are gen-

erally considered inefficient and costly when used for

treating oilfield flowback. Because of these limitations,

blending recycled water with freshwater is the most

cost-effective and reliable means for meeting frack

water boron specifications. 

Dissolved hydrogen sulfide ( H2S) is the most trouble-

some acid gas found in flowback water. H2S arises from
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the growth of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) in the for-
mation. If left unchecked, H2S can lead to equipment
and wellbore corrosion. Corrosion byproducts in the
form of metal sulfides subsequently precipitate and
compromise formation integrity. Additionally, H2S is a
hazardous material and creates environmental and

safety risks, even at part-per-million levels. H2S can be
scavenged from flowback with chemical additives. How-
ever, this can quickly become expensive. The best way to
mitigate H2S in flowback is by prevention. Many opera-
tors add conventional liquid biocides to freshwater/flow-
back blends at the frack pad to inhibit or slow the
growth of downhole microorganisms like SRB and acid-
producing bacteria. Successful control of downhole bac-
teria with conventional liquid biocide is mixed. This is
due to a number of factors, including the short half-life
of biocides downhole, the inadequate removal of solid
nutrients from waters sent downhole that feed microbial
growth and the incomplete sterilization of topside water
used in fracturing operations.

Chlorine dioxide
One of the most rapidly growing water treatment tech-
nologies in the oil field is sterilization by the addition 
of chlorine dioxide gas to freshwater used in fracturing
operations. The practice is borrowed from other indus-
tries where chlorine dioxide is used to sterilize drinking
water. The appeal of chlorine dioxide is that it is inex-
pensive and fast-acting. Unlike conventional liquid bio-
cides, chlorine dioxide is a small molecule that can
easily penetrate bacterial cell walls and biofilms. 

Chlorine dioxide also can be used for treating flow-

back. Of course, it can be used to kill incipient bacteria
in flowback, but this use requires a careful understand-
ing of the chemistry, reaction kinetics and mode of
action. Unlike other industries, or even the treatment of
freshwater in the oil field, the complex water composi-
tion complicates the disinfection of flowback with chlo-
rine dioxide. If not managed properly, competing
reactions can dilute or minimize the ability of chlorine
dioxide to kill bacteria. 

In addition to acting as a disinfectant, chlorine diox-
ide can be a useful oxidizer for the treatment of flow-
back. Unlike alternative oxidizers like bleach and
hydrogen peroxide, chlorine dioxide is a selective oxi-
dizer. This property can be leveraged intelligently to
meet other flowback treatment goals like the removal of
metals and acid gases. 

A key component to a comprehensive program for
treating flowback and blends with freshwater is process
monitoring, not just around treatment units but at the
blender as well. When implemented properly, a chlorine
dioxide treatment program has the potential to reliably
deliver sterile, high-quality water to the blender.

When considering a program to reuse flowback water
for hydraulic fracturing operations, there are a number
of factors that should be considered. Foremost, opera-
tors should assess treatment goals. This will largely be
driven by water quality need. 

The level of treatment needed to meet water quality
specifications will have a significant impact on price. For
example, if distillate quality water is needed, minimum
treatment costs will be around $4/bbl. Another factor
that has a significant impact on cost is available flowback
volume. While there are some exceptions, generally it is
hard to treat flowback for less than $1/bbl unless daily
water volumes exceed 10,000 bbl/d. Depending on the
technology and treatment goals, costs can drop dramati-
cally as volumes approach 25,000 bbl/d. At these vol-
umes, it is not unusual to see costs for treating flowback
drop to less than $0.40/bbl. Finally, another critical fac-
tor to evaluate when considering a reuse program is the
location and availability of existing infrastructure
(infield transfer lines, injection wells and impound-
ments) in support of treatment and reuse activities.

Water reuse by oil and gas operators is becoming
more prevalent in North America. Drivers vary by region
and shale play. For some, the high cost to dispose of
flowback is driving reuse; for others, the limited avail-
ability of freshwater is justifying investment in recycling.
However, no matter which driver is affecting need, the
industry is increasingly turning to available, cost-effec-
tive treatment technologies for treating flowback.
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T
he Barnett is where the shale revolution began, and

its development is one of the great David and Goliath

stories of our time. North American gas production was

in steady decline in the mid-1990s, and the large multi-

national producers (Goliath) were out looking for

resources anywhere but in North America. Small inde-

pendents (David) continued to operate domestically,

often with very small teams and limited resources. Enter

George Mitchell with a plan to harvest gas from the

source rock itself, the virtually impermeable shale rock.

With stubborn persistence he succeeded, and the next

five years saw an explosion of growth and development

across North America. 

Hydraulic stimulation and ever-longer pinpoint accu-

rate laterals capable of targeting the thin shale layer com-

bined to unlock a tremendous treasure trove resource

that was there all along. When the dust settled, proposed

LNG import facilities were being looked to for export,

and domestic natural gas prices were collapsing with the

realization that the U.S. had 200 years of low-cost recover-

able natural gas within its borders. 

Natural gas prices collapsing in 2008 led to a subse-

quent collapse in shale gas drilling. Rather than give up,

the independents applied the same development tech-

niques that opened up shale gas to “liquids-rich” forma-

tions. The Haynesville and other dry gas plays were put

on hold, and the development migrated into regions like

the Bakken, Eagle Ford and Permian Basin.

Throughout this rapid development period, water

recycling companies were learning and adapting to the

changing needs of the energy producers. They had to

learn the nuances involved with treating produced water

generated from liquids-rich formations vs. the dry gas

shales. While energy producers have been busy adapt-

ing, water recycling companies have likewise been push-

ing to lower costs while simultaneously increasing

throughput and performance.

There are several reasons for optimism about the

future of water recycling in unconventional oil and 

gas development.

Performance metrics 
In the early days of water recycling the big question on

everybody’s mind was “how much recycling is needed?”

It sounds like a simple question, but there are numerous

considerations that make it a complicated one. If a pro-

ducer uses excessive treatment, it might be wasting

money. No treatment or very minimal treatment could

impact well performance by depositing scale and/or

solids downhole. A negative impact to the well decline

curve will far outweigh the savings achieved by not treat-

ing the water. 

Early on there was no yardstick to measure perform-

ance—often an energy producer would take treated

water and have it evaluated by its frack service provider

to determine if the water was suitable. The reasons for

the water passing or failing were often unclear.

The industry has progressed to a point where produc-

ers now see the need for defined performance metrics.

This gives recyclers a goal to meet, and it gives the pro-

ducers a metric to determine if they are getting what

they pay for. For example, many producers using clean

brine will specify the removal of total suspended solids

and iron and state a goal for turbidity and bacteria kill

as a minimum recycling performance target.

Experience trumps promises
It has been painful to watch the onslaught of water treat-

ment entrepreneurs that have rushed in to try to address

the perceived need. One of the unfortunate side effects
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Water recycling is now mainstream
Operators are reaping numerous benefits from adopting recycling practices.

Brent Halldorson, Fountain Quail Water Management 

and Texas Water Recycling Association
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A ROVER mobile treatment system was installed at an existing

SWD. The system operated for several months and generated

more than 1.2 MMbbl of clean brine for reuse. (Source: Fountain

Quail Water Management)
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comes with the overzealous nature of these treatment

companies. Knowing virtually nothing of the oil and gas

industry, they tend to overpromise and underdeliver. 

This water is extremely hard to treat. Optimism alone

will not solve the complex issues; hard-won experience 

is needed. Producers have recognized this and are no

longer willing to listen to vague promises of performance.

Now they are starting to ask what experience a recycler

has, and this is separating the wheat from the chaff.

More to it than price
The cost of water recycling has often been compared

directly to disposal and/or supply costs. While this gives

an indication of whether the recycling cost is competi-

tive, it only tells part of the story.

Public perception, reducing risk by limiting transfer

distance, reducing road wear and other similar factors

are beginning to be recognized as a part of the value

proposition in favor of recycling. It is often hard to place

a dollar-per-barrel figure on these factors; however, they

are being considered by the producers.

Recyclers strive to lower the volumetric unit cost for

water recycling. They achieve this by becoming more

efficient and also by raising the volumes and throughput

of their systems. Often it takes the same labor to recycle

5,000 bbl/d as it does for 20,000 bbl/d, so there is an

economy of scale to be achieved as the system size

increases. When customers are satisfied with the recy-

cling operation and want to know how to drive future

costs down, they are often surprised to hear they should

increase the amount of recycling. It is not uncommon to

be able to drop the per-barrel price of

recycling by as much as 25% if the

throughput is doubled.

Energy producers have become experts

at managing the entire life cycle of water 

in their operations, including sourcing,

transfer, containment, recycling/reuse 

and the eventual disposal of residuals

(brine and/or solids). They recognize 

that a slightly higher per-barrel recycle 

cost may still be lower cost overall if it

reduces overall water acquisition, disposal,

transfer and containment costs.

Recycling, disposal 
not mutually exclusive
The old paradigm with handling pro-

duced water was Òrecycling or disposal.Ó

The new solution might often be Òrecy-

cling and disposal.Ó Fountain Quail has

pioneered several recycling projects co-located at 

saltwater disposal (SWD) facilities. This allows the 

company to use the existing SWD gathering infrastruc-

ture (buried/surface transfer lines, gunbarrel separator

and SWD tanks). By sharing gathering and de-oiling

infrastructure, the producer can become very pragmatic

about recycling. 

Speaking up
Water recycling has a voice in the debate. Water usage

by the energy sector is a very polarizing issue. People 

are finding themselves marshaled into one of two

camps, pro-fracking or anti-fracking. The deciding fac-

tor is often water and concern over its usage and protec-

tion. Regulators and legislators are concerned as there is

a public outcry to Òdo somethingÓ without adequately

defining what the issues are. 

Energy companies speaking about water are often

judged as being biased by the public. Speaking as a recy-

cler can help find common ground. Recycling companies

have a voice that resonates with both the pro-fracking

camp (domestic energy production is critical to our econ-

omy and security) and the anti-fracking camp (water must

be protected and we cannot develop energy at the

expense of water). 

John Tintera is the president of the Texas Water Recy-

cling Association and recently co-authored a white paper

titled ÒSustainable Water Management in the Texas Oil

and Gas Industry.Ó This is the type of discussion that is

helping push past the rhetoric and emotion to address the

real concerns regarding water management practices.

WATER

MANAGEMENT

A containment

pond is shown

close to a drilling

operation. 

(Source: Fountain

Quail Water 

Management)
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System integration saves time, money
By Marc Bellanger, Bosque Systems

Bosque Systems has recently combined the efficacy

of its chlorine dioxide-based biocide (DIONIX)

with a proprietary scale inhibitor (ScaleStop) to pro-

vide a more complete surface water treatment before

it goes downhole for fracturing. By combining those

services, customers can realize further savings by

making use of a single operation crew for multiple

services, an advantage vs. separate treatments. 

Hydraulic fracturing an oil or gas well can require

between 25,000 and 300,000 bbl of water per well,

and that’s not counting the many barrels of flowback

water that need to be handled after the frack is com-

plete. It’s a big expense and a logistical headache

for operators in every play where horizontal fractur-

ing is gaining in popularity. In addition, water short-

ages in many oil and gas producing regions in the

past five years have brought the spotlight on this

technique. The use of recycled produced and flow-

back water has made progress among operators, but

with it come the limitations and challenges of using

high-salinity and contaminated water that may jeop-

ardize the well integrity and the play as a whole.

Among other issues, water from fracturing opera-

tions is exposed to millions of naturally occurring

microbial contaminants, which can cause souring;

corrosion; plugging of formation and fractures,

pumps and filters; and emulsion problems. DIONIX

uses chlorine dioxide that achieves safe and 99.9%

effective kills of all microorganisms, including sul-

fate-reducing bacteria (SRB) and acid-producing

bacteria (APB). It is the most effective biocide and

reacts within seconds, allowing operators to frack

with clean water, and is recognized by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency as an environmentally

friendly broad-spectrum biocide. Having mobile

water treatment units allows Bosque Systems to inte-

grate with the frack crew and move seamlessly from

job to job. 

Fracturing fluid is treated onsite using a custom

header prior to being blended with other fracking

compounds for proper mixing. The injection method

is a metered, controlled and supervised process.

Walter Dale, executive director of solutions business

development for Bosque Systems, oversees the infra-

structure, logistics and technology applications for

Bosque Systems. “Recycle should continue to gain

momentum as customers look to decrease total costs.

The total costs of water can be as much as 30% of well

completion costs for our customers, with logistics

being the largest component of the total water costs,”

he said.  Bosque Systems’ solutions are designed

around complex field water assessments and detailed

recommendations based on water quality needed,

technologies available and total economics. 

The company is introducing a stationary DIONIX for

saltwater disposal facilities. It has designed a solution

to treat water before disposal, achieving safe and

effective kills of all microorganisms, including SRB

and APB, preventing microbial-influenced souring

and corrosion. The unit also reduces the level of iron

sulfide and drops out high levels of ferric iron in the

water, which can prevent downhole pressure issues.

Robert Mitchell, vice president of technology for

Bosque Systems, said, “The biggest advantage of this

unit is its ability to decrease surface tension of the

water and increase the amount of recoverable oil at a

saltwater disposal site, allowing for a better economic

return on our customers’ investments.” ■

The combination of the chlorine dioxide-based biocide DIONIX with ScaleStop, a proprietary scale inhibitor, enables 

customers to realize further savings. (Source: Bosque Systems)
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W
ater injection is the oil industry’s most commonly

used method to increase production and recovery

rates, and since the 1970s water treatment systems and

injection pumps have been installed on processing decks

of offshore platforms. However, there are a number of

challenges with a topside water treatment system. The

treatment equipment and injection pumps on a platform

are large, heavy and occupy scarce deck space. They are

energy-consuming and use significant quantities of chem-

icals harmful to health and the environment.

Another issue with topside treatment systems is that

such equipment often has to be designed, engineered

and constructed long before anyone knows exactly how

the reservoir behaves. 

When Seabox started toying with the idea of moving

the process equipment to the seabed, it was based on an

assumption that it would free up deck space and offer

added flexibility in the field development phase. In

addition, as the space limitations at the seabed are of

less importance, an optimal treatment process for high-

quality water could be the driving design parameter.

This has since resulted in the subsea water

intake and treatment (SWIT) technology.

Enter SWIT
A guiding principle behind SWIT technology

was that it would only be considered by the 

oil companies if it could compete with, and

preferably outperform, a topside system when

it comes to the quality of injection water,

capex and opex. Locating the technology at

the seabed provides a new way of thinking 

as there are fewer restrictions to weight/

space and number of available well slots. 

This approach gives rise to another important

mechanism, which is the inherent flexibility

that allows the operator to adjust reservoir

drainage strategy during the life of the field

based on the dynamics of the reservoir. 

Three technology steps
Chlorine has been used for many years to treat water to

control microorganisms because of its capacity to inacti-

vate pathogenic microorganisms quickly. The effect of

the process is dependent on the chlorine concentration,

time of exposure and pH of the water. This method is

widely used for topside treatment plants and is used as

the first step in the SWIT treatment process. 

The water enters the SWIT through grids at the top of

the structure from a suction pressure that is created by a

pump located downstream of the SWIT unit. The water

continues through a set of electrochlorination cells that

produce sodium hypochlorite, which initiates the disin-

fection process. 

Unlike a typical topside treatment plant, where the

processes are adjusted to platform weight/space limita-

tions, the SWIT unit allows a chlorine exposure time of 90

to 120 minutes compared to the typical 60 to 90 seconds

for topside facilities. The net result is an effective kill rate

and collapse of the cell structure for organic species. 

Another important key element is the solid settling.

The SWIT unit has been designed to provide low veloci-

ties and laminar flow to have an effective settlement of

solids. In the pilot test with high suspended solids levels,
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Subsea water intake and treatment
Moving production technology from the surface to the seabed is becoming a common goal

for the oil and gas community. However, treatment of water is still only properly conducted

topside. One subsea technology company could change this.

Eirik Dirdal, Seabox
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SWIT technology moves topside water treatment to the seafloor. (Source: Seabox)
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the particle removal achieved was 99% of all particles

greater than 15 microns. The typical requirement for

fracked waterflooding conditions is 99% removal of all

particles above 24 microns. A 40,000-bbl/d capacity

industry version of SWIT has been designed for this

specification. 

The last step of the treatment process happens as the

water passes through a hydroxyl radical generator. This

module will generate highly reactive hydroxyl radicals

that will clean the water further in addition to breaking

the dead organics down into even smaller particles. 

Game-changing pilot results
The SWIT unit’s biggest challenge has so far been a

recent 15-month full-scale pilot trial in the Oslo Fjord 

in Norway. 

Despite variable quality of the feed water, the pilot’s

results showed a water quality with an average particle

size below 10 microns, a typical solids concentration of

0.5 mg/l and a silt density index measurement of 5. The

pilot showed no biofilm for the complete test duration

in two SWIT-treated sample lines compared to similar

control lines with raw seawater.

All methods used for bacterial analysis indicated a sig-

nificant reduction of both general aerobic bacteria and

sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) in the two SWIT-treated

sample lines compared with the control line. 

The pilot test also showed that the combination of

electrochlorination and the hydroxyl radical generator

is highly efficient in removal of SRB and delaying the

onset of biofilms. Another finding is that even with no

biocide used in one of the test lines during the 15-

month SWIT test period, no biofilm devel-

oped for the duration of the test. 

Seabox also managed to prove the system’s

operational reliability during the trial.

Through the 15 months of testing, a 99.8%

uptime was achieved with only minor debug-

ging of the software at the start of the test. In

comparison, typical topside treatment systems

have an uptime of about 85%.

The SWIT treatment process provides high-

quality water in areas that are essential for

increasing the sweep efficiency and avoiding

reservoir souring. As such, it fills a technology

gap by enabling a total subsea waterflood sys-

tem, thus increasing IOR beyond what is pos-

sible with traditional topside water injection

systems. This can unlock oil reserves that

would otherwise have been unrecoverable

and at a much lower cost. 

SWIT + membranes
Since the original trial, Seabox has completed another

pilot seabed test of the SWIT system in combination

with a membrane process plant for sulfate and salt

removal.

The results from these tests demonstrated that the

combination of SWIT and subsea membranes could

become a technological game-changer for production of

low-salinity and sulfate-free water for injection purposes. 

Based on these results and the feedback from the

industry, Seabox and several oil majors have started an

extensive technology qualification process.

In November 2014, Seabox announced that it will lead

a joint industry project (JIP) with the State Oil Co. of the

Azerbaijan Republic, Suncor, SIPCO and two superma-

jors, with the support of the Research Council of Norway. 

The new JIP will see Seabox complete a conceptual

design of a complete subsea SWIT and membranes

plant capable of producing any quality water from sur-

rounding seawater on the seabed. A key objective is to

secure maximum longevity for important components

to prolong intervention intervals. 

As part of the JIP, Seabox also will identify technology

components available in the market and suitable for 

use in the SWIT plant. In addition to this, Seabox will

conduct a gap analysis to identify and close the technol-

ogy gaps on components that are not already tested 

and qualified to international industry standards. It 

is expected to finalize the JIP in second-half 2015.

The next step will be detailed engineering for a SWIT

system that is part of a full-scale field development.
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space is made available for other operations. (Source: Seabox)
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W
ith offshore developments moving into deeper

water coupled with more severe operating condi-

tions, subsea production is facing more challenges. The

industry needs more innovative technologies for subsea

production to assure safety, integrity, reliability, effi-

ciency and enhanced recovery rates. 

DNV GL sets the standard for subsea equipment and

components, assisting the industry in evaluating the

risks and then applying technology qualification, analy-

sis and verification/certification processes by means of

endorsed industry standards, specifications and recom-

mended practices (RPs).

Technology development updates
HP/HT and API 17TR8: As an attempt to provide the

industry some design guidance for subsea equipment

used in HP/HT environments, the API 17TR8 technical

report intends to serve as a reference to establish design

methodologies, material functional specifications and

design validation requirements.

The proposed HP/HT design method recommended

in the report is to follow a design-by-analysis through

finite element analysis methodologies either by linear-

elastic or elastic-plastic analysis techniques, depending

on the HP/HT scenario. The pressure rating and tem-

perature class are treated as separate design considera-

tions. The pressure rating is primarily proposed to drive

the decision-making process for design method. Once

pressure rating is determined, temperature effects as

they affect changes in material properties are brought

into the design decision-making process. 

However, the combined HP/HT effect on design and

materials properties seems to be the main issue as sug-

gested in the technical report. Separately, high pressure

with low temperature or low pressure with high tempera-

ture has proven to be successfully developed. The com-

bined HP/HT effect can create far worse conditions for

stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue and stress

relaxation of seals. Design verification and validation tests

become more complex for combined HP/HT conditions. 

HP/HT and 30 CFR 250: While the release of API

17TR8 is the first of several editions serving as a design

guideline for subsea equipment, forward thinking of

how the guideline can be applied to current 30 C.F.R.

§250.807 regulations should be considered—namely,

examination of HP/HT equipment design verification

process; examination of HP/HT equipment design vali-

dation, functional testing and procedures; and an expla-

nation of why the analysis, processes and procedures

ensure that the HP/HT equipment is fit for service.

In all cases, the regulators should be engaged at the

earliest opportunity to apprise them of the qualification

programs and the proposed design methodology.

Material toughness: In recent years, a significant num-

ber of documented field failures took place, almost all

due to brittle fracture of parts made from low-alloy

steels, stainless steels and even highly corrosion-

resistant Ni-base alloys. 

The failure root causes all point to low materials tough-

ness due to improper materials processing, environmen-

tal embrittlement and drawback in design. In response to 

this trend, materials toughness is becoming an important
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As offshore developments move into deeper and harsher envi-

ronments, organizations like DNV GL work with the industry to

help it realize its goals of successful subsea production.

(Source: DNV GL)
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materials property and a challenging

issue to tackle. This is apparent in the

API 17TR8 technical report for HP/HT

equipment and revision of the API 6A

718 standard to add a series of Ni-base

alloys other than only alloy 718. 

Current subsea drilling and produc-

tion systems have become a mix of

complex structures with all sorts of

materials and coatings being used

(metals, elastomers and ceramics) and

with all kinds of geometries, interfaces

and joints having been designed and

manufactured. Surrounding these com-

plex materials structures are usually

corrosive fluids with unwanted physical

and chemical reactions occurring all the time. 

To mitigate subsea risks, reduce manufacturing quality

assurance/quality control and operational cost and

ensure equipment lifetime integrity, a design and materi-

als verification methodology centering on maximizing

and maintaining materials toughness—not material

strength—needs to be created and applied for HP/HT

subsea equipment design verification and technical quali-

fication processes.

Mooring integrity management: Recently Ma, et al.

(OTC-24025) reported on mooring failures occurring

during the last decade. They reported on a total of 

21 mooring incidents, including eight major incidents.

The major incidents included multiple line failure, 

loss of station keeping, emergency production shut-

down and damage to risers with associated hydrocar-

bon leak. 

The authors concluded that the annual probability 

of mooring system (i.e. multiple lines) failure is on the

order of 3 x 10-3, which is raising concern among indus-

try experts. A number of failure mechanisms were iden-

tified, including some considered relatively novel, such

as out-of-plane bending (OPB), chain hockling/twist-

ing/knotting, flawed flash butt welds, low fracture

toughness and pitting corrosion. A number of mooring

lines failed or were found to be understrength because

improper weld repairs were performed on defects. In

the majority of instances, mooring line failures occurred

at an interface or discontinuity.

There is a need for better wear and corrosion degra-

dations models; a better understanding of OPB-induced

fatigue; data for large-diameter, higher-strength chain

grades; better, more reliable inspection and monitoring

tools; and more effective integrity management systems

that can work across a corporation’s business unit

boundaries.

DNV GL efforts 
With project experience in the most challenging subsea
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New RPs on subsea integrity management provide a checklist for the assessment and

management of subsea facilities. (Source: DNV GL)
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environments, DNV GL continues to work with the

industry on subsea production challenges. 

Subsea equipment and documentation standardization: DNV

GL has established initiatives for both the standardization

of subsea equipment and subsea documentation. 

Developing subsea systems is costly and time-consum-

ing, due partly to fields frequently

having tailor-made solutions with

extensive qualification programs.

Adding to the cost are the special

installation tools required, often on

specialized vessels. By standardizing

tie-in technology and module sizes, it

will be easier to combine different

types of technology to adapt to proj-

ect needs.

Similarly, subsea documentation is

another costly and time-consuming

requirement for projects. This project 

aims to present the minimum set of

documentation requirements for all

major subsea components. It will

improve industry practices by helping

both customers and suppliers manage

requirements, providing the correct/

complete information for the right

equipment and user and increasing

predictability for all parties involved.

New subsea report on technology,

safety and future trends: DNV GL

recently issued the report “Subsea—

Technology Developments, Incidents

and Future Trends” on behalf of the

Norwegian Petroleum Safety Author-

ity. The report aims to raise aware-

ness and share knowledge within 

the industry on safety, cooperation,

degradation mechanisms, failure

modes, monitoring, integrity 

management and incident-related

information. 

New RP on subsea integrity manage-

ment: Following the successful com-

pletion of the Subsea Integrity

Management joint industry project,

DNV GL has now published the cor-

responding RP. The RP outlines a

step-by-step guide for how to assess

and manage integrity of subsea facili-

ties and aims to provide a reliable

point of reference for both the indus-

try and authorities, helping to raise the standard within

the subsea integrity management community.

Editor’s Note: Additional information on projects and docu-

ments described can be viewed or downloaded for free on the

DNV GL website at dnvgl.com.
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T
he Permian’s stacked pay potential has seen compa-

nies recently snatching up acreage even at high

prices to get to the promising formations. The question

is: Will that potential remain untapped as operators fig-

ure out how low oil prices will affect their bottom lines,

or will the basin become a focus for companies as they

ride out the storm?

The Permian, which covers West Texas and southeast-

ern New Mexico, contains two main sub-basins—Mid-

land and Delaware. Covering about 386 km (240 miles)

north to south and 145 km (90 miles) in width, the Mid-

land Basin is the largest basin in the Permian, though

not as deep as the Delaware Basin. It subsided at a differ-

ent rate from east to west; it deepens to the west and

southwest. The Midland Basin contains plays such as the

Spraberry-Dean, Wolfberry, Cline and Wolffork plays as

well as parts of the Wolfcamp. 

Top acreage holders in the Midland Basin include 

Pioneer/Sinochem, Apache Corp., Chesapeake, 

Devon/Sumitomo and Oxy. Acquisition and divestiture

activity has been significant, according to the “North

American Shale Quarterly,” particularly in the Wolf-

camp. In 2014, American Energy Partners LP acquired

63,000 net acres, primarily in Reagan and Irion coun-

ties. EQT Resources gained 73,000 net acres in Glass-

cock and Sterling counties from Range Resources,

which had been drilling for Cline in that position.

Laredo Petroleum acquired 9,741 net acres in the basin,

Diamondback Energy acquired 13,136 net acres and

Exxon Mobil Corp.’s wholly owned subsidiary XTO

Energy Inc. received 25,000 net acres in the Midland

Basin in a trade. And that’s just to name a few.

The stacked potential of the sub-basin makes it an

attractive area for shale players, but the drop in oil

prices may slow activity. According to DrillingInfo, an

industry data firm, permits for new wells dropped 22%

in the Permian Basin in October. This is a pullback from

a significant acceleration in U.S. shale drilling activity

over the last two years, but it’s yet to be seen just how

much of a production slowdown might be caused by the

slide in prices. 

Permian upside
Permian players are stock full of drilling opportunities.

Companies have an inventory of 25 years on average

due to the stacked pay nature of the play, said Mike

Kelly, managing director and head of E&P research,

Global Hunter Securities LLC, at Hart Energy’s Execu-

tive Oil Conference (EOC) in November 2014.

The allure of the basin is leading several public play-

ers to shed noncore assets and become more Permian

pure play, he said.

In 2014, Energen Co. sold off its utilities segment and

put its dry gas assets on the market in San Juan to get

more Permian leverage. Laredo Petroleum Inc. sold its

Midcontinent assets to EnerVest Ltd. last year.

Pioneer Natural Resources Co. has made several

divestitures recently in the Barnett, Hugoton and Alaska

and may ultimately exit the Eagle Ford because it wants

to put on more Permian weight, he said.

Kelly said acreage prices in the Permian can be justi-
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despite low price
Midland Basin formations attract activity, but the effect of oil prices remains to be seen.
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Mike Kelly of Global Hunter Securities

LLC discussed the allure of the 

Permian Basin at Hart Energy’s EOC. 
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fied due to two key factors—stacked pay potential and
enhanced completions.

“We think that as Wall Street gets more comfortable
with this and producers really prove that there’s no can-
nibalization between zones, and you’ve got a zone that
really is a separate reservoir relative to what’s below and
above it, Wall Street will give more credit in terms of a
per-acre basis,” he said.

Eyeing the price and activity environment for E&Ps,
Jordan Marye, partner with Denham Capital Partners,
said the fall in prices could shake out as more M&A
action. “Reshuffling yields opportunity,” he said.

He referenced a study from ITG that indicated uncon-
ventional technology has whetted the industry’s thirst
for capital: An estimated $2.9 trillion in drilling and
completions capex is needed to drill more than 500,000
remaining U.S. locations. “The capital and operational
intensity of the current environment has caused a major
rationalization of ‘core’ vs. ‘noncore’ assets among pro-
ducers large and small,” he said.

Responding to industry concern about commodity
prices, Marye said Denham’s job isn’t to bet on com-
modity prices. Rather, he said, the firm makes money on
investments having economic rates of production and
cash flow. By investing in assets that are good-quality,
one can be insulated from volatility in oil prices, he said.
Such good-quality assets are “lower than the cost curve
and advantaged on the cost curve,” he said. 

Denham looks for opportunities that have low lever-
age where, when times are good, companies can thrive,
but when times are tougher, companies can pivot and
cover themselves. It’s also important to have access to
infrastructure, he emphasized. “You get paid at the well-
head, not at the index.

“This industry is good at making stuff,” he said. “Over
the long term, to be successful you have to invest in asset
metrics. Prices will take care of themselves.”

Well services, stimulation
As part of Hart Energy’s Market Intelligence program,
researchers completed interviews with eight industry
participants in the workover/well service segment in the
Permian Basin in December 2014. Participants included
two oil and gas operators and six managers with well
service companies. 

Lower oil prices are causing concern in the Permian
Basin, and well service managers are already seeing
demand slow down and prices under pressure. Five of
the eight respondents said that demand had shrunk
quarter-to-quarter and three said that demand is steady,
but everyone has grown cautious.

All respondents said there are enough rigs to meet
demand in the Permian Basin; however, most are con-
cerned that lower oil prices will start to affect demand
and rig availability and rates will weaken. More than half
of the respondents said that demand had shrunk quar-
ter-to-quarter because of lower oil prices. In addition,
rates were under pressure for six of the eight respon-
dents. All respondents said if oil prices remain low in
the next six months that demand would slow and prices
would drop. However, three of the eight respondents
said they would continue to work steadily because some
operators would not stop work completely.

Hart Energy researchers also completed interviews with
nine industry participants in the well stimulation/pres-
sure pumping service segment in the Permian Basin area.
Participants included two consultants working for oil and
gas operators, one coiled tubing (CT) completions spe-
cialist, one frack equipment supplier, two oil and gas
operators and three managers or salespersons with well
service companies. Interviews were conducted during the
second week of December 2014.

Five of these nine well stimulation respondents
reported that demand looks stable for first-quarter 2015
in the Permian Basin due to commitments made before
the fall in the price of oil. However, four respondents
reported demand has already slowed, and all agreed that
demand will follow the price of oil up or down in 2015.
Seven of nine respondents reported that supply is suffi-
cient, but two reported oversupply has become an issue.

Respondents working mainly in the Wolfcamp Forma-
tion in the Permian Basin reported that average vertical
depth is in a range of 2,133 m to 2,743 m (7,000 ft to
9,000 ft) and horizontal laterals average 2,286 m (7,500
ft). There is a growing use of a newer style sliding sleeve
CT frack in the Permian Basin that many operators are
now trying in order to test for production efficiency. 

Jordan Marye with Denham

Capital Partners, speaking 

at EOC, said companies 

can be insulated from 

volatility in oil prices by 

investing in assets 

that are of good 

quality.
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The average per-stage price is $76,000 for plug-and-
perf (PNP) fracks with the large sand volumes. Average
per-stage price for sliding sleeve stages is $43,000, but
each lateral has two to three times the number of stages
compared to a PNP. If production data continue to
show 20% efficiency gains with this system, sleeves 
will continue to grow in popularity.

All respondents expect prices to decrease during the
first quarter. In addition, all respondents expect prices
to continue to adjust based on how the oil price fares.

Increasing water recycling, conservation
Water is a major concern in the Permian Basin. Drilling
requires a lot of water, and not a lot is available. Various
companies are trying to figure out ways to recycle water
along with using produced and flowback water.

The Permian is a leading innovator in how to 
reuse and, specifically, how to treat water, said Clane
LaCrosse, founder, president and CEO of Bosque 
Systems LLC. “People from all over the world are 
looking at this area to see how they can reuse water
globally,” LaCrosse said.

At the EOC, a roundtable discussion examined chal-
lenges and opportunities that exist. Panelists discussed
ways to reduce the use of freshwater and increase water
recycling, reuse and conservation. The panelists, along
with LaCrosse, were Rob McClain, director of project
development at Select Energy Services, and Brent Hall-
dorson, COO of Aqua-Pure/Fountain Quail.

“We really approached the oil field with the logistics
question: How can we minimize costs? That’s one of the

big challenges,” said LaCrosse, who
founded Bosque Systems in 2007
after observing a need for additional
saltwater disposal capacity in the Bar-
nett Shale. “Fracks in [the Permian]
have gone from 80,000 barrels of
water to 300,000 barrels [of frack
water] per day, so it’s a huge logistics
question. That’s really what we’ve
addressed as a company.”

LaCrosse said there’s been “a
tremendous growth” for the company.
Bosque Systems handled about 33
MMbbl of water last month, and about
half of that is in the Permian. The
company offers different solutions
that it can apply, depending on what
the operator is trying to accomplish,
LaCrosse said. Bosque’s goal during
the next 12 months is getting the price

of water on the frontside down as low as possible. 
“What I’m really excited about, especially here in the

Permian, is that water recycling is now mainstream,”
Halldorson said. The Permian is leading the way in
water recycling in the industry, he said.

“New Railroad Commission rules allow us to take pro-
duced water from company A, recycle it and use it for
company B. You cannot do that anywhere else in the
nation. I think Texas has the best recycling rules,” he
said. “Now we’re seeing produced water being viewed 
in many places as an asset instead of a liability.” 

McClain said recycling is growing and that there is
plenty of opportunity in the Permian for his company.
“I think what we see is that operators are getting
smarter about the way they think about water,” he said.

‘Reliability has increased’
How much recycling is taking place in the Permian
Basin right now? “You can always do more,” LaCrosse
said. “I think you have to make the economic equation
work.” 

Bosque is starting four pilots this month and doing
full-blended jobs. The company runs about 50 frack
crews in the U.S., and 85% use some blended, he said.
“It’s not one or the other. It’s kind of a paradigm of all
the way from straight freshwater to complete reuse, and
when you’re talking about 200,000- to 300,000-barrel
fracks, you start blending water. Its effects relative to
fresh are so normal, and the cost savings are so great.

“The economics are there … If we can’t do it for the
same cost or lower, you shouldn’t be talking to me.

Rhonda Duey of Hart Energy, Clane LaCrosse of Bosque Systems LLC, Rob McClain 

of Select Energy Services and Brent Halldorson of Fountain Quail Water Management

LLC participated in a roundtable discussion that explored water recycling, reuse and

conservation in the Permian Basin at Hart Energy’s EOC Nov. 11.
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We’re having the wrong conversation. It’s a matter of

moving them from blending 5% to 15% to 35%. You

just keep moving down that until you get to a point

where it’s on target. Again, it’s a logistics equation.”

Halldorson added, “We keep pushing the boundaries,

so the price of recycling has dropped, reliability has

increased, and at the same time the frack companies

have been able to make use of more and more compro-

mised water and more and more saline water.”

The focus is no longer the cost of recycling, and the

reason recycling isn’t being used is more of a logistics

issue, he said. “You can recycle and reuse your water,

[but] do you have containment and transfer in place to

make use of it where you need it? That’s the challenge.”

Companies such as Select are integrating containment

and transfer systems to provide solutions, McClain said.

“The other thing I’m seeing in the Permian is that a lot

of the producers—especially the larger producers—are

starting to interconnect their own pit networks and put

all of that infrastructure in. That’s huge for me as a recy-

cler because now I don’t have to get that water to your

frack site. We need to get it into the nearest pit, and

they’re all interconnected, so I’m going to put it into a

pit and it may end up getting used 10 miles away.”

There is a lot of brine water in the Permian Basin.

When asked if this a good source of water in terms 

of making it something the operators can use in 

their wells, Halldorson responded, “We’re seeing 

[brine water] play a big part in water management, 

and frack companies are able to use that saline water. 

I caution people when they’re planning on using a lot of

brackish water and Santa Rosa-type water. Ownership will

be an issue going forward. I think people are looking at

who owns brackish water; it’s a bit of a gray area right

now. We also need to know how these aquifers interrelate

with each other, and if we start drawing really heavily on

the saline aquifer, will that impact nearby freshwater

aquifers? That’s a big question we need to understand,”

Halldorson said. “So I always caution people to make sure

they study the hydrogeology to the extent they can.”
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A
s the industry moves from a year marked by volatile
commodity prices, a change at the top of the oil and

gas production leaderboard and continued price increases,
companies could face additional pressure in 2015.

However, technology could be the differentiator,
according to panelists speaking during a recent IDC
Energy Insights webinar that highlighted conditions
companies will face in the next three years.

“If you’re a cutting-edge oil and gas company that
believes that the use of information technology [IT] is 
a competitive differentiator, you may be ahead of some
of your peers in deployment, reuse or leveraging of
existing technology,” said Jill Feblowitz, vice president
for the IT advisory firm. “Things are changing in a rapid
and radical way in the oil and gas industry.”

Oil prices that plummeted from more than $100/bbl
to about $55/bbl (WTI) and about $60/bbl (Brent) a
few days before the Christmas holiday are pressuring
expansion plays and profitability.

“It has been proven that the finding, development and
production costs continue to increase, making a barrel
of oil produced today much more expensive than what
was produced in the past,” Feblowitz added. “There are
large capital investments that continue to be risky.”

There might be some pullback in new ventures, she
added, noting ConocoPhillips already announced it is cut-
ting back. The company announced in December a 2015
capital budget of $13.5 billion, down 20% from 2014.

Divestitures and merger and acquisition (M&A) activi-
ties are increasing, with companies settling on core com-
petencies, she continued.

“Also, there is a new supply and demand paradigm
with resources moving now more west to east: West
where the great portion of the supply is; east where the
great portion of the demand is,” Feblowitz added. “We
believe that energy supply changes will be even more
dynamic going forward. From a social perspective, the
industry has been dealing with changing demographics
and the thought of changing demographics for years.
Now we’re getting to a tipping point.”

A digital world
Another driver is technology. “The digital oil field
started the movement and took greater and greater
instrumentation. We only see that growing with develop-
ment of technologies like sensing fiber optics, microseis-
mic and the use of rich media like the analysis of subsea
video,” Feblowitz said. 

The adoption of third-platform technologies such as
big data and analytics is spreading. And this is expected
to raise productivity expectations.

Economic, social, technical, environmental and busi-
ness drivers are expected to lead to innovation as the
industry reconfigures its approach, according to IDC,
which unveiled its top 10 decision imperatives as part of
its worldwide oil and gas 2015 predictions presentation.

IT: During the next three years, 40% of the oil and gas
majors and all software divisions of oilfield services will
co-innovate on domain-specific technical projects with
IT professional service firms, according to IDC.

“Exploration has been on the cutting edge of deploy-
ing technology like reservoir characterization with tech-
niques like 4-D visualization. We see deployment of
sophisticated technology making its way into other seg-
ments of the industry, including drilling, completion,
production and pipelines. These technologies are
increasingly dependent on advances in information
technology,” Feblowitz said.

IDC believes IT’s role will shift from being builders to
being managers of deliverables. Among the firm’s guid-
ance was the advice to vet professional service firms for
experts and have oil and gas training programs as well as
hire managers with business and technical backgrounds
to insure that service firms are using technology best
suited for E&P.

Advanced analytics: IDC believes that 50% of oil and gas
companies will have advanced analytics—predictive ana-
lytics and optimization in drilling, production and asset
integrity—capabilities by 2016.

Although the industry has had much experience
with high-performance computing, especially in explo-
ration, IDC’s Roberta Bigliani said many managers are
“still in the dark about what it takes to harness the
power of big data for improving data-driven decision-
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making.” The plethora of technology choices makes it
even more difficult to devise a strategy.

But a roadmap addressing not only strategy but also
people, process, data and technology will be needed,
she said, noting attention should be paid to data quality
and trustworthiness.

“The future of the oil and gas industry will swing on
big data analytics capabilities,” Bigliani added.

Capital efficiency: By 2015, 25% of the top 25 oil and
gas companies will apply integrated planning and infor-
mation to large capital projects to speed up delivery and
lower over-budget risks by 30%, IDC said.

“The industry continues to struggle with management
of large capital projects, with budget and schedule over-
runs being frequent,” Bigliani said. “To deliver better
performance, integrated planning has proven to be
effective, and it’s critical for success as well as the adop-
tion of an enterprise-wide project portfolio management
framework that includes standardized project methodol-
ogy and governance model, knowledge/content man-
agement, resource management and supply chain
management.”

In this area, IDC said analytics and collaboration plat-
forms also could be used to enable data sharing and
decision-making among engineering, design, procure-
ment, construction, logistical and operations teams. 
Virtual reality and modeling also could come in handy
during planning.

Shale plays: “The CEO will expect immediate and accu-
rate information about top shale plays to be available by
the end of 2015 to improve asset value by 30%,” said
Chris Niven, research director for IDC. Historical data
and advanced analytics will be required.

For example, in the Eagle Ford, he said several wells
with less expensive, smaller pumps were producing
about two-thirds of what wells with larger, more expen-
sive pumps were producing. In this instance, the deci-
sion was made to replace the pump at a well, which 
went down for two months. The cost was about $1 mil-
lion, he said; however, the well now produces about
1,000 bbl/d, which is about a $6 million annual 
increase in revenue.

“The main idea is to look at all the factors that impact
cost of productivity and find pockets where costs can be
safely reduced and productivity can be increased,” Niven
said. Steps for improved operations include integrated
applications and data to corporate dashboards as well 
as providing analytics and collaboration platforms that
allow engineers, geologists, and drilling and production
crews to jointly develop recovery techniques.

IDC Energy Insights also said:

• The top 25 oil and gas companies will apply model-
ing and simulation tools and services for field devel-
opment by year-end 2017;

• Of the top oil and gas companies, 80% will re-engi-
neer processes and systems to optimize logistics;
hedge risk; and efficiently and safely deliver crude,
LNG and refined products by year-end 2017;

• By 2016, 70% of oil and gas companies will have
invested in programs to evolve the IT environment
to a third platform-driven architecture;

• Companies will turn to IT to help meet productivity
goals amid continued labor shortages. More than
40% of the oil and gas workforce will be under 44 
in three years;

• Spending on connectivity-related technologies will
increase by 30% between 2014 and 2016; and

• M&A, divestitures and new integrated capabilities
will drive 40% of oil and gas companies to reevaluate
their current deployment and integration of enter-
prise resource planning and hydrocarbon account-
ing in 2015.

“Energy is a driver of some of the reconfiguration of
other industries, and it’s also reconfiguring itself,” said
Robert Parker, group vice president, IDC. “Innovation is
key, and oil and gas companies have to become leaders
in technology investment if they are going to be success-
ful in the future.”
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T
here are many players in the digital oil field. There are

operators, operating partners, service providers, con-

tractors, equipment suppliers, regulators, and software

and hardware vendors. To communicate successfully with

each other, there is an obvious need for industrywide stan-

dardization for the exchange of information.

There are many standards bodies relevant to the IT

world. In addition to these cross-industry organizations,

there are groups dedicated to the development of stan-

dards for the oil and gas industry. These include the

American Petroleum Institute, Society of Automotive

Engineers and the International Association of Drilling

Contractors. International Organization for Standardiza-

tion (ISO) has at least one technical committee specific to

upstream oil and gas, ISO TC67. Some of these groups

create standards that involve the transfer of information

relevant to the digital oil field. For example, ISO TC67

manages a standard for transferring equipment reliability

data (ISO 14224:2006).

There is a group of 11 standards bodies that define stan-

dards specifically relevant to the digital oil field. These

organizations are coordinated under an umbrella group

called the Standards Leadership Council (SLC), comprised

of the CEOs or presidents of those groups. They are:

• Energistics. Energistics is a facilitator, custodian and advo-

cate for development and adoption of technical open

data exchange standards in the upstream oil and gas

industry. There are more than 125 corporate members.

• International Association of Oil and Gas Producers

(IOGP). The IOGP is a forum in which members iden-

tify and share best practices to achieve improvements

in health, safety, the environment, security, social

responsibility, engineering and operations. It has 83

corporate members.

• MIMOSA. MIMOSA is an operations and maintenance

open systems alliance that develops and encourages

the adoption of open information standards for man-

ufacturing, fleet and facility environments. It has 16

corporate members.

• Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). OGC is a voluntary

consensus standards organization of more than 470

entities that develops standards for the integration

and sharing of geospatial content and services in any

geographic information system, location services,

remote sensing, portal or other applications.

• Object Management Group (OMG). OMG is a computer

industry standards group that is driven by vendors,

end-users, academic institutions and government

agencies. It has 310 corporate members.

• OPC Foundation (OPC). OPC is dedicated to ensuring

interoperability in automation by creating open speci-

fications that standardize the communication of

acquired process data, event records, historical data

and batch data to enterprise systems and between pro-

duction devices. It has 461 corporate members.

• POSC Caesar. POSC Caesar has 36 corporate members

that promote the development of open specifications

to be used as standards for enabling the interoperabil-

ity of data, software and related matters.

• PIDX International. PIDX delivers the process, informa-

tion and technology standards that facilitate seamless,

efficient electronic business within the oil and natural

gas industry and its trading community. It has 38 cor-

porate members.

• Pipeline Open Data Standard Association (PODS). PODS

has 164 corporate members. It develops and supports

open data storage and interchange standards to meet

the specific data management needs of pipeline com-

panies.

• Professional Petroleum Data Management Association

(PPDM). PPDM promotes professional petroleum

data management through the development and dis-

semination of standards and best practices. Its current

corporate membership is 95.

• Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG). SEG pro-

motes the science of applied geophysics and the edu-

cation of geophysicists. It fosters the expert and ethical

practice of geophysics in the exploration and develop-

ment of natural resources, in characterizing the near

surface and in mitigating earth hazards. SEG currently

has more than 30,000 individual members.
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Of these 11 standards organizations, four focus on tech-

nical data exchange standards that are oil- and gas-specific.

Energistics. Energistics will be celebrating its 25th

anniversary in 2015. It has developed and maintained

standards for the transfer of real-time streaming and static

upstream technical data in areas not covered by IOGP or

SEG. There have been recent updates to all three of Ener-

gistics’ flagship standards:

WITSML is the standard for drilling-related data. The

most widely used version of WITSML is V 1.3.1, but the

newest version is 1.4.1. It has been in existence for two

years, and several vendors now have their commercial

WITSML servers certified on V 1.4.1. The new generation

of WITSML is called WITSML2 and will be capable of

streaming real-time data via updated technology. This was

delivered in September 2014 as a community technology

preview (CTP) and will be formally released in early 2015.

PRODML is the standard for production-related data.

This group is actively working on several projects. In July

an update to the distributed temperature sensing transfer

was released. A new exchange type is being developed for

making a standard transfer of pressure-volume-tempera-

ture data from the labs that do the measurements to the

operators and other partners. Also being developed is a

new standard to cover the transfer of routine production

data among joint interest partners.

RESQML is the standard for integrating earth modeling

and reservoir simulation software. RESQML2 V2.0, the

next generation of this standard, was released in Septem-

ber 2014. It moves real-life features in the earth, specific

interpretations of these features and the computer science

representations that are used to identify those interpreta-

tions. Properties assigned to representations to build an

earth model can be transferred as part of that model.

Transfers may include either complete or partial models

of only the data that have changed.

IOGP. IOGP maintains the geodetic transformation reg-

istry. This parameter dataset is updated occasionally, and

the current version, 8.6, was released

in November 2014. In addition, IOGP

has developed a set of GIS shapes that

define the area of suitability for each of

the projected and geodetic systems.

There also have been updates to the

suite of guidance notes, which will

help users coordinate transformations.

A new geography markup language 

version of the seafloor data model 

standard has recently been released 

by the Geomatics Committee of IOGP.

It is called SeabedML. 

The suite of seismic positioning standards (or “P-stan-

dards”) originally developed by SEG are maintained by

IOGP. They describe the placement of hydrophones and

other positioning-related aspects of seismic data transfers.

Currently, the P7 standard (data exchange format for well

deviation data) is in the process of being updated.

PPDM. The PPDM data model is the primary standard

produced by the PPDM Association. The latest version of

the model is V3.9, released in May 2014. This version has

numerous improvements, including a new geochemistry

module. Another standard PPDM is known for is the “What

is a Well?” standard. This describes a standard terminology

for a normal well and the data related to it. PPDM has a

new set of standardized business rules that will be especially

useful for calculating a quantitative score for data quality.

SEG. The standards used in the exchange of seismic

acquisition and poststack datasets were developed and are

maintained by SEG. The final update to SEG-D rev 3.0 is

now available. It addresses problems with endianness and

brings SEG-D in line with the latest coordinate system and

positioning standards from IOGP. SEG-Y, the standard for

post-stack data, is undergoing a major revision. SEG-Y rev

2 also will be available soon.

Better coordination
In the upstream digital oil field, there are a dozen or so

standards bodies that work with data. Some of these

groups work with technical data, some with business data.

Some are focused on IT, and some are focused on differ-

ent aspects of the well life cycle, while even others are

focused on general information. The four groups that are

focused in the area of technical data transfer do not over-

lap with each other to any great extent. The formation of

the SLC will help standards organizations work together

and coordinate efforts, reducing any redundancy that

might exist. This should make it easier for companies 

to adopt these standards and realize the value from the

efficiencies the digital oil field brings.
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Dry emulsifiers improve 
performance, efficiency
Georgia-Pacific Chemicals introduced the new XPLOR

line of dry emulsifiers that are designed to enhance per-

formance and provide operational benefits in terms of effi-

ciency and total use costs, a product announcement said.

The dry emulsifiers can be used in diesel-, mineral oil- or

synthetic-based drilling fluids. They are compatible with a

variety of solvents, reducing the need to purchase multiple

types of emulsifiers. Typical liquid emulsifiers may contain

about 50% base oil, but XPLOR dry emulsifiers have a

higher activity level. As a result, less emulsifier is required

to treat a drilling fluid than with a liquid emulsifier.

XPLOR dry emulsifiers have minimal resistance to flow

even at temperatures below freezing, so they are easier to

work with in cold climates than conventional liquid emulsi-

fiers that need to be hot-boxed, steamed or jacketed to

pour in frigid conditions. As a dry product, the product is

easier to control packaged in barrels. gp-chemicals.com

Wireless top drive cement 
head increases efficiency, safety
Blackhawk Specialty Tools has developed the Hawkeye, 

a wireless top drive cement head that is designed to

enhance speed, efficiency and safety in cementing opera-

tions, according to a press release. The Hawkeye operates

on a fully wireless automation system, eliminating the

need for a hydraulic umbilical line and operating console.

Its Quik-Lock connections allow for fast plug, dart and ball

reloads, lowering the amount of rig floor downtime. With

an interchangeable cage design, the cement head also

prevents the deforma-

tion of dart fins, alleviat-

ing fluid bypass and

displacement volume

discrepancies. The

Hawkeye is adaptable

for different cementing

applications and has a

maximum hook load of

2.25 MMlb, a maximum

pump rate of 35

bbl/min through the

top drive and a maxi-

mum operating dis-

tance of 198 m (650 ft).

A radio signal filtering

also blocks Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth interference

for increased reliability.

A manual backup on all

remote-operated features also is available, ensuring a risk-

free operation. The Hawkeye is currently in use in both

land and offshore operations. blackhawkst.com

Frack-pack solution creates, 
preserves high-conductivity fractures 
Baker Hughes released the TORRENT frack-pack solu-

tion, which helps operators improve ultimate recovery by

creating and maintaining large, high-conductivity frac-

tures to maximize reservoir contact and increase drainage,

according to a company press release. Each TORRENT

solution is executed according to the potential of the

respective reservoir and makes use of Baker Hughes’ tech-

nology portfolio in sand control and pressure pumping

for reliable and effective delivery of an optimal treatment

program for the reservoir regardless of required proppant

volumes or pump rates, the release said. Modeling the

ideal stimulation program and engineering the fluid

design to match reservoir characteristics is the initial part

of the process. The stimulation program is then executed

using the SC-XP frack-pack platform and an advanced

stimulation vessel. SpectraStar fracturing fluid, which fea-

tures organoborate crosslinker and breaker technology, is

designed to offer better shear recovery at extreme pump

rates and is used for effective proppant transport. Remote

monitoring and analysis help deliver the treatment

according to plan and provide insight for making on-the-

fly adjustments to obtain an optimized stimulation pro-

gram. Fines stabilization technology and Sorb Ultra solid

inhibitors provide proactive flow assurance to maintain

planned optimal production rates while reducing or even

eliminating interventions. bakerhughes.com

Spill containment system reduces 
costs, risks of liner maintenance
Dura-Base Defender Spill Containments System from

Newpark Mats & Integrated Services is an engineered, 

linerless system that enables operators to cut the costs of

liner maintenance and disposal while complying with envi-

ronmental regulations, a company press release said. The

Defender Spill Containment System incorporates New-

park’s Dura-Base advanced-composite mats into a com-

plete system with seals, wall berms, drivable berms and a

specialized cellar protection system. The yellow and black

berms offer perimeter spill containment and direct vehic-

ular traffic through specific areas to improve site safety.

The redundant seals around the top and lip of each mat

offer two layers of protection, and a third layer protects

the area where the mats meet the cellar protection system.

This offers reinforced leak security around the wellhead,

where spills are most likely to occur. The system is

The Hawkeye top drive cement

head operates on a fully wireless

automation system. (Source:

Blackhawk Specialty Tools)
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designed to allow operators to carry out projects in

increasingly sensitive areas such as the Marcellus Shale.

newpark.com

Embedded controller meets 
rugged demands of fanless applications
Arbor Solution introduced the latest addition to its ARES

series of extended-temperature box PCs, the ARES-5300

Programmable Embedded Controller. The fanless, cable-

less, modularized-design unit features a power-efficient

Intel Celeron J1900 quad-core system-on-chip processor,

vibration and

shock protection,

and an operating

temperature range

from -30 C to

about 60 C (-22 F

to about 140 F)

that allows it to be

used in both hot

desert settings and

in cold arctic

areas, according to

a product announcement. The direct current power input

ranges from 9 v to 36 v. The system is DIN rail-mountable

with quick release capability and the ability to rotate 90

degrees. It is constructed of lightweight aluminum alloy.

The ARES-5300 Box PC is suitable for oil and gas applica-

tions for tasks such as oil rig control and systems monitor-

ing. Several units can be mounted side by side on a rail,

with each device controlling a specific function or piece of

machinery on the rig, for example. Twenty to 40 units can

be installed on a single rig. us.arborsolution.com

Units provide accurate BOP, pipeline, 
wellhead testing
Jetstream of Houston LLP introduced the HydroForce

series hydrostatic testing units—the HydroForce 3000,

HydroForce 3600 and HydroForce 4200—for accurate

BOP, pipeline and wellhead testing. Engineered for accu-

racy under challenging conditions, HydroForce units are

mounted on a heavy-duty skid or trailer unit with inte-

grated fluid containment and feature the Jetstream

Hydrostatic Test Valve (HTV), high-capacity water tanks,

189-l (50-gal) fuel tanks, a choice of 80-hp to 325-hp John

Deere or Cummins Tier 3 or Tier 4 diesel engines, and

pressures from 6,000 psi to 20,000 psi, with flows from 23

l/min to 227 l/min (6 gal/min to 60 gal/min). The Jet-

stream HTV delivers control under varying test pressures.

Pressures can be varied up to 20,000 psi with the precise

hand-adjustable pressure-setting fill lever. An exclusive

heavy-duty internal check valve automatically holds down-

stream pressure when the lever is released, which elimi-

nates the need for an external foot gun. On other

hydrostatic testing units, when maintenance is required

the entire system must be disassembled and a new valve

inserted, which causes considerable downtime. With the

Jetstream 20,000-psi cartridge-style check valve, the opera-

tor can be up and running in a fraction of that time.

HydroForce units also are equipped with the versatile Jet-

stream UNx System that allows contractors to perform

work at a variety of operating pressures to meet the needs

of the oil and gas market. Jetstream UNx pumps have

enabled contractors to perform pump maintenance in the

field quickly and efficiently without compromising dura-

bility. waterblast.com

Membrane deaeration technology requires
less space, weight than vacuum towers
The compact Membrane Deaeration (MDA) product line

from Water Standard can be used in waterflooding, IOR

and EOR applications. The company partnered with

Membrana as an original equipment manufacturer for

Liqui-Cel membrane contactors and piloted the technol-

ogy in continuous seawater trials. This resulted in a system

that requires 50% less space and weight than vacuum tow-

ers while providing more efficient oxygen removal,

according to a product announcement. The MDA pilot

unit produced about 5,000 bbl/d of deaerated seawater

and operated without chemical oxygen scavenging, scaling

or fouling of the membranes, CTO Lisa Henthorne said.

The pilot tested parameters such as seawater flow rate,

level of prefiltration and nitrogen sweep rate. The MDA

unit consistently achieved fewer than 10 parts per billion

(ppb) of dissolved oxygen in the treated water without

chemical addition. Vacuum towers normally achieve 50

ppb to 100 ppb and require additional oxygen scavenging

chemicals, Henthorne said. waterstandard.com
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The HydroForce series hydrostatic testing units feature the Jet-

stream HTV, high-capacity water tanks and pressures up to

20,000 psi. (Source: Jetstream of Houston)

The ARES-5300 

Box PC can be used in oil and gas appli-

cations such as rig control and systems

monitoring. (Source: Arbor Solution)
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F
ew can argue that Australia is not hydrocarbon-rich
and well-positioned to reap the rewards of its

onshore and offshore assets.
Even as clouds darkened over the oil and gas sector

with falling oil prices, a few rays of sunshine emerged
Down Under as a long-awaited LNG project marked a
milestone. The departure in January of the first LNG ves-
sel from Gladstone Harbor ushered in the BG Group-led
Queensland Curtis LNG project after four years in the
making. The $20.4 billion project, with LNG destined for
Asian markets, became Australia’s fourth operating LNG
project and the first of three coal-seam-gas-(CSG)-to-LNG
projects to be commissioned in Queensland. If all goes
according to plan, Origin Energy’s Australia Pacific LNG
project and the Santos-steered Gladstone LNG project
are scheduled to start up this year.

Plus, companies have signaled interest in acreage 
offshore Western Australia by gaining permits as part 
of an offshore petroleum acreage release. Even Apache
Corp., which has been shedding assets—including its
equity interest in Wheatstone LNG to Woodside Petro-
leum in a $2.75 billion deal—was in on the offshore
action alongside Statoil, Santos Offshore, Origin
Energy Resources and others.

“Australia has multiple factors that attract investors. It
has a long-standing oil and gas industry with well-devel-
oped infrastructure along with a well-characterized and
understood geology and a stable fiscal and regulatory
environment,” said Joseph Gatdula, GlobalData’s senior
upstream analyst covering Asia-Pacific and the former
Soviet Union. “In addition, there are legal frameworks
for due process with low corruption, which are signifi-
cant risks when operating in less transparent countries.”

Fiscal discipline
Low oil prices, costs and planned budget cuts have led
conversation in the industry worldwide. Australia is no
exception. “The situation in Australia is challenging.
High operational costs, particularly labor costs, have been
an ongoing challenge to the oil and gas industry in Aus-
tralia, magnifying the current tough economics faced by
operators,” Gatdula said. “Upstream companies will pro-

tect profits by reducing costs on everything from opera-
tions to exploration budgets. The outlook in Australia
mirrors much of the global outlook, with reductions of
10% to 20% of capex budgets and the cancellation of
marginal projects.” But companies are already finding
ways to operate smarter and more efficiently. The cost
constraints have put a renewed focus on fiscal discipline. 

“Concerted efforts have been made to increase
employee productivity through workplace law amend-
ments along with other efforts to streamline domestic
pricing mechanisms. Fiscal discipline has led to the can-
cellation of two major LNG projects, Browse LNG and
Bonaparte FLNG, with expected combined costs of $55
billion,” Gatdula continued. “The Australian oil and gas
industry has placed a significant stake in the develop-
ment of FLNG as a means of reducing the project lifecy-
cle costs for natural gas developments.”

Although he pointed out that lower initial costs and
decommissioning liabilities have not been proven for
FLNG, as the first full-scale project—Prelude FLNG—
will come onstream in 2016, FLNG creates opportunities
to exploit smaller discoveries once considered uneco-
nomic investments because of infrastructure. That was
among the reasons why Woodside Petroleum, operator
of the Browse joint venture (JV), opted to pursue FLNG
to develop estimated gross contingent resources of 422
Bcm (14.9 Tcf) of dry gas and 441.2 MMbbl of conden-
sate from the Brecknock, Calliance and Torosa fields off-
shore Western Australia. The development, which could
enter the FEED phase in mid-2015, is targeting a final
investment decision (FID) in mid-2016, later than origi-
nally planned.

“We see the decision to move FEED to mid-2015 as a
positive one for the project as we remain very committed
and focused on taking it forward,” Woodside CEO Peter
Coleman said in a conference call. “Why the change?
We’ve seen, obviously seen, a very substantial shift in mar-
ket conditions, and we actually believe it provides a good
opportunity for us to seek significantly lower cost out-
comes for the Browse FLNG development, primarily
drawing on lessons learned from other projects and other
cost changes that we’re seeing in our own business.”

‘Slight advantage’
Currently, Australia has six LNG plants under construc-
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Australia keeps eyes on the prize
As supply and demand alter market conditions, activity in Australia pushes forward.
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tion—Wheatstone, Greater Gorgon, Prelude and Ichthys
offshore Western Australia as well as Australia Pacific
and Gladstone in Queensland. Combined, the LNG
projects under construction are valued at more than
$200 billion, according to the Australian Petroleum 
Production & Exploration Association.

Three LNG projects are scheduled for startup in 2015.
Chevron’s Gorgon project was about 87% complete in
November, according to Chevron Australia’s website.
Project partners are Exxon Mobil, Shell, Osaka Gas,
Tokyo Gas and Chubu Electric Power. “Seven of the 10
wells at the Jansz-Io Field and seven of the eight wells at
the Gorgon Field are ready to produce,” Chevron said.
“The Jansz-Io Field is now connected to the LNG plant
following the final tie-in welds between the offshore and
cross-island pipeline systems. The Gorgon pipeline sys-
tem is being prepared for a similar tie-in.”

The Australia Pacific CSG-to-LNG project—a JV part-
nership between Origin, ConocoPhillips and Sinopec—
is due online mid-2015 with a capacity of 9 million
tonnes per annum (mtpa). The Santos-operated Glad-
stone LNG project, another Queensland project, also
anticipates its first LNG cargo in 2015. Working with
Petronas, Total and KOGAS, Gladstone will be capable
of producing 7.8 mtpa of LNG. The other LNG projects
have targeted start dates in 2016 and 2017.

Browse was not the only project to be pushed into
a holding pattern. In October Petronas warned of a
potential 15-year delay to its Pacific Northwest LNG
Project in British Columbia, Canada, unless a more
favorable deal could be brokered with government.

LNG projects still on the drawing board face the
biggest challenges in the race to reality, Geoffrey Cann,
national director of oil and gas in Deloitte’s Brisbane
office, said in an Oil and Gas Investor Australia article.

“I can’t comment on specific projects (such as Browse
or Pacific Northwest LNG). But I think the basic observa-
tion is that when the industry revenue line is cut because
of big price movements, then any project that is pre-FID,
without ownership sanction or gas contracts lined up, or
might not have gas supply immediately tied up, are being
asked to reevaluate the economics of those projects,”
Cann said. “In that case those projects, regardless of what
country they are in, are going to come under tighter secu-
rity risk parameters than legacy projects already under
construction. And only those projects with the best eco-
nomics that are closer to FID with capital lined up might
continue on.” Gatdula added that projects with long-term
contracts already in place will be fine.

“However, look for crude-linked gas prices to adjust
within the year, which will affect contract prices moving
forward for projects coming online in the 2017-2020
timeframe,” he warned. “As Asia stills supports the high-
est natural gas prices, expect Australia’s LNG industry to
have a slight advantage over other global LNG produc-
ers because of its proximity to this demand center.” 
But demand will play a critical role.

More pressure
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)
projects gas demand in China alone to jump to 221 Bcm
(7.8 Tcf) in 2020 before skyrocketing to about 481 Bcm
(17 Tcf) by 2040. Imports of natural gas in the form 
of LNG and from several new and proposed import
pipelines from nearby countries are expected to meet
the demand. The EIA said that Chinese companies
already have signed long-term contracts to deliver at
least 156 MMcm/d (5.2 Bcf/d). Most of the contracts
are with Asian firms with LNG sources from not only
Australia but also Indonesia, Malaysia and Papua New
Guinea. But buyers from Korea and Japan—the world’s
largest LNG importer—are also securing or seeking to
secure supplies.

In 2012, Japan consumed 130 Bcm (4.6 Tcf) of natural
gas, 95% of which was met by LNG imports sourced
mainly by Australia and Qatar at 18% each, EIA data
show. How much LNG Japan consumes in the future will
depend on how many nuclear facilities resume operations
following the Fukushima incident, which led Japan to
short-term and spot cargo LNG. Changing demand also
could alter the situation for Australia’s LNG suppliers.

Slower than expected gas demand in China could put
more pressure on LNG suppliers that are already trying
to survive high costs amid an industrywide downturn.

“From 2015, LNG markets face rapid supply growth,
led by Australia and followed into 2016 by the U.S. from
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BG Group LNG vessel Methane Rita Andrea arrived at the

Queensland Curtis LNG facility at Curtis Island, Gladstone, 

on Dec. 26, 2014. (Source: Queensland Curtis LNG)
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the Gulf Coast,” Noel Tomnay, head of global gas and
LNG for Wood Mackenzie, said in a report released in
December. “Suppliers will be looking closely at Asia’s gas
demand growth.”

This raises some concerns considering that gas
demand in China—the world’s most populous coun-
try—grew slower than anticipated last year. The Wood
Mackenzie report stated that China’s natural gas
demand was expected to increase 17% over the 2013
level; however, demand grew less than 10% year-on-year.

In addition to efforts to tap its own gas resources, the
country has turned to Russia—among others—to help
meet its gas needs. In November, China and Russia
sealed a $400 billion gas deal. The agreement followed
one signed in May, when Gazprom and China National
Petroleum Corp. signed a 30-year contract.

Already, “there are now real concerns that the Chinese
market will struggle to absorb all of its contracted LNG,
which doubles to 35 [mtpa] over the next three years,”
stated the report authored by Paul McConnell, principal
analyst of global markets for Wood Mackenzie.

Pushing forward
LNG talk has dominated conversation in Australia, but
other types of developments also are moving forward.
Origin Energy is making headway toward extending the
production life of the Yolla Field, having successfully
lifted the export compression and condensate pumping
modules into place on the Yolla offshore platform late
last year. The company announced in December that its
Speculant-1 exploration well had found potentially com-
mercial amounts of gas in Waarre Formation reservoirs.
Described as a tilted fault block structure covering more
than 7 sq km (3 sq miles), the discovery is located in the
Otway Basin offshore Victoria.

Beach Energy and Drillsearch continue to progress in
the Cooper and Eromanga basins, with results of the last
of a six-well oil development campaign in the Bauer
Field exceeding expectations.

“Bauer 18 intersected the target top Namur Sandstone
0.7 m [2.3 ft] high to prognosis, with 6.6 m [22 ft] of net
oil pay. An additional 4.2-m [13.8-ft] oil-bearing gross
interval of overlying McKinlay member was also inter-
sected,” Beach Energy said in a news release. 

Hopes are for all six of the recently drilled Bauer
development wells to be online in third-quarter 2015.

Strides also continue to be made at the Woodside-
operated North West Shelf JV project, which provides oil
and gas from offshore fields in the Carnarvon Basin.
The development’s Greater Western Flank Phase 1 
project is due for startup in early 2016. The project 

will develop the Goodwyn GH and Tidepole fields via 
a subsea tieback to the Goodwyn A platform, according
to Woodside’s website.

And discoveries keep coming. Among the latest is
Yarowinnie South-1 well’s wet gas find in the Cooper
Basin (Drillsearch Energy Ltd., 40%, and Santos, 60%
and operator). Preliminary interpretation of wireline
logs confirmed an aggregate best estimate of almost 15
m (49 ft) of net gas pay over several intervals in the
Patchawarra Formation totaling a gross Patchawarra
interval of 410 m (1,345 ft), according to Drillsearch.

Additional E&P opportunities exist.
“Australia does have several frontier areas, with the

most notable being the Bight Basin offshore South Aus-
tralia,” Gatdula said. “Expect these areas to receive sig-
nificant exploration budgets as limited geologic details
and deepwater nature would mandate. Specifically, BP
has committed to building a heliport to serve operations
in the basin, with exploration drilling expected to take
place by 2016.”

But like other parts of the world, Australia faces com-
petition for limited capital. “Australia’s main tool to
stimulate investments is the same for all countries,
which is a favorable fiscal and regulatory environment,”
Gatdula added. “Australia is competing for a diminish-
ing pool of investment dollars with other countries that
are offering tax discounts and incentives. These mecha-
nisms reduce the risk for investors and increase the prof-
itability of projects, both of which present favorable
opportunities for investment.”
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The Western Flank Phase 1 project will develop the Goodwyn GH

and Tidepole fields via a subsea tieback to the Goodwyn A plat-

form. (Source: Woodside Energy Ltd.)
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I
t only makes sense that the largest U.S. state would play

host to North America’s largest oil field: Prudhoe Bay.

The amount of recoverable oil in the field is more than

double that of the second largest field in the U.S., the

East Texas oil field, according to enacademic.com. How-

ever, Alaska lands in third place as the top oil producer in

the nation, trailing behind Texas and North Dakota. 

Prudhoe Bay is located on Alaska’s North Slope

(ANS), 1,050 km (650 miles) north of Anchorage. The

state is 375 million acres; of that, Prudhoe Bay covers

213,543 acres. It is ranked among the top 20 oil fields

ever discovered worldwide, according to operator BP,

and contains about 25 Bbbl of oil.

Geology
The field is an anticline structure located on the Barrow

Arch, a major subsurface feature of the Arctic Slope

province. It has faulting on the north side of the arch and

a Lower Cretaceous unconformity on the east. The main

oil and gas pools in the field lie in the Ivishak sandstones

of the Triassic Sadlerochit group, a part of the upper

Ellesmerian sequence. The field “involves an enormous

combination trap at the crest of the Barrow Arch. From

this crest, the Sadlerochit and neighboring strata tilt gen-

tly to the south and southwest but are cut off on their

northern side by a steep east-west trending rift-related

fault and beveled off on the eastern side by erosion at the

regional lower Cretaceous unconformity. Jurassic shales

above the Sadlerochit and Cretaceous shales above the

unconformity seal the reservoir,” Petroleum News

explained in “Dispelling the Alaska Fear Factor.” 

During the field’s early life, the oil-bearing sandstone

in some locations was 180 m (600 ft) thick. Today, the

oil-bearing zone’s average thickness is about 18 m (60

ft), according to enacademic.com. 

E&P 
Commercial oil exploration began in the Prudhoe Bay

area in the 1960s. The field was discovered by Humble

Oil, which later became part of Exxon, and Atlantic

Richfield Co. (ARCO), on March 12, 1968, with the well

Prudhoe Bay State No. 1.

The field was originally operated as two separate devel-

opments, the BP Western Operating Area and the ARCO

Eastern Operating Area. With the acquisition of ARCO by

BP and the sale of ARCO Alaska assets to Phillips Petro-

leum in 2000, the two operating areas were consolidated,

and BP became the sole operator of the field. 

In 1974, the state of Alaska’s Division of Geological

and Geophysical Surveys estimated that the field held

9.6 Bbbl of recoverable oil and 736 Bcm (26 Tcf) of 

natural gas. 

Construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System

began in 1975, and production did not begin until June

20, 1977, when the pipeline was completed. First oil

from Prudhoe Bay flowed through the Alaska Pipeline

to the Port of Valdez in 1977. 

The field has 1,114 oil production wells and produced

12 Bbbl (as of March 2013). It has peak production of

1.7 MMbbl/d. The field is owned and operated by BP

Exploration (26%), with partners Exxon Mobil (36%)

and ConocoPhillips Alaska (36%). The state of Alaska

owns the lands and leases the area as the Prudhoe Bay

Unit, which contains 16 oil pools.

BP opened its first office in Alaska in 1959 and oper-

ated 13 North Slope oil fields in Alaska, which included

Prudhoe Bay, Endicott, Northstar and Milne Point, and

four North Slope pipelines. The company recently sold

some of its fields to Hilcorp. Those 13 oil fields account

for about two-thirds of Alaska’s oil production. 

Additionally, EOR has played an important role in the

history of the field. Up to 227 MMcm/d (8 Bcf/d) of

natural gas is produced and injected back into the

ground to maintain reservoir pressure and produce

more oil. This injection has improved oil recovery and

extended the life of the field beyond initial estimates.

“Improved reservoir analysis and delineation,

advanced drilling techniques such as horizontal and

multilateral drilling, and advanced well completion

methods also made significant contributions. With these

technologies, Prudhoe Bay is expected to yield more
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Prudhoe Bay: 
a ‘once-in-a-lifetime discovery’
North America’s largest oil field, Prudhoe Bay, is ranked among the top 
20 oil fields ever discovered worldwide.

Ariana Benavidez, Associate Editor
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than an additional billion barrels of oil over its lifetime,”
according to BP’s 2013 Prudhoe Bay fact sheet.

Effects on economy
The Prudhoe Bay oil discovery in the 1960s changed
Alaska’s economy significantly. The state’s oil production
dominates the economy. In 1961, summer jobs in fishing
and construction made up the majority of Alaska’s private
jobs, with 66% higher employment in the summers. Jobs
are now year-round, resulting in a more stable state econ-
omy. From 1961 to 2003, Alaska’s employment grew from
94,000 to 320,000. A third of Alaska’s jobs—
127,000 in 2007—were oil-related and
depended on oil production. The state’s popu-
lation is triple what it was in 1960, up from
226,000 to 710,000 in 2010, according to a
2011 report by the University of Alaska’s Insti-
tute for Social and Economic Research (ISER).

“Without oil, the [Alaska] economy today
would be only half [its current] size,” ISER
reported. While the ANS is producing just 
a third of the oil it once did, “oil will still be
the state’s biggest economic engine in the
years ahead.”

Prudhoe Bay was “a once-in-a-lifetime dis-
covery,” with an abundant amount of oil that
was inexpensive to produce and on land the
state government owns, so the state has col-
lected much larger revenues than it otherwise
would have, ISER reported. 

While Alaska has a lot of oil production, higher taxes
have led to less production. Former governor Sarah
Palin helped pass a tax increase on oil company profits,
resulting in reduced production. Since 2006, oil produc-
tion taxes in Alaska have risen 350% based on an oil
price of $80/bbl and even more at $90, the Resource
Development Council for Alaska reported on its website.
ANS production has since fallen from 716,000 bbl/d in
2008 to 590,000 bbl/d in fiscal year 2012. 

In May 2013, then-Governor Sean Parnell signed the
controversial More Alaska Production Act (MAPA) into
law and said it would help reverse declining production
in Alaska, which had led to lower state revenue. Alaska’s
government operating budget is more than 90%
dependent on ANS oil production, and “over a third of
[Alaska’s] entire economy would collapse without ANS
oil,” said Dave Harbour, former chairman of the Regula-
tory Commission of Alaska, in an article on the North-
ern Gas Pipelines website. 

A referendum sought to repeal MAPA, with supporters
believing the tax breaks provided within the bill would

only benefit oil companies and not the citizens of
Alaska. In August 2014 the referendum was defeated,
keeping the MAPA tax structure in place. 

“Both supporters and opponents of the law are look-
ing to see if big oil companies will boost production,
one of the hotly contested points in whether the law was
helping or hurting Alaska’s economy,” Businessweek

reported in an August 2014 article. 
“It’s now time for companies to put their money

where their mouth is [and] move those billions of dol-
lars into work for Alaskans,” Parnell said at a news 

conference after the effort to repeal his 2013 law 
failed, according to a Businessweek report.

Investment
In fact, there already has been some movement forward
in the field. In June 2013, BP announced plans to spend
$1 billion on revving up crude production over five years
in the ANS fields by adding two drilling rigs to its Prud-
hoe Bay Field, one each in 2015 and 2016, according to
the company’s 2013 annual report. This would bring the
rig count up to nine, which is the highest in about seven
years. In addition, BP secured support from the other
working interest owners at Prudhoe Bay to begin evaluat-
ing an additional $3 billion of new development opportu-
nities, including facility expansions, a new well pad and
expansion of two existing well pads, according to the
report. BP’s announcement came just weeks after the
state decided to give the oil industry a $750 million
annual tax cut. Janet Weiss, BP Alaska’s regional presi-
dent, said it was key to getting all partners on board to
start to appraise new west end development.

BP plans to spend $1 billion on revving up crude

production over five years in the ANS fields by

adding two drilling rigs to its Prudhoe Bay Field.

This would bring the rig count up to nine.
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W
ith operators drilling more challenging deepwater

programs, the demand for dynamically positioned

drillships with versatile, multifunctional capabilities has

grown accordingly. Several years ago Ensco set out to con-

figure and deploy a drillship with features to enhance

operators’ drilling programs in ultradeepwater environ-

ments. It linked up with Samsung Heavy Industries

(SHI)—the world’s largest drillship builder—to develop

state-of-the-art vessels with a range of capabilities adapt-

able to each operator’s specific requirements. 

The resulting Samsung 96k DWT design has been used

for several units from the ENSCO DS-3 to the ENSCO DS-7,

with these vessels equipped with advanced technological

features for drilling and completing deepwater wells includ-

ing DPS-3 certified dynamic positioning, six-ram 15,000-psi

BOPs, enhanced offline capability, 2.5 MMlb hook load on

main rotary, 6,000-bbl active and 7,400-bbl reserve dual-

fluid systems, 165-mt active heave subsea crane, significant

storage and deck space and accommodations for up to 

200 people. 

The ongoing trend to drill even deeper and more com-

plex reservoirs, however, means that operators need even

more advanced technology. Ensco again collaborated with

SHI to develop a next-generation drillship based on the

proprietary Samsung GF 12000 design, which it chose for

its latest line of ultradeepwater units, the ENSCO DS-8,

ENSCO DS-9 and ENSCO DS-10. 

The Samsung GF 12000 “Green Future” design offers

numerous improvements for higher operating efficiency.

Primary to these capabilities are a focus on redundant

equipment—such as riser handling, pipehandling and

BOPs—throughout the drilling systems to eliminate sin-

gle-point failures.  

The 165-ton active heave compensating subsea construc-

tion crane enables deployment of subsea production

equipment without interference with ongoing drilling

operations and allows the handling of items too large 

or awkward to fit through the moonpool. Retractable

thrusters significantly reduce out-of-service maintenance

and allow easy access to ports worldwide. Ensco also said

that, due to hull form improvements and the ability to

retract the three forward thrusters while transiting, cus-

tomers can save on fuel relative to older drillships. Addi-

tional features include enhanced safety and environmental

features; dynamic positioning capabilities; and drilling and

completion functionality such as below-main-deck riser

storage, triple fluid systems, offline conditioning capability,

and enhanced client and third-party facilities. 

Ensco said these latest-generation rigs have earned it

multiyear contracts with major customers over other drill-

ship designs. Ensco has, for example, been awarded a 

five-year contract with Total for the ENSCO DS-8 and a

three-year contract with ConocoPhillips for the ENSCO

DS-9, which has enhanced features such as managed pres-

sure drilling and riser gas handling. ENSCO DS-10 will also

have a seven-ram 15,000-psi BOP.
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opens new frontiers
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Vessel Facts

Sector: Deepwater Drilling

Owner: Ensco

Names: Ensco DS-8, 9 & 10

Vessel Design: Samsung GF12000

Yard Built: Samsung Heavy Industries

First Operations: Fourth-quarter 2015 onward

Size (length/beam): 230 m by 38 m 

(754.5 ft by 124.6 ft)

Max Water Depth: 3,658 m (12,000 ft)

Max Drilling Depth: 2,192 m (40,000 ft)

Transit Speed: 10 knots

BOP: 15,000 psi, 6 or 7 Ram 

Operating Arena: Worldwide deepwater

Classification: ABS A1E DP3
The Ensco DS-10 is one of Ensco’s next-generation drillships based on the

Samsung GF 12000 design. (Source: Ensco)
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AFRICA

Circle Oil strikes gas in Morocco

Circle Oil has made a “significant gas discovery” 

following the preliminary results of drilling of the 

well KSR-12 in the Sebou permit onshore Morocco, 

the company said in a news release. The well was drilled

to a total depth of 1,980 m (6,496 ft). Gas shows, which

were confirmed by wireline logging, were encountered

at two different levels within the objective Hoot sands,

the release said. The net gas pay encountered in the

well from wireline log analysis is 19.5 m (64 ft) in the

main target Intra Hoot sands and 1 m (3 ft) in the

Upper Hoot. This is greater than predrill sand thick-

ness expectations. 

AUSTRALIA

Santos, Drillsearch make wet gas discovery

The PEL 513 joint venture (Drillsearch Energy

Ltd., 40%; Santos, 60% and operator) made its second

wet gas discovery in the license in the Cooper Basin,

Australia, according to a press release. The Yarowinnie

South-1 well was drilled to a total depth of 3,142 m

(10,308 ft) as an exploration well southwest of the

Varanus South-1 discovery. Drillsearch’s preliminary

interpretation of wireline logs has confirmed an 

aggregate best estimate of almost 15 m (49 ft) of 

net gas pay over several intervals in the Patchawarra 

Formation totaling a gross Patchawarra interval of 

410 m (1,345 ft). 

ASIA-PACIFIC

Statoil gains New Zealand permits

Statoil has been awarded four new exploration permits

offshore New Zealand. The permits were awarded by the

New Zealand government through the 2014 Block Offer.

Statoil will participate in three blocks in the East Coast

and Pegasus basins as a partner and is taking on opera-

torship for one new permit next to existing acreage in

the Reinga Basin. Blocks 57083, 57085 and 57087 are

awarded with Chevron as operator and both companies

holding a 50% working interest. The initial phase of the

project will consist of data collection. Block 57057 is

awarded to Statoil with a 100% working interest. Statoil

has committed to acquire 200 km (124 miles) of 2-D

seismic data within the permit.

CNOOC makes gas find in South China Sea

CNOOC Ltd. has made a new mid- to large-sized natural

gas deepwater discovery, Lingshui 25-1, in the northeast

part of Ledong Sag in South China Sea’s Qiongdongnan

Basin. The discovery well was drilled and completed at a

depth of about 4,000 m (13,123 ft) and encountered the

oil and gas pay zone with a total thickness of about 73 m

(240 ft), the release said. The well was tested to produce

about 1 MMcm (35.6 MMcf) of natural gas and 395

bbl/d. Lingshui 25-1 follows CNOOC’s Lingshui 17-2

deepwater discovery.

EUROPE

Eni farms in to blocks offshore Portugal

Eni has entered Portugal’s upstream oil and gas sector

after finalizing an agreement with Petrogal, a subsidiary

of Galp Energia, according to a news release. As part of

the agreement, Eni will acquire a 70% stake and opera-

torship of the Gamba, Santola and Lavagante permits.

The agreement will guarantee exploration rights for an

unexplored area of 9,100 sq km (3,514 sq miles) off-

shore Portugal. The exploration permits were awarded

to Petrogal in 2007 by the Portuguese State.

RUSSIA CIS

M-22 well in Ukraine finds gas in multiple zones

The Makeevskoye-22 (M-22) exploration well has

encountered gas in six zones after reaching a depth of

3,629 m (11,906 ft), Serinus Energy Inc. said. Two of

those zones appear to be net pay, with the other four

having resource potential. M-22 was spud on Oct. 1,

2014, and is located on the southwest side of the major

fault that runs through the Makeevskoye and Olgov-

skoye licenses. Log results show the S6 zone encoun-

tered 12 m (39 ft) net pay and the S13a encountered 6

m (20 ft) net pay. The net thickness of the S5 zone was 4

m (13 ft); S7, 3.5 m (11 ft); S13, 8.5 m (28 ft); and S13b,

6 m (20 ft), a press release said. 

MIDDLE EAST

Marathon, Total make discovery in Kurdistan region 

Located 60 km (37 miles) from the city of Erbil, Iraq, the

Jisik-1 discovery well on the Harir Block was drilled to a
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depth of 4,511 m (14,800 ft) and encountered light oil

and gas with condensate intervals in Jurassic and Triassic

carbonate reservoirs, according to a press release. Jisik is

the second discovery in the block, following the Mirawa-1

discovery. The Jisik-1 well encountered light oil of 43˚API

in a Jurassic carbonate reservoir. The well was tested with

flow rates of 6,100 bbl/d of anhydrous oil without stimu-

lation. Two other formation tests, both with flow rates of

about 283 Mcm/d to 425 Mcm/d (10 MMcf/d to 15

MMcf/d), confirmed the presence of gas reservoirs

together with associated condensate in the Triassic.

Kuwait Energy makes second oil find in Block 9

The consortium comprised of Kuwait Energy (70% and

operator) and Dragon Oil (30%) has made its second oil

discovery at Block 9 in Iraq, Kuwait Energy said in a news

release. The discovery was at the consortium’s second tar-

get, the Yamama Formation at 4,000 m (13,123 ft), in its

Block 9 exploration well, Faihaa-1, located in Northern

Basra in Iraq, the release said. Preliminary tests of the 

Faihaa-1 Yamama Formation resulted in oil flow rates 

of between 5,000 bbl/d and 8,000 bbl/d of 35˚API crude

on 32∕64-in. and 64∕64-in. chokes, respectively.

NORTH AMERICA

Woodside farms in to blocks offshore Nova Scotia

Woodside has finalized an agreement with BP to farm

in to offshore blocks in the Scotian Basin located 

off the coast of Nova Scotia, Canada. BP accepted

Woodside’s offer to acquire a 20% participating 

interest in exploration licenses 2431, 2432, 2433 

and 2434. BP will remain operator. The licenses 

cover 14,000 sq km (5,405 sq miles) in water depths

ranging from 500 m to 3,600 m (1,640 ft to 11,811 ft).

The future work program is anticipated to include 

the drilling of exploration wells from 2017. The trans-

action is subject to required government and regula-

tory approvals.

GULF OF MEXICO

Chevron strikes oil in deepwater U.S. GoM

Chevron Corp. said it has made a significant oil 

discovery at the Anchor prospect in the deepwater 

U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GoM). Anchor is Chevron’s 

second discovery in the deepwater GoM in less than 

a year. The Green Canyon Block 807 Well No. 2

encountered oil pay in multiple Lower Tertiary 

Wilcox Sands. The well, which was spudded in August

2014, is located about 225 km (140 miles) off the coast

of Louisiana in 1,580 m (5,183 ft) of water and was

drilled to a depth of 10,287 m (33,749 ft). Appraisal

drilling will begin in 2015. 

SOUTH AMERICA

Exxon Mobil makes second shale find in Vaca Muerta

Exxon Mobil Corp. successfully drilled its second shale

oil and gas well this year in Argentina. The Invernada 

X-3 well, located in the Vaca Muerta unconventional

deposit in Neuquén province, is producing 448 bbl/d 

of oil and 28 Mcm/d (1 MMcf/d) of gas, Exxon said 

in a statement. Exxon owns 85% of the venture, with

provincial energy producer Gas y Petróleo del Neuquén

SA controlling the remainder. The Invernada well is

located 20 km (12 miles) from Bajo del Choique, the

first well discovered in May, and was drilled at a depth 

of 4,686 m (15,374 ft).

Petrobras confirms oil accumulation in Sergipe Basin

The results of drilling well 9-SES-188D/9-BRSA-1280D-

SES confirm the light oil and gas discovery in the Farfan

area (between 37ºAPI and 40ºAPI), Petrobras said in a

press release. The results presented excellent permo-

porosity conditions in the turbidites reservoirs with 

54-m (177-ft) thickness. The well is located at concession

area BM-SEAL-11, in block SEAL-M-426, in Sergipe

Basin ultradeep waters.

The Jisik-1 discovery well encountered light oil and gas with

condensate intervals in Jurassic and Triassic carbonate reser-

voirs. (Source: Total)
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PEOPLE

Halker Consulting named Michael

Scull senior facilities adviser for the San

Juan Basin.

Bill Favenesi (left) has been

promoted to president 

of Compressor Products

International. 

Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA has

appointed Bjarte H. Bruheim as CEO.

J-W Energy Co. promoted

David A. Miller (left) to 

the position of president.

Richard T. Clement became

president of J-W Midstream Co. 

Golden Gate Capital tapped Jay Parkin-

son as an operating executive.

Dr. James Mataragio has been

appointed to the post of director 

general of the Tanzania Petroleum

Development Corp. 

U.S. Energy Corp. chose David Veltri as

president and COO. 

David B. Cook succeeded Søren Gath

Hansen as group executive vice presi-

dent and CEO for E&P at DONG

Energy. Hansen will continue as head

of the group’s HSEQ activities.

Ithaca Energy Inc. selected Roy

Buchan as COO.

President and COO of HOLT CAT

Allyn Archer has retired after 43 years

with the company. 

Scott Hazel (left)

took the role of

director of opera-

tions for water

transfer at Pinnergy. Jody Morgan

(right) became director of operations

for well testing. 

The Sparrows

Group has added to

its senior manage-

ment team with the

appointment of Mark Beveridge (left)

as European operations director and

Martin Thomson (right) as head of

business acquisition and strategic devel-

opment for Europe and Africa. 

Frank’s International N.V. appointed

Gary Luquette as president and CEO

to succeed D. Keith Mosing, who will

serve as executive chairman of the

board of directors.

Andy Trott has retired as pres-

ident of Huber Engineered

Materials, a division of J.M.

Huber Corp. Chuck Herak

(left) has been selected to succeed

Trott as president.

Express Energy Services hired

Kyle Lorentzen (left) as exec-

utive vice president and CFO. 

CMS Energy named Annette Gardiner

vice president of share services.

Erik Lagendijk has joined SBM Off-

shore as chief governance and compli-

ance officer after the retirement of

Sietze Hepkema.

Energy Navigator appointed Michael

Jegen executive vice president.

Hesham El-Brollosy (left) has

taken on the role of Middle

East vice president of business

development for LUX Assure. 

Deep Blue Engineering Ltd. has made

Dieter Watelle design engineer.

Craig Yelenick (left) joined

iSiS-Ex as a sales engineer. 

Mark G. Papa stepped down from the

board of directors of EOG Resources.

Val Lerma, P.E., (right)

became engineering man-

ager for InterAct, an Acteon

company. 

Madhu Hariharan (right) was

appointed as an additional

director of the London office

of 2H Offshore, an Acteon

company. 

The Texas Alliance of Energy Produc-

ers has retained Jim Standley for its

government relations program.

Warren Resources Inc. made Lance

Peterson interim CEO and Dominick

D’Alleva interim chairman of the

board. They succeeded Philip A.

Epstein, who resigned.

Torstein Sanness will retire as managing

director of Lundin Norway AS and will

assume the role of chairman in April.

Kristin Færovik will take over the role.

Apache Corp. tapped Peter A. Ragauss

to its board of directors.

Alfredo E. Guzmán (right)

received the Michel T. Hal-

bouty Outstanding Leader-

ship Award from the

American Association of Petroleum

Geologists.

John Richels, president and CEO of

Devon Energy Corp., announced his

retirement effective July 31, 2015. The

board of directors intends to elect

Dave Hager to succeed Richels.

COMPANIES

Halliburton opened a new base at

Regency Park, South Australia, to 

serve customers working in the 

Cooper Basin. The facility will provide

management, engineering and opera-

tions support for multiple company

departments across Australasia. A fully
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equipped mechanical workshop is

installed at the site to provide compre-

hensive maintenance support for

South Australian-based equipment.

The new facility also has warehousing

to supply products, materials and parts

to the company’s operations. Other

functions include logistics for the

Cooper Basin and interstate sites, mul-

tiple procurement functions, a training

facility and quality assurance functions. 

QIC Inc. has established offices in

Kuala Lampur and Labuan, Malaysia.

The company will focus initially on

providing quality assurance/quality

control inspections on drilling and

completion equipment in the Asia-

Pacific region. QIC expects to double

its operation by the end of 2016.

Peak Well Systems commissioned two

new ISO test facilities, in Perth, West-

ern Australia, and Aberdeen, to pro-

vide a controlled environment in

which to test downhole plug systems

under extreme conditions for pro-

longed periods of time. Both sites have

refrigeration capabilities for rapid tem-

perature cycling to simulate the most

hostile thermal conditions.
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W
e are rapidly moving into an age when every

machine and piece of equipment, from the very

smallest to the very largest, will be capable of collecting

massive quantities of data, often from multiple sensors.

Those data can be delivered to someone who needs to

make use of them for diagnosis, performance improve-

ment or any of a wide range of other purposes that are

enabled by the availability of that information.

The potential this opens up for making better use of

our resources is immense. But there is a problem: As is

now so often acknowledged in the technical press, we

are drowning in data. The amount of data is just too

large to make sense of.

In fact, the problem is not the data themselves. We

ought to see the data as a solution rather than a prob-

lem. The real problem is the shortage of the expertise

required to make sense of the data and to communicate

the meaning of these data to those who need to act. This

problem is widespread: Numerous studies across a vari-

ety of industries have

bemoaned the acute

shortfall in human

resources that prevents us

carrying out analysis of the

data and delivering the infor-

mation that they contain. 

Natural language generation

(NLG) provides a solution to this

problem. ARRIA’s NLG Engine is a

sophisticated software solution that

combines cutting-edge technology

advances from two areas—data analytics

and computational linguistics. The soft-

ware essentially embodies the expertise of

senior engineers in analyzing the data to

extract useful information and in communi-

cating that information in natural language

reports that read just as if they had been written

by those engineers. But because it’s a software

technology, it’s easily replicable and scalable so

that it overcomes the human knowledge

resource bottleneck. And it’s also extremely

fast. Analysis and communication tasks that can take

hours for a human engineer to carry out can be

achieved by the software in minutes.

ARRIA’s NLG Engine has been used to analyze and

communicate information in the health sector, in mete-

orology and in finance, but the technology also is in use

in the oil and gas industry. Shell uses the NLG Engine

for rotating equipment surveillance across six deepwater

oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM).

Shell’s deepwater collaborative operational and 

engineering surveillance decision support center, the

Bridge, and its exception-based surveillance (EBS) tech-

nology platform provide an environment where Shell

combines and integrates tens of thousands of data

streams from multiple sources for all of its deepwater

assets in the GoM and South America through one com-

mon IT framework. These data streams are bundled

through predefined calculations in an analytics engine

into critical conditions of interest that are monitored

24/7, 365 days a year. Shell then looks to prevent, treat

and remediate any emerging issue flagged through its

automated analytics EBS technology platform.

Until recently, this

process required expert

(and scarce) engineers to

analyze the situation to

come up with a recommenda-

tion for action. This can be a

time-consuming exercise, some-

times taking three or more hours

to dig through the various data

streams and maintenance histories 

of the affected piece of equipment

and of related pieces of equipment to

work out what might be going on.

Systems like the NLG Engine can do this

same work in 60 to 90 seconds, producing a

natural language report that is indistinguish-

able from those written by human engineers.

This result is achieved by combining sophisti-

cated analytics capabilities that emulate the engi-

neer’s reasoning with articulate communication

capabilities that emulate the engineer’s ability to

explain what is going on in language that is rel-

evant to the operator. 
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Making machines articulate
Data analysis and communication use the latest sophisticated software.

Dr. Robert Dale, ARRIA NLG
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